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The thesis is composed of two parts. Magnetic resonance (MR) p e f i i o n  irnaging using 

continuous arterial spin tagging (CAST) and double quantum @Q) coherence transfer MR 

spectroscopy (MRS) are the main themes respectively. Part one first discusses the importance 

of cerebrd biood flow (CBF) measurements for both dinical management and experimental 

investigation of neurological diseases such as ischemic stroke. This is followed by a review 

of the commonly used methods for measuring CBF. MR perfùsion imaging using CAST is 

then discussed, starting with derivation of a general equation for CBF calculation. A 

comprehensive examination of al1 the factors affecthg absolute CBF quantification and an 

error propagation analysis to estimate the signai-to-noise mtio of the perfusion images 

(SNRpufu) obtained with this technique are then given. A strategy to optimize SN%,* in 

one-coi1 CAST perfusion imaging is proposed and demonstrated experimentally. Improved 

S m m ,  enables higher temporal resolution for perfusion measurements, as is demonstrated 

experimentaily with an acetazolamide stimulation test. With the MR perfiision imaging 

technique developed, the effects of anesthetics on CBF in rats were investigated. CBF in rats 

after transient focal cerebrd ischemia was also measured. A delayed hyperemia in brain regions 

sus tainkg isc hernic injuries was observed. 

DQ coherence transfer or DQ filtering (DQF) is a cornmon spectral editing technique used in in 

vivo proton MRS to suppress waterAipid signals and to elirninate spectral overlapping. Part 

two of the thesis involves developing new DQF techniques and improving existing DQF 

techniques with the objective of making them more usehl for practical applications. A 
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localized DQF sequence for in vivo observation of taurine was developed and optirnized. 

This may be usefid as a tool in investigating the pathophysiology of taurine-related disorders. 

Because the conventional DQF sequences recover spectra of only one metabolite at a time, a 

stimulated-echo enhanced selective DQ coherence transfer sequence and a DQ double- 

editing sequence were developed, both of which are capable of obsexving more than one 

metabolite simultaneously. Finally, spatial localization using two-dimensional longitudinal 

Hadamard encoding was combined with a conventional DQF sequence to acquire multiple- 

voxel localized and lactate edited spectra in vivo. 
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Prologue 

In the 1 s t  two decades, the technology of magnetic resonance (MR) and its applications in 

biomedicine have developed in a way that few would have expected. Biomedical MR, 

including magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and in vivo magnetic resonance spectroscopy 

(MRS), not oniy has become an essential tool in many areas of basic research, but also 

provides a powerN diagnostic technique used clinically. Driven by more and more 

demanding applications, the technical development of biomedical MR is still progressing 

rapidly. In 1963, E. M. Packard, one of the early pioneers in nuclear magnetic resonance 

(NMR), commented on the fast growth in high resolution MRS at the time (l), and said: 

"Chernists got the point very quickly, thanked the physicists and took over." It seems to me 

that the growth currently experienced by biomedical MR is exactly the same as that 

experienced by high resolution MRS three decades ago, and thus 1 think it is appropriate to 

paraphrase Packard's words and Say: Physiologists and radiologists got the point very 

quickly, thanked the physicists and chemists and took over. The remaining question is who 

wiII come the next. "Maybe, the bunkers", joked R. V. Pound, another early pioneer in NMR, 

during the inaugurai Paul Lauterbur Lecture which he gave in 1997 at the S~ annual 

conference of the International Society of Magnetic Resonance for Medicine o. 

The earliest MR-related observations can be traced back to the tuni of the century when it 

was found that each line in the ultraviolet spectrum of a substance splits into two 

wavelengths in the presence of an extemal magnetic field. This "mystenous" splitting 

remained unexplained until 1924 when W. Pauli realized that it was caused by the 



interactions between the electrons and the separated energy states of the nucleus induced by 

the presence of the extemal magnetic field (2). Pauli then suggested that the nucleus mut 

have magnetic properties. Using an apparatus devised by themselves, 0. Stern and W. 

Gerlach carried out a series of experiments in the 1930s, which are now referred as the 

classic Stem-Gerlach experiments (3), and demonstrated that both the proton and the neutron 

have a magnetic moment, indeed, just as Pauli predicted. The next step in understanding the 

magnetic properties of the nucleus was made by 1. 1. Rabi who designed a resonance 

experiment in which a bearn of nuclei was deflected by a magnetic field oscillating at a 

radiofiequency (RF) and the amount of the deflection was used to measure the magnetic 

moment of the nucleus precisely (43). Although Rabi did not establish the concept of 

magnetic resonance that we are familiar with today, his experiment did establish the basis for 

the discovery of NMR in 1946 by F. Bloch and E. M. Purcell (6-9). For their achievements, 

Rabi was awarded a Nobel prize in 1944, and Bloch and Purcell were awarded a Nobel prize 

in 1952. 

In the early stages, MR signals were observed using the conventional absorption method (Le. 

the continuous-wave method) which was not only insensitive but also extremely slow in data 

acquisition, and the application of MR at the time was limited to studying simple nuclear 

physics such as spin difision and relaxation. However, everything started to change at the 

beginning of 1950s, thanks to two breakthroughs. The fust was the accidental discovery of 

the fiee induction decay (FID), a form of MR signal in the tirne domain, and the spin echo by 

E. L. Hahn when he tried to perform a simple inversion-recovery experiment and observe the 

MR signais on an oscilloscope (10,ll). Hahn's discovery together with the Fourier 



Transformation (FT) theory that was introduced later revolutionized the way MR signals 

were observed and eventualIy led to the development of modem MR technology. The second 

breakthrough was the discovery of the chemical shift and the scalar spin coupling (12-15). 

With these discoveries, hi& resolution MRS started to attract interest tiom chernists since its 

usefûlness in anaiytical chemistry and in determinhg the chemical structures of unknown 

compounds was now becoming obvious. The triumph of high resolution MRS came in the 

1970s when two-dimensional MRS techniques were developed and shown to be capable of 

determining the structures of molecules as complex as proteins (16). 

MR was introduced to the field of biomedicine in the rnid 1960s. Early expenments included 

using MRS to analyze the structures of proteins, the conformation of enzymes and the 

metabolic pathways in living cells. In 1972, R. Damadian fmt observed different relaxation 

characteristics of water in normal tissue and in cancerous tissue, and suggested the potentiai 

of MR in clinical medicine (17). The breakthrough which created the entire field of 

biomedical MR came in 1973 when Paul Lauterbur proposed a MR imaging method which 

he called zeugmatography (1 8). The fint MR image of experbnentai animals was obtained at 

the University of Aberdeen, Scotland in 1974 (19), only one year d e r  Lauterbur's original 

paper was published. Using a line scan method, the first MR images of a hurnan abdomen 

were obtained in 1978 (20). Significant improvement in the quality of MR images came at 

the beginning of the 1 980s when the spin warp technique and FT theory were introduced to 

acquire and reconstruct MR images (21). With improved image quality, MRI passed 

preliminary clinical trials in 1983 and started to make its appearance as a novel diagnostic 

tool in clinics (21). 



What makes MR so attractive in biomedicine is its noninvasiveness so that imaging and 

spectroscopy can be performed without perturbing or harrning the sample itself. Clinically, 

noninvasiveness is the an essential requirement for a diagnostic technique. In basic research, 

the noninvasiveness of MR makes it possible to obtain metabolic and structural information 

on intact biological tissue. Such information is usualIy lost if invasive techniques are used. 

Another attractive feature of MR is its versatility and flexibility. Different MR techniques 

can be used to obtain different information about the tissue in a single experiment. For 

example, MRI with different contrast mechanisms can be used to measure different 

properties of the tissue, ranging from microscopic water movement to macroscopic blood 

flow. 

After a half century of research, the fundamental basics of MR are very well established. 

However, this could be bad news rather than good news to latecomen in science such as 

myself because making discoveries like the ones made in the earlier days is now highly 

unlikely, although one can never Say impossible. However, this does not mean there is 

nothing important left for us to discover and there is also no need to be pessimistic. Maybe 

we can never supersede or even match the splendid achievements made by earlier scientists 

in pure science, the searchfor knowledge for its own suk. What we can do is applied science 

- refining and applying the brilliant discoveries made previously and making them 

beneficial to our world and our lives at large. The field of MR in biomedicine belongs to 

applied science rather than pure science which 1 would prefer if 1 had been born one hundred 

years ago. 



The main objective of the work described in this thesis is to improve existing MRI and MRS 

techniques and to develop new MRI and MRS techniques with potential applications in 

biomedicine. The thesis is composed of ten chapters, with the first nine constituting the body 

t e a  and the last one serving as an overall summary. Among these, chapters one to four 

descnbe the development, experimental implementation and applications of a MR perfusion 

imaging technique for measuring cerebral blood flow, while the development of several in 

vivo proton MRS techniques is described in chaptea five to nine. The background and 

rationale for each study are given when it is described individually in the different chapters. 
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Chapter 1. Brain and Cerebral Blood Flow 

The brain is the organ with the most active energy rnetabolism in the body. Ln normal 

humans, the brain, which represents only about 2% of the body weight, receives 15% of the 

cardiac output and accounts for about 20% of the total body baseiine oxygen consumption 

(1). Under resting conditions, the cerebral oxygen metabolic rate ( C m 2 )  in man is about 

3.5 ml-g-'-min-' (2). Unlike other organs, which usually exhibit considerable flexibility in 

using different substrates for their energy rnetabolism, normal brain uses glucose almost 

exclusively (2). The cerebral glucose utilization rate ( C w , , )  in man under normal 

conditions is about 0.3 pol*g-'-mhi'. CMRgi. values in some experimental animal species 

are even higher (2). However, despite the vast demand for oxygen and glucose, the storage of 

both substances in the brain is negligible. Therefore, an uninterrupted delivery and regional 

distribution of oxygen and glucose to the brain tissue by cerebral blood flow (CBF) are of 

critical importance in maintaining the brain's fbnctional and structural integrity. Disturbances 

in normal CBF, even though transient, can have long lasting and far reaching consequences 

on the brain, ranging fiom mildly impaired brain function to complete brain infarction. 

Altered CBF may play a role in many neurological diseases. In particular, it is the primary 

pathogenesis of ischemic stroke in which global or regional cerebral blood flow (CBF) is 

reduced or totally abolished due to narrowed or occluded cerebral blood vessels. In 

investigating, diagnosing and managing CBF-related diseases, the ability to measure global 

and regional CBF is, therefore, of clear importance. Particularly, in the studies of clinical and 

expenmental stroke, CBF measurements have been used mainly in three ways. 



1) Measurement of CBF in investigating the pathophysiology of ischemic stroke 

In normal brain, resting CBF is tightly coupled with tissue rnetabolism (2). During cerebral 

ischernia, CBF is reduced and the supply of oxygen and glucose to the brain becomes 

insuficient for normal rnetabolism. Consequently, cerebral energy rnetabolism is irnpaired 

and energy-consurning processes in the brah are affected adversely in a sequential manner. 

Functional activities are suppressed fist, followed by alteration or suppression of normal 

metabolic activities. This in turn triggers a cascade of neurochemical events that affect the 

brain's cellular integrity and will potentially cause brain damage. Each particular event 

induced by cerebral ischemia happens only when CBF is reduced below a certain level which 

is called the ischemic ihreshold for that event (3). Defming the ischernic threshold for each 

ischemic event is of obvious importance in investigating the mechanisms of pathophysiology 

for ischemic stroke. Guided by quantitative CBF measurements, ischemic thresholds for a 

wide range of functional, metabolic, neurochemicai and histological events have been 

determined in the p s t  using graded cerebral ischemia models (3-6). The results of those 

studies have greatly improved our understanding of the disease. 

In addition to the absolute CBF, the duration of ischemia is another parameter of interest in 

defining the severity and predicting the outcome of an ischernic stroke. In a cat mode1 of 

focal ischemia, 30 minutes of ischemia produced no or only rninor brain darnage while 

severe cerebral infarction was evident in cats undergoing 60 or 120 minutes ischemia (7). 

The duration of ischemia also plays a role in defining the ischemic thresholds. For example, 

the blood flow thresholds for some ischemic events have been shown to become higher when 

the duration of ischemia is prolonged (8-1 1). Accurate determination of the duration of 



ischemia is not trivial, and in many cases may require continuous and quantitative 

measurements of rCBF. This is especially tnie in studies of animal models of transient focal 

ischemia. In these models, restoration of rCBF afker reperfùsion is not homogeneous. The 

ischemic core often recovers much more slowly than the peripherd areas of the ischemic 

zone so that ischemia is effectively longer in the ischemic core. Distinguishing such a 

diflerence in the duration of ischemia between the ischemic core and the periphery of the 

ischemic zone relies on the ability to measure rCBF continuously and quantitatively. 

2) Measurement of CBF in diagnosing and predicting stroke 

Clinically, there are two main objectives in the acute diagnosis of stroke (12). First, it is 

important to distinguish ischemic stroke fiorn hemorrhagic stroke before a specific therapy 

such as thrombolysis is administrated. Both computed tomography (CT) and magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) can be used to do so although the sensitivity of CT in detecting 

intracerebral hemorrhage is reported to be higher (13,14). The use of MRI to distinguish 

ischemic and hemorrhagic stroke relies on multimodal MM, including magnetic resonance 

(MR) perfusion imaging which measures rCBF quantitatively (14). Immediately afier the 

onset of an ischemic stroke, CBF is severely reduced or completely abolished in the brain 

region supplied by the occluded artery. On the CBF images, the brain region with decreased 

rCBF appears as a well-defùied area of hypointensity which indicates an ongoing ischemic 

stroke. Perfusion imaging can also be used to identiQ ischemic events, whether due to 

vascular occlusion, brain swelling, arteridvenous maiformation etc. Another objective in the 

acute diagnosis of stroke is to estimate the extent of brain damage caused by the stroke. In 

this context, CBF imaging is usefùl in determinhg the volume of ischemic brain tissue which 



is at risk of evolving h o  brain infmtion. In addition, quantitative measurernents of rCBF 

after stroke may also be helpful in assessing the revenibility of the brain damage and in 

predicting the outcome of the stroke (15-1 8) although its value for such prognosis rem- to 

be fully defined (19). in the diagnosis of subarachnoid hemorrhage, CBF measurement is 

useful in tracking the course of vasospasm when combined with other techniques (20). 

IdentZying groups of patients with high risk of stroke is important for preventing the 

occurrence of this disease. Many factors increase the risk of stroke, such as carotid stenosis, 

hypertension, heart diseases, diabetes, cigarette smoking and alcohol consumption (2 1). 

Patients with severe carotid stenosis (>70%) are among those with the highest risk of 

ischemic stroke. Although having no clear correlation with the degree of carotid stenosis, 

cerebral hemodynamics in this group of patients is likely impaired. It has been hypothesized 

that impaired cerebral hemodynamics can be used as a predictor for subsequent stroke in 

these patients (22,23). Although earlier data fiom a small number of patients did not support 

this hypothesis (24-26), more recent studies showed that stroke in this group of patients c m  

be predicted using a so-cailed cerebral vasomotor reactivity test (Le. an acetazolamide 

stimulation test) (27-3 l), in which CBF is rneasured before and afker intravenous injection of 

acetazolarnide, a carbonic anhydrase inhibitor which increases the tissue CO2 Ievel and in 

tum increases CBF globaily without altenng the tissue metabolic rate significantly (32). The 

information about cerebral vasomotor reactivity is obtained by comparing CBF values 

measured before and after the acetazolarnide injection. Stroke occurrences were found 

significantly higher in both symptomatic and asymptomatic patients with impaired cerebral 

vasomotor reactivity (28-30,33). Both qualitative and quantitative CBF measuring techniques 



have been used in the past in the acetazolamide stimulation test. However, it is shown in a 

recent study that only results fkom quantitative CBF measmement can serve as a robust 

predictor of the subsequent stroke occurrence whüe predictions made fiom qualitative 

measurernents are much less reliable (27). 

3) Measurement of CBF in prognosis and treatment evaluation for ischemic stroke 

CBF measurements might also be useful in the prognosis and treatment evaluation for 

ischemic stroke. When focal ischemia occurs, the entire ischemic zone can be divided into 

two parts, the ischernic core and the so-called ischernic penuntbra. Within îhe ischemic core, 

blood flow decreases below the ischemic threshold that is required to maintain the structural 

integrity of the brain cells and consequently the hct ional  and metabolic activities of the 

brain tissue are completely suppressed in this region. Unless normal CBF is restored within 

30 minutes or so, viability of the brain cells will be lost and the brain damage caused by 

ischemia will become irreversible. The ischemic penurnbra cm be defmed in several ways. 

Hossmann recently suggested that ischemic penumbra is "a region of constrained blood 

supply in which energy metabolism is preserved" (6), a definition challenged immediately by 

Ginsberg and Pulsinelli who consider the ischemic penumbra as a region of 

"electrophysiological silence" and "besieged by intermittent bioenergetic compromise" (34). 

In general, the ischemic penumbra can be simply viewed as a region within which the brain 

tissue at risk c m  be rescued if proper therapeutic interventions are applied. 

The ischemic penumbra lasts for several hours afler ischemia in animal models ( 3 9 ,  and 

perhaps even longer in humans (36). The concept of an ischemic penumbra is important for 



both experimental investigation and the clinical management of ischemic stroke (37) because 

it not only provides a target for potential therapeutic treatments of cerebral ischemia but also 

can be used to evaluate the efficacy of such treatments. The ischernic penumbra has first to 

be identified or, in most cases, to be visualized after an ischemic stroke before it can be used 

to guide and evaluate any potential treatments. To differentiate the ischernic penumbra fiom 

the ischernic core and the normal brain tissue and to visualize its existence, regional CBF and 

regional energy metabolism profiles of the brain tissue have to be determined 

simultaneously. In experimental focai ischemia, this has k e n  done successfully using 

autoradiography (i .e. measuring CBF) in conj unction with the ATP-induced bioluminescence 

technique (i.e. assessing tissue energy metabolism) (9,38). However, these techniques are 

invasive so that they can not be used clinically. There is a family of noninvasive tomographie 

techniques, including magnetic resonance (MR) perfiuion irnaging, available now to measure 

rCBF quantitatively in both humans and experimental animals. The problem that remains in 

visualizing the ischemic penumbra noninvasively is to find a noninvasive way to image the 

3 1 energy metabolism status of the brain tissue. P chemicai shift imaging (39-42), difision- 

weighted -MR imaging (1 1,4345) and quantitative T2 imaging (46) have shown some 

potential. However, some technical problems remain to be solved before they c m  be used 

routinely. Currently, identification and visualization of the ischemic penumbra are attracting 

more and more research interest and hopefully significant progress will be made in the near 

future. 
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Chapter 2. An Oventiew of Methods for Measuring Cerebral 
Blood Flow 

ln tro duc tion 

Since Kety and Schmidt's pioneering work in the 1940s (1,2), considerable research 

effort has been made to develop methods which can be used to measure cerebral blood 

flow (CBF). From the earliest methods using nitrous oxide gas to the most recent 

magnetic resonance (MR) perfiision imaging methods, many CBF measuring methods 

have been developed and the application of these methods in both basic research and the 

clinical setting has proven beneficial. Although different CBF measuring methods have 

different characteristics, the underlying principles they share are sirnilar. To measure 

CBF. a tracer is introduced into the vascular system of the subject undergoing CBF 

measurements. Upon administration, the tracer is carried by the blood and perfuses the 

brain tissue with kinetics dependent on CBF. By observing the build-up and/or clearance 

of the tracer in the brain tissue as a fûnction of time and modeling the kinetic processes 

mathematically, CBF can be determined . 

In this chapter, a historic o v e ~ e w  of the comrnody used methods for measuring CBF is 

given. Theoretical principles and typical technical procedures for each of the methods are 

described. The advantages and disadvantages associated with each method are also 

discussed. 



Fick's Principle 

In 1870, Adolph Fick, a German physiologist, f k t  described a method to measure 

cardiac output in intact animal and human. The basis for this rnethod, now called Fick's 

principle, is simply an application of the law of conservation of mass. For a substance 

which is consurned by the brain, Fick's pnnciple states that the amount of the substance 

delivered to the brain per unit tirne (At) by arterial blood (QJAt) must be equal to the surn 

of the amount leaving the brain through venous blood (QJAt), the arnount consumed by 

the brain (Q JAt) and the amount accwnulated in the brain (Qt/At). 

Kety and Schmidt's Theory fo Measure Global Cerebrel Wood Flow 

Fick's principle was onginally used to calculate cardiac output in humans. It was Kety 

and his CO-workers who adapted this principle and used it in the p i o n e e ~ g  work of 

measuring global CBF in the 1940s (1,S). Suppose a non-metabolizable tracer is 

introduced into the circulatory system by either inhalation or intravenous injection. Since 

the tracer is non-metabolizable, Q, in Eq. [2.1] is zero and the differentid form of Eq. 

[2.1] can then be written as 



Since QL(t)=WxCt(t), Qa(t)= FxCa(t) and Qv(t)= FxCy(t), Eq. [2.2] can also be written as 

where Ci([) is the tracer concentration (in gram per gram of brain tissue) in brain tissue 

(including its own blood) at time t ,  C,(t) and Cv(t) are the tracer concentrations in the 

arterial and venous blood (in grarns per milliliter of blood) at time t, respectively. W is 

the weight (in grams) of the brain, F is the flow rate (in mlmin-') and f is the CBF (in 

ml-g-'-min-'). 

Providing that f remains constant during the period of obsexvation, integrating Eq. [2.3] 

and soiving for f gives 

where r ,  and t 2  are the starting and the end time points of observation. 

Two different strategies based on Eq. f2.41 can be used to measure global CBF. 

1) Saturation Method: In this method, tracer is administered with no pre-existing 

presence in either the brain or the blood. During the period of tirne (T) in which the tracer 

is administered, both the arterial and venous blood are sampled regularly for analysis. 

The tracer concentration in the brain tissue is measured at the end of tracer 

administration. Under such circumstance, Eq. [2.4] can be written as 



If  T is kept long enough 

[2-51 

(usually 10 minutes), an equilibrium will be reached between 

brain tissue and venous blood so that Ct(T) is given by 

c, (Tl = hC.(T) 

where h is the brain:blood partition coefficient of the tracer and can be determined 

separately. Substituting Eq. 12-61 into Eq. [2S] gives 

Using nitrous oxide (NzO) gas as a tracer, Kety and Schmidt deterrnined global CBF in 

humans with Eq. [2.7] (1,2). Based on the sarne principle, Lassen et al later employed 

krypton-85 (85K.r) as a tracer and measured global CBF in humans (3). 

2) Desaturation Method: In this method, the brain tissue is fust saturated with the tracer 

using a long period of inhalation or infusion before the actual CBF measurements. Then 

the inhalation or infûsion is stopped and the desaturation process of the tracer fiom brain 

tissue is monitored by continuously recording the tracer concentration in both the arterial 

and venous blood. In this case, an equilibrium between brain tissue and venous blood is 

maintained throughout the entire desaturation process and Eq. [2.4] can be written as 



Equation (2.81 was first used by McHenry to measure global CBF in humans (4,s). 

Compared with the original saturation rnethod, the desaturation method has higher 

sensitivity and is less sensitive to technical errors such as a leaky mask when the tracer is 

administered by inhalation. 

Both the saturation and desaturation methods measure mean CBF over the entire brain or 

a large portion of the brain, depending on where the venous blood is sampled. Normally, 

these methods determine CBF in the part of brain tissue which delivers blood to the 

sampling vein. As pointed out by Kety and Schmidt, almost any substance that passes 

through the blood-brain-barrier (BBB) with sufficient speed can be used as the tracer in 

these methods and it is not required that the tracer be fieely-diffùsible (2). However, the 

tracer used in these methods must not be absorbed by either the brain tissue or the 

cere brospinal fluid (CSF), otherwise a systematic error will be introduced. Difficulties 

with the saturation and desaturation methods also include their requirement for intensive 

surgical preparation (i.e. catheterizing major artenes and veins) and their susceptibility to 

systematic error induced by contamination of venous blood sample with extracerebral 

blood. 

Kety and Schmidt's Theory to Measum Regional Cerebml Blood Flow 

Equation [2.3] can be extended to measure regional CBF (rCBF) (6,7), 



where the variables with the subscript r refer to theu regional values. 

Because regionai venous blood samples are usually not readily obtained, Eq. [2.9] can not 

be integrated directly as is done for Eq. [2.3]. However, if the tracer used is fieely 

diffisible, or in other words, an equilibrium between brain tissue and venous blood is 

reached instantaneously, Eq. [2.1 O] holds. 

Substituting Eq. [2.1 O] into Eq. [2.9] and solving for Ch&) gives 

Equation [2.9] can ais0 be solved for the specid case when the initial ( t 4 )  tissue 

concentration of the tracer is C,XO) and the arterial concentration of the tracer is zero 

(Ca(t)=O), giving 

Equations [2.11] and [2.12] represent two different strategies to determine rCBF. With 

the first strategy, rCBF can be derived by solving Eq. 12.1 11 numerically, provided the 

regional tracer concentration in the tissue at a given moment following the onset of the 

tracer administration C,dT), the history of the arterial concentration of the tracer Ca@), 

and the regionai brain:blood partition coefficient A, of the tracer are known. In most 

cases, a global vaiue of ;h. for the entire brain, instead of A,, is used to calculate rCBF 

values due to the technicai difficulties in measuring A,. In fact, Eq. [2.11] is the 



theoretical b a i s  for rnany commonly used rCBF measuring methods, such as 

autoradiography and almost ail the tomographie methods including single photon 

emission tomography (SPECT), x-ray computed tomography (CT) and positron emission 

tomography (PET). In some cases, Eq. [2.12] provides a simpler way to calculate rCBF 

since it requires repeated rneasurernents of the tracer concentrations in the brain tissue 

only and no blood sampling is necessary. Equation l2.121 predicts that, if Ce=, the 

regional tracer concentration in the brain tissue decreases exponentially with t h e ,  and 

the rate constant of such a decrease is directly proportional to rCBF. In order to use this 

method, Ca must equal zero during the entire course of measurement. In practice this 

requirement is met by introducing the tracer in a boIus so that C ,  of the tracer is 

negligible after its first pass through the brain tissue provided there is no significant 

recirculation. This method was first introduced by Lassen et al who used ''Kr as the 

tracer and recorded its concentration changes in the brain tissue using an extemal gamma 

detector afier a bolus injection (8-10). Following this work, other tracers, including 

gamma-emitting xenon gas ( i 3 3 ~ e ) ,  hydrogen gas (Hz) and deuterium oxide (D20), were 

soon developed to measure rCBF using the same or similar principles. 

Hydrogen Cleamnce Mefhod 

Considering the technical dificulties in recording regional concentration changes 

with an external gamma detector, Aukland et al (1 1) modified Lassen's method to 

measure blood fiow and first reported the hydrogen clearance rnethod in 1964. The 

hydrogen clearance method measures rCBF using Hz as the tracer and an intracerebral 



platinurn electrode as a detector to monitor local H2 concentration changes in the brain 

tissue. With tbis method, Hz is administered by inhalation or infusion (& saturated 

saline), followed by continuously monitoring its desaturation fiom the brain tissue (1 2- 

14). Because the clearance rate of Hz through the lungs is hi& the arterial concentration 

of Hz is negligible so that Eq. 12.121 can be used to calculate CBF values in this rnethod. 

The hydrogen clearance method measures rCBF at the site where the platUiwn electrode 

is implanted. If the brain region of interest is homogeneous with only one compartment, 

Eq. [2.12] can be used directly to derive rCBF in that region. However, if multiple 

compartments with different flow rates exist, the clearance curve of hydrogen gas fiom 

the region wiI1 not be single exponential. In this case, a compartment analysis based on 

Eq. [2.12] is needed to obtain flow rates from different cerebral compartments (8-10). 

The hydrogen clearance method dlows quantitative and repeated rCBF measurements 

with relatively simple technical procedures. However, it requires brain penetration to 

implant the hydrogen electrode(s) and it does not allow simultaneous measurements of 

rCBF in multiple brain regions udess multiple electrodes are used. 

Similar to the hydrogen clearance rnethod, the heliwn (He) clearance method measures 

the desaturation process of hetium gas from the brain tissue using m a s  spectrometry 

(1 5). Although such a method permits simultaneous monitoring of oxygen and carbon 

dioxide tensions at the site of CBF measurement, it is not as popular as the hydrogen 

clearance rnethod because of its technical complexity. 



The technique of autoradiography was first developed by Landau et al in 1955 to measure 

rCBF in cats, using an inert radioactive gas tracer 13'~-labeled trifluoroiodomethane 

( [ 1 3 1 1 ] ~ ~ p ~ )  (16). Because of the long haif-life of the isotope 13'1 and the technical 

inconvenience in perfomiing autoradiographic procedures for detecting gas tracers, the 

use of ['"IICF~I in autoradiography was soon abandoned and better tracers were sought 

(17-20). The most successfd tracer so far is [14~]iodoantipyrine which is injectable and 

difises nearly fieely through the BBB (18). With this method, [14~]iodoantipyrine is 

infused intravenously. Simultaneously, the arterial biood is sampled with a high temporal 

resolution in order to record Ca@) dynamicaily. Toward the end of the infusion (tirne 

point T), the animal is decapitated and the brain is rapidly removed and sliced, followed 

by a quantitative autoradiographic assay to determine the regional radioactivity. For the 

autoradiographic assay, brain slices together with a set of calibrated reference standards 

are exposed to an x-ray film. Then the exposed film is developed, Using the calibrated 

standards, a calibration curve relating the optical density of the film to the concentration 

of the radioactive tracer can be determined for each film by densitometric measurement. 

From the calibration curve, CLXT) can be detennined by rneasuring the optical densities 

of the film in the regions representing various brain structures. With known C,(t) and 

CLXT), rCBF values can then be obtained by solving Eq. [2.11]. 



Among the existing rnethods to measure rCBF, the autoradiography method provides the 

highest spatial resolution. With this method, rCBF can be measured accurately in an 

anatomical structure with a size as small as a fraction of 1 mm3 (21). Provided that the 

tracer concentrations are determined accurately, CBF values obbined fiom this method 

are accurate and reliable, and autoradiography has been widely accepted as the "gold 

standard" in measuring rCBF in animal experiments. One major disadvantage of 

autoradiography is that it requires sacrifice of the animal so that CBF can only be 

measured once on an animal. 

Radioactive Micmsphem Method 

The method of using radioactive microspheres to measure organ blood flow was 

developed in the 1960s and has been used as a common technique to measure rCBF in 

experimentai animals (22). In this method, radionuclide-labeled rnicrospheres are injected 

directly into the heart (usually lefi atrium) or into a major artery supplying the tissue of 

interest. Upon injection, the microspheres distribute evenly in the blood and are carried 

by the blood to perfûse the tissue of interest. The size of the microspheres is carefidly 

chosen (usually 15 pm diameter) so that they are trapped in the microvasculature (small 

arterioles and capillaries) of the tissue during their first pass (22,23). By assuming 

complete mixing of the microspheres and the blood, the nurnber of the microspheres 

trapped in the tissue of interest is proportional to the blood flow thmugh it. In case of the 

brain, CBF can be calculated using a indicator fiactionation principle (22) which can be 

expressed mathematically by either Eq. [2.13] or Eq. 12.141, 



where/, Fr and W have their usual rneanings, CO is the cardiac output in ml-min-', Fmr is 

the flow rate in mlmui' of a reference "organ", N, is the number of rnicrospheres 

detected in a given brain region, NtoW is the total number of microspheres injected and 

Nmr is the nurnber of microspheres detected in the reference "organ". The nwnber of the 

microspheres is usually counted by analyzing the radioactivity of the tissue/blood 

samples. 

Using Eq. 12.131 to calculate blood flow requires independent measurement of the cardiac 

output and therefore it is difficult to implement in practice. Currently, methods based on 

Eq. [2.14] are the most commonly used. To be able to use Eq. [2.14] to calculate j;, a 

reference "organ" with known blood flow is required, as is usually produced artificially 

by withdrawing blood fiom a catheterized artery into a syringe with a fixed withdrawai 

rate (24). The withdrawal procedure is conducted simultaneously with the injection and 

lasts for 1-5 minutes until al1 the microspheres have been cleared fkom the circulation. 

Because the microspheres are non-metabolizable, a "fiozen" p i c m  of rCBF at the 

instant of injection is recorded pemanently upon the entrapment of microspheres in the 

microvasculature. This feature makes the radioactive microsphere method extremely 

usehl under some circurnstances. Because the picture of blood flow is "fiozen", it is not 

necessary to sacrifice the animal imrnediately d e r  the injection in order to retrieve the 



blood flow data. Instead, this can be done several &YS or even months later. Injection of 

microspheres labeled with different radio-nuclides allows rCBF to be measwed 

repeatedly at sequential time points in the same animal as long as the total nwnber of 

microspheres injected does not exceed a limit, below which partial occlusion of the 

microvasculature by injected microspheres will not disturb the normal hemodynamics 

and the normal physiological state of the brain tissue (24,25). There are two major 

limitations with the radioactive rnicrosphere methoci. First, Iike autoradiography, it is 

invasive and requires sacrifice of the animai at the end of the experiments in order to 

count the nurnber of the microspheres trapped in the brain tissue. Second, under certain 

circumstances, it requires the insertion of an intracardiac catheter to inject rnicrospheres, 

an invasive procedure which can potentially cause significant disturbance in the 

s y stematic hemodynamics and affect rCBF measurements. 

Laser-Doppler FIowmetry 

Laser-Doppler flowmetry (LDF) was introduced by Stem in 1975 to measure 

microcirculatory blood flow (26), and has been constantly refined and used extensively to 

monitor blood flow in various organs. The principles of LDF to measwe blood flow are 

based on the well-known Doppler effect. When a sound wave with a given fkequency is 

reflected back by a moving object, a fiequency shift for the reflected wave relative to the 

incidental fiequency results and the size of the fiequency shift (Doppler fiequency) 

depends on the velocity of the moving object. When an infiared laser beam illuminates a 

small volume of biological tissue, the backscattered light consists of light with the 



incident fiequency which has been scattered by stationary tissue and Doppler-fiequency- 

shifted light which has been scattered by moving red blood cells. The fiequency shift for 

the latter depends on the relative velocity of the moving red blood cells and the stationary 

tissue. The intensity of the fiequency-shifted light is related to the total number of the red 

blood cells in the region of interest. At a photomultiplier detector, the unshifted light and 

fiequency-shifted light interfere with each other and produce an interference pattern (i.e. 

Doppler spectrum), fiom which a flow-related parameter called the Doppler flow index 

(F) can be denved 

where o is the Doppler fiequency and P(o) is the power spectrum of the Doppler signals 

as a fùnction of the Doppler frequency. F is commonly used as an indirect measurement 

for bIood flow. However, with certain calibration factors, it can potentially be converted 

into absolute blood flow values in traditional units (i-e. ml*g".min'') (27-29). 

LDF allows instantaneous, continuous and noninvasive (to the target tissue itself) blood 

flow measurements (30). LDF is easy to use and has a much Iower cost than any of the 

tomography methods. There are also some disadvantages associated with this rnethod. 

First, the capability of LDF to measure absolute blood flow has not been demonstrated 

adequately. Second, when it is applied to measure CBF, a craniotomy is required in order 

to place the Laser-Doppler probe in proximity to the brain so that the method becomes 

invasive. Finaily, a Laser-Doppler probe can only measure microcirculatory blood flow 

fiom one region of interest with a volume of approximately 1 mm3 so that simultaneous 



regional measurements by LDF are not possible unless multiple probes (and mdtiple 

craniotomies) are used (2 1). 

Tornographic Methods to Measun, Regional CBF 

Since the introduction of autoradiography to measure rCBF, much effort has been made 

to develop noninvasive forms of this method so that they can be used on humans. In the 

last two decades, such effort has paid off. With technical advances made in modem 

tomography such as positron emission tomography (PET), single photon emission 

computed tomography (SPECT), x-ray computed tomography (CT), and magnetic 

resonance imaging (MN), noninvasive methods to measure rCBF have now become 

available and are widely used cluiically and in research. In this section, PET, SPECT and 

CT methods to measure rCBF are discussed. rCBF measurements with MRI will be 

discussed separately. 

PET 

The technique of PET was developed in the mid 1970s and its clinical utilization did not 

begin until the late 1980s (3 1). With PET, positron emitting isotopes are chemically 

integrated into radiopharmaceuticals which serve as tracers. The commonly used positron 

emitting isotopes include oxygen- 1 5 (150), carbon- 1 i (' 'c), nitrogen- 1 3 (13~), fluorine- 

18 ( 1 8 ~ )  and rubidium-82 (82~b) .  For CBF measurement, the most popular PET tracers 



are cL502 (32,33), ''9 (33035)~ H ~ I ~ O  (3640) and ["CI-butanol (38). Although different 

tracers are used, ai1 PET methods for rCBF measurement share similar technical 

procedures. To measure rCBF, injectable tracers are administered by intravenous bolus 

injection or continuous infusion and gaseous tracers are administered by either a single or 

continuous inhalation. This is followed by measuring regionai radioactivity of the tracers 

in the brain and the arterial input functions, which together c m  be used to derive rCBF 

values using kinetic models developed specifically for the particular method used. For 

example, in 1983, Herscovitch and Raichle proposed the use of ~ ~ " 0  as a tracer to 

mesure rCBF with PET (36,373. In their method, a bolus of H~"O was injected 

intravenously, followed by acquisition of a PET scan and the artenal input hct ion.  With 

this method, it may appear that, as with autoradiography, rCBF values can be caiculated 

by solving Eq. [2.11] numericaily. However, it was pointed out by the authors that, uniike 

autoradiography, PET does not have enough temporal resolution to measure regional 

tissue concentrations (radioactivity) of the tracer instantaneousty so that accurate 

determination of CLXT) in Eq. [2.11] is difficult. To solve this problem, Herscovitch and 

Raichle denved Eq. 12-16] to calculate rCBF (36), 

where T is the time period during which the tracer is administered, Ts and Te are the 

starting and the end time points of the PET scan, C ,  is the regional tissue concentration 

(radioactivity) of the tracer recorded by the PET scan during the time period from Ts to 

Tc, m is a constant between O and 1 that denotes the extent to which diffision equilibrium 

is achieved between blood and brain tissue during passage of the tracer fiom the arterial 

end to the venous end of the capillaries, and a is the physical decay constant of the tracer. 



Because of the short half lives of the positron emitting isotopes (ranghg from seconds to 

minutes), PET allows repeated measurements of rCBF. With different tracers, PET is 

capable of mapping regional CBF, cerebral blood volume (CBV), oxygen extraction 

fraction (OEF), CMROz and CMRgiu simultaneously with absolute quantification and 

high accuracy, making it currently the most powerful tool in studying cerebral fimction 

(4 1-43). The main limitation of using PET to study cerebral function is the high monetary 

cost of both the instrument and the tracers, and consequently its limited accessibility. 

SPECT 

SPECT emerged during the 1950s and 1960s and was soon applied to study cerebral 

fûnction (3 1). The usefulness of SPECT for measurement and tomographie imaging of 

CBF was first explored by Lassen et al in the late 1970s (44). To measure CBF, SPECT 

uses tracers which are labeled with isotopes that emit single photon radiation, most 

typically in the form of gamma rays. Isotopes comrnonly used for SPECT CBF 

measurements include xenon- 133 ( ' "~e) ,  iodine- 123 (123~) and technetium-99m (99m~c). 

Using 1 3 3 ~ e  gas as the tracer, SPECT can be used to measure rCBF quantitatively 

(45,46). In this method, ' " ~ e  is administered by 1.0-1.5 minutes of inhalation. During 

the inhalation as well as for several minutes following the inhaiation, SPECT scans are 

repeated at short time intervals (usually 1 minute). Simultaneously, the arterial input 

function of ' 3 3 ~ e  is estirnated fiom the end-tidal lJ3xe concentrations in the lung, which 



are recorded continuously using a collimated Na1 detector. Using an algorithm developed 

by Celsis et al (47), which is simply a modification of Eq. [2.11], quantitative CBF 

images can be caiculated fiom the raw SPECT images and the artenal input function. 

IJ3xe SPECT can be used in the same subject repeatedly because of the short retention 

tirne of ' 3 3 ~ e  gas in the body (usually 10-15 minutes). This, on the other hand, restricts 

the time available for SPECT scans so that the spatial resolution of this method is ofien 

limited compared to that seen in SPECT using '3 or 9 9 m ~ c  labeled tracers (see below). 

The clinical use of 1 3 3 ~ e  SPECT to measure rCBF is limited except that it is sometimes 

used as a standard to calibrate qualitative SPECT methods to measure rCBF (48,49). 

9 9 m ~ c  and labeled tracers are usuaily large lipophilic chelates such as -TC labeled 

hexamethylpropylenearnine o x h e  (HMPAO) (50-52) or ethyl cysteinate dimer (ECD) 

(5 3 34)  and ['=II iod~am~hetamine (IMP) (5 5 -56). Upon administration, such tracers pass 

through the BBB and are rapidly converted to their hydrophilic forms in brain tissue. The 

hydrophilic forms of the tracers become trapped inside the brain with a retention tirne up 

to 24 hours, thus forming a "fiozen picture" of CBF before and just after the injection. 

Technically, such tracers behave like the radioactive microspheres discussed before and 

are usually referred as "chernical microspheres". Due to the complicated tracer kinetics, 

absolute quantification of rCBF with this method is difficult. Instead, perfusion indexes 

are used for flow assessment, and relative rCBF is usually measured using Lassen's 

alg0nth.m (571, 



where F, FRr, N, Nmfi and amf are rCBF, reference CBF, regional SPECT count, reference 

SPECT count and conversion/clearance ratio of the tracer in the reference region, 

respectively. CBF in the cerebellum or an averaged CBF value over the entire brain is 

usually used as a reference in this method. If absolute quantification of rCBF is desired, 

FXf, and a,f have to be determined independently. 

Because the CBF pictures are "fiozen", the time available for SPECT scans is not limited 

so that CBF images c m  be obtained with high spatial resoiution and signal-to-noise ratio 

(SNR) with this method. However, also owing to the long retention time of the tracea, 

this method does not allow repeated rCBF measurements. lU1 labeled tracers were among 

the first used tracers in SPECT to measure rCBF. These have been replaced by -TC 

labeled tracers due to the long half tirne of '3 and therefore the hi& radiation dose 

delivered to patients. In spite of its shortcomings such as chernical instability and slow 

blood clearance, " m ~ c - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  has been one of the most widely used tracers for 

measuring rCBF with SPECT. Recently, a new 9 9 m ~ c  labeled SPECT tracer, 9 9 m ~ c - ~ ~ ~ ,  

was developed for rCBF rneasurement. *"'TC-ECD is chemically stable and has higher 

blood clearance rate than 9 9 m ~ c - ~ M P ~ ~  and the potential to measure rCBF 

quantitatively (52,53,58). The most attractive feature of using SPECT to measure rCBF is 

its high performance/cost ratio. Although being less quantifiable and of lower spatial 

resolution than PET, SPECT provides estimates of relative rCBF and rCBV with much 

less cost in both the instrument and the tracers. The reason that SPECT tracers are 

cheaper than PET tracers is because isotopes used in SPECT (99m~c and usually have 

long half times and do not require on-site production. 



Xenon-enhanced CT was first used by Drayer et al to measure rCBF in 1978 (59). With 

technical advances made in the last two decades, this method has become one of the most 

commonly used methods to measure rCBF clinically. Unlike SPECT, in which the 

gamma-emitting isotope of xenon, ':Xe, is used, xenon enhanced CT uses the stable 

isotope 'Y xe . Xenon is a fieely-difkible tracer and highly lipid soluble. Xenon is also 

a CT contrast enhancement agent whose use in CT was first suggested by Foley et al 

(60). When an x-ray bearn passes through the body, its intensity is attenuated by an 

amount that is dependent on the characteristics of the tissue in its path. When xenon is 

present, the attenuation increases in proportion to the concentration of xenon in the tissue, 

providing a theoretical bais  to measure tissue Xe concentrations by CT. 

To measure rCBF, xenon gas (usually 33%) is administered by inhalation, usually for a 

duration of 4.5 minutes in clinics (61). During and afler inhalation, the kinetics of xenon 

build-up/clearance in the tissue are measured by dynamic CT scans. Simultaneously, the 

arterial input fwiction of xenon is recorded by measuring the time course of end-tidal 

xenon concentration in the expired gas with a themoconductivity analyzer. With an 

algorithm modified fiom Eq. [2.11], rCBF values can then be derived fiom the CT 

images and the arterial input function. 

Stable xenon-enhanced CT measures rCBF with full quantification and high spatial 

resolution coupled to anatomical CT images. Because of the rapid clearance of xenon 



fiom the body (15-20 minutes), this method can be used repeatedly, allowing dynamic 

observation of rCBF. With most methods of measuring rCBF, direct determination of the 

regionai brain:blood partition coeEcient (A,) is difficult so that a global value of A. is 

usually assumed to calculate rCBF. By making such an assumption, significant 

calculation errors may be introduced, especially in physiologically perturbed brain tissue 

in which h will most likely be different fiom that in normal tissue. With stable xenon- 

enhanced CT, A, c m  actually be measured directly with simuitaneous measurements of 

xenon concentrations in tissue and blood so that there is no need to assume a global A 

value and therefore no enor will be introduced (62). The major concerns about the Xe- 

enhanced CT method are the high radiation dose fiom the CT scanner and the 

pharmacologie effect of xenon gas itself (61). Xe gas affects sensorium in many 

individuals and may cause agitation. When used at high concentrations (>71%), xenon 

induces anesthesia, afTecting baseline CBF, and may cause apnea in some cases (61). 

MR Mefhods Using Freely Diffusible Tmcem 

Being non-invasive, both magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and spectroscopy (MRS) 

have been employed to measure global and regional CBF using fkeely d i fh ib le  MR 

sensitive tracers, such as deutenum oxide @20), oxygen- 17 gas (1702), oxygen- 17 water 

(HZ"~) ,  and fluorine-19 ( 1 9 ~ )  based compounds (Le. halothane, Freon-22 and Freon-23) 

(63,64). As with other CBF measuring methods, the MR methods also involve three 

steps, namely tracer administration, tracer detection and kinetics modeling. 



Administration of D20, "02 or H~"O is usually done in bolus by either inhalation or 

injection while "F based tracers are usually introduced by prolonged inhalation. After 

tracer administration, MRS or MRI is used to monitor the build-up/clearance of tracer in 

the brain tissue, simultaneously with the sampling of the arteriai input fimctions. 

Depending on the MR techniques used for tracer detection, either global or regional CBF 

can be measured. With non-localized MRS, global CBF is measured. With localized 

MRS or MRI, rCBF is obtained- The kinetic models used to calculate CBF ciiffer fiom 

tracer to tracer, depending on the properties of the tracer itself and how it is administered. 

For example, when Freon-23 is used as the tracer, the kinetics of its clearance fiom 

saturated brain tissue after a long period of inhalation is typically observed and a 

mathematical model analogous to Eq. [2.11] is used to calculate CBF values (65-67). 

How-ever, when DzO is used as the tracer, it is usually administered by bolus injection 

and its first p a s  through the brain tissue is observed (68-71), as is done in the hydrogen 

clearance method. However, unlike hydrogen gas, the retention tirne of D20 in the blood 

is Iong and significant recirculation occurs so that the requirement of C,(t)=O is not valid 

and Eq. [2.12] c m  not be used directly to calculate CBF. To solve this problem, Kim et ai 

(72) deveIoped an algorithm specifically for D20 based on a two-compartments in series 

rnodel. 

The MR methods using fieely diffisible MR sensitive tracers provide a way to measure 

g Io bal and regional CBF non-invasive1 y and without hazardous radiation. However, two 

limitations exist. First, CBF measurements with these methods can potentially be 

complicated by the pharmacologic effects of some of the tracers used (i.e. D20 and 



halothane). Second, the spatial resolution with which CBF can be measured in these 

methods is generally limited because of the intrinsic insensitivity of MR detection. 

Besides the exogenous tracers mentioned above, endogenous MR-sensitive tracers such 

as water c m  also be used to measure CBF. This will be discussed in detail in the next 

chapter. 

MR Perfusion lmaging Using Fimt Pass Bolus Tmcking 

As discussed previously, fieely difisible tracers are used in most methods of measuring 

CBF. Other types of tracers, such as vascular tracers, are also available for CBF 

measurement. Vascular tracers, as implied by the narne, remain in the intravascular space 

during their passage through the brain as Iong as the BBB is intact. Kety and Schmidt's 

theory is inapplicable to vascular tracers. Instead, a tracer dilution principle and a central 

volume principle must be used for this type of tracer. 

Central Volume Principle 

In a closed system like the brain, the flow rate of a tracer (F, in ml-min-') can be written 

where Vd is the volume of the distribution of the tracer, MTT is the mean vascular transit 

time of the tracer. Equation C2.183, validated by Robertson et al (73), does not require that 



the tracer is fieely diffisible. Dividing both sides of Eq. [2.18] by the weight of the brain 

(U? gives 

When a vascular tracer passes through the brain, it distributes in the intravascular space 

only so that Vd equals the total volume of blood in brain (iQ and 

where CBV is the cerebral blood volume which defines the volume of blood per unit 

weight of brain tissue. Combining Eqs. [2.19] and [2.20] gives 

CBV 
f ==- 

Tracer Dilution Principle 

For a tracer that passes through the brain, CBV can be calculatec 

tracer concentration-time courses (74): 

CBV = 
gc, (Odt 

IC b (Odf 

1 fiom the integrated 

Provided there is no recirculation, the tracer dilution principle aiso states that M I T  is the 

ratio of the first and zeroth moment of the function Ct(t), 

MTT = 
&, (t)dr 



MR Perfusion lmaging Wdh First Pass Bolus Tracking 

Contrast agents for MRI enhance the contrast of MR images, improving their sensitivity 

in detecting tissue undergoing physiological perturbations. Most MR contrast agents are 

paramagnetic chelates of lanthanides which contain unpaired electrons, such as Gd- 

DTP A and D y-DTPA (gadoliniuddy sprosium diethy lene trïarninepentaacetic acid) (75). 

Depending on the mechanisms with which they affect MR contrast, contrast agents can 

be divided into relaxivity contrast agents and susceptibility contrast agents. Relaxivity 

contrast agents reduce both the transverse relaxation time T2 and the longitudinal 

relaxation t h e s  Tl  of the tissue through the dipolar interactions between the unpaired 

electrons and the proton nuclear spins. Normally, the reduction in Tl is much greater than 

that in T2. By altenng Iocal susceptibility, the presence of susceptibility contrast agents 

in tissue increases the diversity of local magnetic fields and decreases M' of the tissue. 

For both relaxivity and susceptibility contrast agents, it has been s h o w  both 

experimentally (75,76) and theoretically (77,78) that there is an essentidly linear 

relationship between the concentration of the contrast agent in tissue and the change in 

the relaxation rate, so that 

where R1 and ~ 2 '  are the relaxation rates corresponding to Tl and ~ 2 ' ,  TlpE and Tlpn 

are the Tl values before and after the injection of relaxivity contrast agent, M',, and 



R',, are the ~ 2 '  values before and d e r  the injection of susceptibility contrast agent, C, 

and Cs, are the concentrations of the relaxivity and susceptibility conttast agents in the 

tissue, and kl and k2 are proportionality constants. 

The BBB is not permeable to commonly-used MR contrast agents such as Gd-DTPA and 

Dy-DTPA so that they can be used as vascular tracers to measure cerebral hemodynamics 

(79,80). The use of MR contrast agents to measure CBF was h t  reported by Belliveau et 

al in 1990 (8 1). In Belliveau's experiments, a bolus of susceptibility contrast agent Dy- 

DTPA was injected into the extemal jugular vein of canines and the fust pass of Dy- 

DTPA through the brain was monitored dynamicaily by rapid gradient-echo MR imaging 

which produced one ~ 2 '  weighted image every second. Although remaining in the 

intravascular space, the presence of Dy-DTPA reduced 72' of the brain tissue by a l t e ~ g  

the local susceptibility, and this was manifested as reduced intensities on the ~ 2 '  

weighted images. Using Eq. [2.25], the regional tissue concentration of Dy-DTPA at a 

given moment t after injection can be written as 

1 s (0 
C, , ( t )  = -ln& 

TE x k S,, 

where TE is the echo time of the imaging sequence used, Sdt) is the regional intensity of 

the ~ 2 '  weighted image at time t after Dy-DTPA injection, So, is the regional intensity of 

the ~ 2 '  weighted image before Dy-DTPA injection and k is a proportionality constant 

which depends on the properties of the brain tissue, the imaging sequence used and the 

field strength at which the experiments are carried out. 

By combining Eqs. [2.22] and [2.26], regional CBV (rCBV) can be calculated as 



When regional values are measured, the integrated blood tracer concentration Cb(t) can 

be lumped together with TE and k into a lurnped constant K so that 

where, 

In analogy to Eq. [2.27], the regional mean vascular transit time (rM'IT) can be written 

jj x l m  . cols o., ldt 
rMTT = 

By combining Eqs. [2.21], [2.27] and [2.29], rCBF can be expressed as 

Equation [2.30] forms the theoretical basis to calculate CBF with the first pass bolus 

tracking method. For quantification of rCBF and rCBV, the proportionality constant K 

must be known. Othenvise the first pass bolus tracking method provides only relative 

rCBF and rCBV values. In principle, K can be determined either for each measurement, 

which would not be feasible to achieve, or by correlating data obtained from this method 



to other independent measurements to provide semiquantitative results (79,81). 

Recently, progress bas been made in obtaining t d y  quantitative rCBF and rCBV values 

with this method (82). 

The first pass bolus tracking method allows rCBF and rCBV to be measured 

simultaneously (79,80). Despite the fact that it only provides semi-quantibtive data, it is 

to date the most widely used MR method of m e a s u ~ g  cerebral hemodynamics. 

Technicaily, the method is very easy to implement, to use and to standardize, which 

partially contributes to its popularity. The speed of MR imaging determines the SNR and 

the spatial resolution of the CBF measurements with this method. Currently, first pass 

bolus tracking experiments are often done using echo-plana-imaging (EPI), with which 

M' weighted images can be acquired within 100 ms. The thne resolution of CBF 

measurements using fint pass bolus tracking is limited by the slow clearance rate of MR 

contrast agents fiom the body (i.e. about 30-60 min for Gd-DPTA) so that it is not 

possible to monitor dynamic CBF/CBV changes with this method. 
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Chapter 3. Magnetic Resonance Perfusion lmaging Using 
Arterial Spin Tagging 

Introduction 

As discussed in the previous chapter, cerebral blood flow (CBF) is usually measured by 

observing and mathematically modelhg the wash-in a d o r  wash-out kinetics of an 

exogenously administered tracer during its passage through the brain. The use of 

exogenous tracers is often associated with some disadvantages. First, most of the 

exogenous CBF tracers are either radioactive or toxic when applied at high 

concentrations, and thus are potentially hazardous to the subject undergoing CBF 

measurement. Second, the pharmacologie effects of some tracers, such as xenon gas, wiil 

potentially alter the resting physiological 3-te of the brain and complicate the results of 

the CBF measurement. Finally, the temporal resolution of CBF measurements with 

methods using exogenous tracers is ofien limited by the clearance rate of the tracers fiom 

the body so that observation of dynamic CBF changes is difficult. It is therefore 

advantageous to measure CBF using endogenous tracers. 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MM) is an excellent imaging modality to map reg iod  

CBF (rCBF) because it is totally noninvasive and it allows high spatial resolution. Early 

methods of mapping rCBF with MRI include the use of deuteriurn (1,2), oxygen-17 ("0) 

(3-6), fluorine49 (19~)  (6-IO), and proton ('H) MRi with first pass bolus tracking (1 1- 

15). Spatial resolution of the CBF maps (or perfiision images) that can be obtained with 



deuterium, ''0 or "F MRI is usually low because of either the intrinsic MR Uwnsitivity 

or the low natural abundance of these nuclei. Using M R  contrast agents as tracea, 'H 

MRI using first pass bolus tracking is capable of measuruig rCBF with higher spatial 

resolution. However, this method does not ailow quantitative CBF measwement, as 

pointed out in the previous chapter, and is subject to the general disadvantages associated 

with the use of exogenous tracers. 

Using magnetically labeled water molecules in the arterial blood as an endogenous tracer, 

Detre et al in 1992 proposed a method for rCBF mapping with 'H MN known as MR 

perfusion imaging using artenal spin tagging (AST) (16,17). The word "perfusion" has 

the same meaning as the word "CBF" in the context of this thesis, and they will be used 

interchangeably in this thesis. in the AST method, 'H spins fiom water molecules in the 

arterial blood are first "tagged" by magnetization saturation or adiabatic inversion. 

Tagged arterial blood then perfuses the brain tissue and reduces its longitudinal 

rnagnetization by an amount that is dependent on CBF. With Mit proton density imaging, 

such a reduction can be determined through measuring the longitudinal magnetization of 

the brain tissue with and without (control experiment) AST, and then used to calculate 

CBF with appropriate mathematical modeling. Although some technical problems remain 

to be solved, this method is capable of measuring rCBF noninvasively, with fidl 

quantification and potentiaily high spatial and temporal resolution (1 8). It is thus superior 

to the methods for rCBF measurement discussed previously (19). 



Depending on the AST strategy, the methods of MR p e h i o n  imaging using AST can be 

divided into methods of MR perfusion imaging using continuou AST (CAST) and 

methods of MR pemision imaging uing pulsed AST (PAST). By applying a long 

radiofiequency (RF) pulse (typically in the order of seconds) along with a spin-tagging 

magnetic field gradient, CAST labels arterial blood in the carotid arteries. One problem 

associated with CAST is the safety concem due to its hi& energy power deposition on 

the subject undergoing CBF measurement. Consequently, these methods so far are used 

primarily for rCBF measurements in anirnals (17,20-25), although theu usetùlness in 

human subjects has also been demonstrated (26-28). MR perfusion imaging ushg CAST 

has also been used to measure blood flow in rat hem (29), kidney (30) and ovary (3 1). In 

the methods using PAST, a relatively short RF pulse (typically of the order of several 

milliseconds) along with a slice-selective gradient is used to tag the longitudinal 

magnetization of the arterial blood in a brain slab proximd with respect to the direction 

of blood flow to the brain slice of interest. Compared to the methods using CAST, the 

methods using PAST are less quantifiable, but have technical characteristics that make 

them more suitable for human studies (32). As a result, these methods have been used 

primarily in mapping rCBF in human brain (33-38). The usefulness of these methods in 

measuring CBF in rat brain has also been demonstrated, but with only limited success 

(39). Despite their differences, the signal-to-noise ratios per unit time (SNRT) for CBF 

measurement with the two categories of perfusion imaging methods are the same (40). 

In this chapter of the thesis, the theoretical principles and technique characteristic of 

perfusion imaging using PAST and CAST are both discussed, with emphasis on the 



latter. For perhsion irnaging using CAST, a comprehensive exmination of al1 the factors 

that are known to affect absolute CBF quantification is also given, followed by an error 

propagation analysis to estimate the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the perfùsion 

measurement using this method. A strategy to optimize the SNR of the measurement with 

perfusion imaging using one-coi1 CAST is proposed and demonstrated with experiments 

on normal rat brain. This is followed by a discussion regarding the temporal resolution of 

this method for perfiision measurements. At the end of the chapter, some recent 

developments in MR perfusion imaging methods using AST are discussed. 

Artenal Spin Tggiïng 

The water proton spins in the artenal blood cm be tagged magnetically by either 

saturation or inversion and the degree of spin tagging (a) can be defined as (1 8) 

where Ma is the longitudinal magnetimtion of water protons in the arterial blood and M: is 

the equilibrium value of Ma. a has a value between O and 1. When the water proton spins in 

the arterial blood are completely saturated, Ma+ and thus a4.5. When the water proton 

spins in the arterial blood are completely inverted, Ma= -M and thus a=1 .O. 

In the methods using PAST, a saturation pulse followed by a dephasing gradient or an 

adiabatic inversion pulse is used for spin-tagging, and it is usuaiiy applied dong with a 

slice-selective gradient to saturate or invert arterid b l d  inside a brain slab that is posterior 



to the imaging slice. With CAST, arterial b l d  in the carotid arteries are either sa- by 

continuous irradiation (16) or inverted with an adiabatic-fast-passage inversion scherne 

(1 7,18). 

By applying continuous low-power RF irradiation in the presence of a magnetic field 

gradient, the longitudinal magnetization of the blood water spins in the carotid arteries can 

be inverted if the power of the RF irradiation (Bi) and the gradient strength (Gi) applied 

meet the adiabatic-fast-passage requirements (1 7,4 1,42), 

where y is the gymmagnetic ratio of the 'H nucleus, Tl, T2, are the longitudinal and 

transverse relaxation times of water molecules in the arterial blood and V is the laminar flow 

rate of blood in the carotid artenes. 

Figure 3.1 is a numerical simulation of the inversion process of an ensemble of flowing 'H 

spins undergoing adiabatic-fast-passage inversion. Simulation was done using a finite 

rotation matrix algorithrn, with Bi=lOO mG, Gi=l Gkm and V=10 cm/s. T l  and T2 of the 

flowing water protons were assurneci to be 1.89 s and 80 ms (typical values for arterial blood 

at 7 T) respectively. In Fig. 3.1, the normaiized longitudinal magnetization of the flowing 

spins (MJ is plotted as a fûnction of the ,  where tirne zero corresponds to the time point 

when the flowing spins pass through the inversion plane. Before passing through the 

inversion plane, Mz remains at its equilibriurn value (Mz=l.O) until the spins reach the 

proxirnity of the inversion plane. As the spins pass through the inversion plane, Mz is 

inverted adiabaticly. Mz reaches a maximal negative value shortly d e r  the spins pass 



through the inversion plane, and then staits to r e m  to its equilibrium value through Tl 

relaxation. In this particular case, the maximal degree of inversion (MZ=0.659) is obtained 

at t=330 rns and corresponds to an a value of 0.83. Perfect inversion is not obtained because 

the adiabatic-fast-passage requirements are not satisfied perféctly by using the assumed 

parameters (12.5«100.0«428.8). 

I r r r 1 I r 1 
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Figure 3.1 Simulated time course of the longitudinal magnetization of an ensemble of 'H 
spins undergoing adiabatic inversion calculated using a h i t e  rotation matrix algorithm. 

MR Perfusion lmaging Using Pulsed Alteriel Spin T a n g  

This method of AST was first reported by Kwong et al (43), and has subsequently 

undergone a nurnber of variations, including -ho planar imaging with - signal targeting 

with - altemating radiofrequency (EPISTAR) (33), perfusion imaging with - flow-sensitive 

alternating inversion recovery (FAIR) (34,35,39), proximal inversion with a control for - - - 



offset-resonance effects (PICORE) (36), quantitative :maging of prfusion using a zingle - - - 

subtraction (QUIPSS  and QUIPSS Ii) (36,37,44) and extraslice gin tagging MR - - 
perfusion imaging (EST) (38). The basic principles for perfusion measurernent 

underlying al1 these methods are the same, and they d s e r  fiom each other in how the 

control experirnents are conducted and in their sensitivity to blood flow from the distal 

side of the imaging slice(s) to the image slice(s). In this thesis, the FAIR method will be 

used as an example to discuss the theoretical aspects and the technical characteristics of 

perfusion irnaging using PAST. 

With the FAIR method (34,35,39), two inversion recovery experiments are performed in 

an interleaved manner, one with a slice selective inversion (acting as the control 

experiment and hereafter referred as the SS experiment) and the other with a non-slice- 

selective inversion (hereafter referred as the NS experiment). Proton density weighted 

images are acquired with a delay (TI) aller the inversion pulse. Subtraction of the images 

obtained in those two experiments gives a perfùsion-weighted image. 

In an inversion-recovery experiment, the modified BIoch equation for the Iongitudinal 

magnetization of brain tissue water (Mb) in the presence of blood flow is: 

where M E  is the equilibrium value of Mbr Tlb is the spin-lattice relaxation tirne of brain 

tissue water in the absence of pertùsion, f is the perfùsion rate and Mv is the longitudinal 

magnetization of water protons in the venous blood. 



If water is asswned to be a freely difhsibIe tracer so that there is an instantaneous 

equilibriurn among brain tissue water, arterial water and venous water, Ma in the absence of 

spin tagging ( MI ) and Mv can be written 

f 
M , (0 = - h M, (t) 

where h is the brain:blood partition coefficient of water. 

In the SS expriment, spins are inverted only in the imaging plane so that it is always 

"fresh" blood that perfuses the irnaging slice when t>O and, 

Substituting Eqs. 13.51 and [3.6] into Eq. [3.3] and with the boundary condition, 

M,(O) = (1 - 2 a ) M b  13.71 

the equation can be solved to give 

In the NS experiment, spins in the whole head or sometirnes in the whole body are 

inverted. Therefore, inverted blood, which relaxes during TI, perfuses the imaging slice 

when t>O so that 



f [1 -2aexp ( - f l l a ) ]~ I  =[1-2aexp(-tA'la)]-~b t < At 
iL [3 -91 

t>At  
h 

where At is the time for the "fiesh" blood to reach the irnaging slice. When t<At, 

substituting Eqs. 13.51 and 13-91 into Eq. [3.3] and solving with the boundary condition 

described in Eq. 13.71 gives 

where 

Tl, iL Tl, 

The difference in Mb between the SS and NS experirnents at the t h e  point TI then is 

In principle, f can be calculated by cornbining Eqs. [3.8] and 13.1 11 provided that Tl b, 

Tl, and h are known. Since f appears in the exponential terms, obtaining an analytical 

solution for f fiom Eqs. [3.8] and [3.11] is diE1cu1t. Semi-quantitative perfùsion 

determination in a FAIR expenment can be carried out by comparing the experimental 

AM value to a AM .vs f calibration curve constructed with given Tl  b, Tl,, h and TI 

values (32,34,39,40). As a result, perfusion imaging methods using PAST such as FAIR 

are ofien used to measure relative, not quantitative, p e h i o n  or dynamic perfusion 

changes. 



In order for a FAIR experiment to work, two requirements for the selecrion of the TI 

value have to be met. First, TI has to be close to both Tlb and Tl, in order to obtain 

optimal sensitivity for the perfusion measurement. Secondly, TI cannot be longer than At, 

otherwise in the NS experiment, fiesh spins will flow into the imaging slice before TI so 

that the optimal sensitivity will never be obtained. For human studies at low field 

strength, it is possible to choose a TI value which satisfies both the requirements. For 

example, at 1.5 T, typical Tl vaiues for human brain are 0.9 s for grey matter, 0.5 s for 

white matter and 1.2 s for arterial blood (32). If a whole-head coil is used, the non-slice- 

selective inversion in the NS experiment will invert the proton spins in the whole head 

including those in the blood in the carotid arteries so that At is somewhere between 1.2 

and 2.0 S. The requirements can then be essentially satisfied by using a TI value around 

1.4 S. However, this is not the case in many animal studies which are usually conducted 

at a high field strength. For example, at 7 T, Tl for rat brain is about 1.7 s, so that TI 

should be around 1.7 S. However, unless a whole-body coil for spin inversion is used, At 

is much shorter than Tlb in a rat (i.e. about 200 ms if a head coil is used), making the 

second requirement ( T W t )  hard to meet. Considering the difficulties in absolute 

perfusion quantification and in achieving optimal detection sensitivity, it has been 

concluded that perfùsion imaghg methods using PAST are not suitable for perfusion 

measurement in experimental animals at high field strength (39). 



Based on their mobility, two groups of protons exist in biological tissue (45). The first 

group is the protons in bulk water with relatively unrestricted motion, giving a nartow 

resonance in the MR fiequency domain and hereafter called ' ~ f .  The second group is the 

protons ('H,) in moieties with restricted motion such as those in proteins and ce11 

membranes. These protons usually have a broad resonance in the MR frequency domain. 

The spins of the protons in the two groups are in constant exchange via dipole-dipole 

interaction, chexnical exchange and diffiision. 

When an off-resonance RF pulse is applied to biological tissue, it reduces the proton 

density signal intensity of ' H ~  not only through the - direct - off-resonance - irradiation 

(DORI) effect but also through the so-called magnetization transfer (MT) effect (45,46). 

The MT effect is produced by saturation of the 'H, protons by the DORI effect of the RF 

pulse and the exchange of these protons with the 'H~ protons. Since two proton 

compartments are involved, the model used here to describe the MT effect is usually 

referred as the two-cornpartment MT model, and a schematic representation of this model 

is shown in Fig. 3.2. The MT efTect in biologicai tissue has also been described using more 

complicated models with different nurnbers of proton compartments assumed, including a 

two-cornpartment with a dipolar reservoir model (47), a three-compartment model (48) and 

a four-cornpartment model (49). However, the two-cornpartment MT modet seems to be 

adequate in most cases (47,49) and its use is therefore justified because of its simplicity. 
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Figure 3.2 A two-cornpartment mode1 of magnetization transfer in brain. 

MR Pedusion Imaging Using Confinuous Atte-1 Spin Tagging 

When an RF pulse is applied at the carotid artenes dong with a magnetic field gradient, it 

not only tags the water spins in the artenal blood, but also introduces MT and DORI effects 

in the haging brain slice, reducing the longitudinal magnetization of brain tissue water in 

that slice (1 8). Using a two-compartment exchange mode1 for MT and including the effects 

of perfûsion and off-resonance irradiation, the modified Bloch equations for the longitudinai 

magnetization of brain tissue water (Mb) and macromoIecule spins (Mm) in a CAST 

experiment are: 

where MO is the equilibrium value of M, Tl is the spin-lanice relaxation time in the absence 

of perfusion and cross-relaxation, R is the rate at which longitudinal magnethtion is lost 



due to the DOW efféct, subscripts b and m refei to brah water and macromolecule spuis, 

krar and k, are the forward and reverse rate constants for magnetization Prawfer . 

If water is assumed to be a kly-c i i fb ible  tracer so that there is an instantaneous 

equilibrium among brain tissue water, artenal water and venous water, Ma and Mv can then 

be written ( 18) 

Substituthg Eqs. [3.14] and [3.15] into Eq. 13.121, 

With the boundary conditions 

M m  (O) = M", k, x M b  
k m  

solving Eqs. [3.13] and [3.16] gives 

M , ( ~ ) = M : + C : ~ X  -- Tl:,, jfciex+&] 



where, M f and MF are the steady state vaiues of Mb and Mm, Tl wl and Tl ,z are the 

apparent longitudïnai relaxation times and c I, c t, c : and cf, are coefficients. 

To measureJ Mb is measured with ( MY ) and without (a*; M ) spin tagging and f can 

be calculated from M and M p , 



or, rearranging, 

where 

and 

Note that & does not appear in Eq. [3.271, so that direct irradiation of brain water spins does 

not affect j However, R, rernains in the expression, so that quantification of perfüsion 

depends on the rate at which macromolecule spins are saturated by the spin-tagging pulse. 

One-Coi1 and Two-Coi1 Continuous Artenal Spin Tagging 

In the conventional CAST experiment, a single RF coi1 is used both to tag the arterial 

spins and to obtain the MR image (16-18,26,27). As a result, the proton density signal 

intensity of the imaging slice is reduced not only by in-flowing arteriai blooci carrying 

tagged spins but also by the MT and the DOM eEects of the spin-tagging pulse. Although 

the MTDORI eEects do not affect the perfusion quantification directly as long as they are 

accounted for by perfoming a control experiment, the presence of these effects does reduce 

the intensity of the proton density images by up to 70% (24), decreasing SNR and thus the 

accuracy of the perfusion measurement. Furthemore, in the presence of the spin-tagging 

gradient, the MT/DORI effect is not homogeneous dong the axis perpendicular to the 



imaging slice, so that different imaging slices experience different amounts of MT/DORI 

effects and require ditferent control experiments, making multiple-slice pemision imaging 

difficult. This problem can be solved to some extent by perfonniag the control experiment 

with an amplitude-modulateci RF pulse which produces the same amount of MTD0R.i 

effects as the spin-tagging pulse for al i  the brain slices so that one control is sufncient for ail  

brain slices (50). Although this method is capable of multiple-slice perfùsion imaging, two 

problems remain First, with this method, the S N R  of the perfusion measurement will likely 

be reduced because of imperfections in the amplitude-modulated pulse. Second, the power 

of the amplitude-modulated puise has to be adjusted rnanuaily to match that of the spin- 

tagging pulse, making the method difficult to use and susceptible to subjective error. 

Considering the limitations of the one-coi1 CAST experirnent, a two-coi1 method was 

developed by Zhang et al in 1995 (23,24), in which a separate neck coil, decoupled from the 

irnaging coil, is used for AST. The geometric configuration of the neck coil was specially 

designed so that the RF power produced by this coil does not reach the brain. The two-coil 

configuration allows AST in the absence of MT and DORI effects, thus improving the 

SNRT of the perfusion measurements and enabling multiple-slice perfiision imaging. 

However, this experimentai configuration requires two RF channels and other special 

hardware, and thus is inconvenient to use in practice. In addition, the use of the neck coil 

limits artenal tagging to spins in the carotid artenes only while leaving blood flowing in the 

vertebraf arteries unaffectcd (24,Sl). Measurements of perfusion in posterior regions of the 

brain, or in animal experiments involving partial or complete carotid artery occlusion, are 

then compromised. 



Previously, the equations for the perfbion calculation in the onexoil and the two-coi1 

CAST experiments were developed separately (1 824). Equation L3.271 derived in this thesis 

is a general expression forf; valid for both the one-coi1 and the two-coil CAST experiments. 

In the one-coi1 CAST experiments, it is usuaiiy assumed that the macromolecule spins in the 

irnaging slice are completely saturateci instantaneously by the spin-tagging RF pulse, 

correspondhg to &=a. in this case, Eq. L3.27 reduces to 

agreeing wvith what was derived previously (18). In a two-coi1 CAST experiment, artenal 

blood is tagged in the absence of the MT/DORI effects in the irnaging plane (%=&=O) so 

that Eq. 13-27] reduces to 

consistent with the expression derived by Zhang et al (24). 

Measurement of M end M;" 

Unless stated othewise, al1 experiments described in this chapter were carried out on a 

Bruker Biospec/3 7 Ti21 cm spectrometer equipped with activeiy-shielded gradient coils 

and a custom built 3 cm diameter saddle coi1 for both transmission and reception. 



To obtain a perfùsion image, M and Mb are îkst prepared by CAST, and then determined 

with proton density weighted MR irnaging . Conventional spin-echo (SE) (1 6,17,26), echo 

planar (28,50,52,53) and snapshot fast low angle shot (FLASH) imaging (54) have been 

used as the readsut procedures to determine MP and M P  . With SE imaging, AST has to 

be carried out for every phase-encoding step so that the total tirne to obtain a perfùsion 

image is long, for example, at least 10 minutes to acquire a perfbsion image with a matrix 

size of 128x128, not including the tirne to aquire the Tl, image needed for perfusion 

calculation. With echo planar imaging @PI) and snapshot FLASH imaging, images of M 

and Myn can be obtained foiiowing only one magnetization preparation procedure, making 

these techniques much more the-efficient than the SE irnaging technique. Theoretically, 

EPI is preferable to snapshot FLASH imaging because it acquires an image in one single 

shot. However, EPI requires specialized hardware and thus its use is Limited. In the work 

described in this thesis, a snapshot FLASH imaging sequence was used to acquire the proton 

density weighted images and the detailed acquisition parameters will be given later when 

each individual experiment is described. 

Measurement of cq Tl. and Magnetization f'nsfer Parameters 

In addition to ~ y a n d  M r  , h, a, Tl,, 5 and magnetization transfer parameters (i.e. 

kf,,, k,, and Tl,) must be detennined in order to be able to use Eq. 13-27] to calcuiatef: 



Measurement of a 

The degree of spin labeling, a, can be determined experimentally by measuring the 

intensity of the arterial blood in the carotid arteries in a proton density weighted image 

with and without AST (25). In the work descnbed in this thesis, a was measured using a 

gradient-refocused-echo imaging sequence with a repetition time (TR) of 530 ms, an 

echo time (TE) of 1 O ms and a 90' flip angle excitation pulse. Images were acquired with 

a field of view (FOV) of 4.5x4.5 cm2 and a 2 mm slice thickness. The acquisition matrix 

size was 128x 128, and was zero-filled to 256x256 during reconstniction. The location of 

the detection plane for a measurement is shown in Fig. 3.3. To measure the proton 

density signal intensity of the artejal blood in the presence of AST, a 500 ms spin- 

tagging pulse dong with an axial gradient was inserted into the TR period of the imaging 

sequence. The frequency of the spin-tagging pulse was adjusted according to the gradient 

strength applied so that the arterial blood was tagged in a plane that was about 5 mm 

upstream fiom the detection plane (Fig. 3.3). 

Figure 3.4 shows magnitudecalculateci neck images aquired for the measurement of a, in 

which the carotid arteries are indicated by arrows. Image A was acquired without AST and 

had the highest carotid artery intensities among al1 four images. Images 8, C and D were 

acquired in the presence of AST with a constant spin-tagging gradient of 2 Gkm and a 

progressively increasing BI of 40, 75 and 150 mG. By measuring the carotid artery 

intensities and comparing them with that in image A, a can be cdculated for each spin- 



tagging condition by Eq. [3.1], and had a value of O.3O,O.42 and 0.76 for images B, C and D 

+ control plane 

+ voxel for STEAM spectroscopy 

+ detection plane for a measurement 
+ inversion plane 

Figure 3.3 A transverse image of a rat brain showing the locations of the inversion plane, 
the control plane, the detection plane for a measurement and the voxel for STEAM 
spectroscopy. 

Figure 3.4 Gradient echo images of the carotid arteries (as indicated by arrows). Image A 
was acquired without arterial spin tagging (AST); Images B, C and D were acquired in the 
presence of AST with a constant spin-tagging gradient of 2 Gkm and a progressively 
increasing Bi of 4O,7S and 150 mG. Carotid artenes are indicated by arrows. 



Measurement of Tl, 

From Eqs. [3.8] and [3.29], it can be seen that Tl, can be rneasured using the slice- 

selective inversion-recovery method. in the work described in this thesis, the Tl, maps 

used to calculate perfusion images were obtained using a siice-selective inversion-recovery 

snapshot FLASH sequence (55). Detailed acquisition parameters will be specified later 

when each individuai experiment is described. A 5 ms sech pulse in the presence of a slice- 

selective gradient was used to invert the rnagnetization in the detection plane. A 1 ms 

gaussian was used as the excitation pulse for irnaging. To correct for the difference in 

profiles of the inversion and imaging pulses (32,56), the gradient strength was adjusted so 

that the inverted slice was about 2.5 times the thickness of the imaged slice. 

Measurement of Magnetization Transfer Parameten 

In order to calculate a perfusion image precisely, kfor, krcv and Tl, maps must be used for 

each perfusion measurement. However, measurement of these maps for each experiment 

is impractical in most cases because of the constraint in the total acquisition tirne. 

Typically, S is much less than 1/ '1 ,  so that the calculation error introduced by imprecise 

values of khr, km and Tl, is relatively small compared ta  that introduced by 

imprecise values of a or 1 /T 1,. Therefore, it is reasonable to use average values of kfor, 

k,, and Tl, determined separately under sirnilar experimental conditions for perfusion 

calculations. 



Average kf,,,, k, and Tlm values were measured in brains of four normal rats using 

volume-localized 'H spectra, with a 5 5 x 5  mm3 voxel whose location is shown in Fig. 3.3. 

Spectra were aquired ushg modi6ied stimulated echo acquisition mode (STEAM) 

sequences. To determine kh magneethiion transfer curves were obbined by acquiring a 

series of spectra with off-resonance RF pulses (A-8 Bi=lOO mG) of varying length 

inserted into the TR period before the start of the STEAM sequence (24). inversion- 

recovery experimemts were used to detemine Tl, and b. Following a hard 1 80° inversion 

pulse, a senes of spectra was generated with varying delays TI between the inversion pulse 

and the STEAM sequence (24). Tl, kfm, and & were detennined fiam the magnethtion 

transfer and inversion-recovery curves. Each spectnun was obtained with 4 transients 

acquired into 2048 data points with TR=5 s, TE=20 rns and mixing time (TM) IO rns. Free 

induction decays (FIDs) were zero-filled to 4096 data points and Iine-broadened by 5 Hz 

pnor to Fourier transformation. Peak height was used to quantitate signal intensity. 

Figure 3.5 shows a typicd magnetization transfer curve (A) and an inversion recovery curve 

(B) of a voxel in a normal rat brain. An exponential fit to the magnetization transfer cuve 

gave kêr=l .67M.07 8'. Using this value and a double exponential fit (24) to the inversion 

recovery curve gave Tl ,=û.88Hl.62 s and k,=20.1&7.5 s-'. A double exponential fit to the 

inversion recovery curve is significantly better than the commonly used single 

exponential fit, as shown by an F-test for nonlinear regression (57). Of the magnetization 

transfer parameters measured at 7 T in this work, kfo, is larger than that measured at 4.7 T 

(1.67 vs. 1.32 s'l), while km, is smaller (20.1 s-' in this work compared to 33.5 s" at 4.7 

T) (24). 
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Figure 3.5 A rnagnetization transfer curve (A) and an inversion recovery curve (B) of a 
representative rat brain. Closed cucles represent experimental data. The solid lines are 
Ieast squares single exponential (A) or double exponential (B) fits to the experimental 
data. 



Calculation of Rb and R, 

When off-resonance irradiation is applied, tissue water spins and macromolecule spins are 

saturated at different rates (R,) given by (47) 

Ri (2nAa) = q2 B : ~ ,  (27th) [3.32] 

where the subscript i is b or m, Aw is the fkquency offset in Hz and g(27cAa) is the 

absorption lineshape. For brain tissue water spins, the extreme narrowing condition applies 

so that the absorption lineshape is Lorentzian and 

where T& is the transverse relaxation tirne for the brain tissue water spins. 

For macromolecule spins, the mobility of the protons is restricted so that the averaged 

spin-spin dipolar interactions are not zero and the absorption lineshape is Gaussian or 

super-Lorentzian (47). Because of its simplicity, a Gaussian absorption lineshape is 

assumed for the macrornolecule spins in this thesis and 

where T2, is the transverse relaxation t h e  for macromolecule spins. 

Factors A ffecting Perfusion Quantification in a Continuous Arterial Spin 
Tagging Experiment 

In theory, the method of MR perfusion imaging using CAST is capable of measuring 

absolute CBF, and absolute CBF rneasurements with this method have aiready been 



vaiidated in normal rat brain using the radioactive microsphere method (58). In practice, 

however, there are a nurnber of factors which may potentially affect the CBF 

measurement with this method, and which must be taken into account in order to 

determine CBF precisely. 

Effects of Magnetization Transfer Parameters 

Because average MT parameters are used to calculate the perfùsion images, regiond 

errors will result if there is a significant spatial variation of those parameten across the 

brain. For example, after focal ischemia, kf,, of infarcted brain tissue decreases by up to 

50% (59). In this case, using a kr,, value that is measured fiom normal brain tissue to 

calculate f will overestimate CBF by an amount that is dependent upon the relative sizes 

of 6 and l/Tl,. Since, commonly, 6 is much less than IlTl,, the size of such an error 

usually does not exceed 10%. 

Asymmetrical Magnetization Transfer Effect 

The use of Eq. [3.27] to calculate f in the one-coi1 perfusion imaging method requires that 

the MT/DORi effects on the imaging slice produced by the spin-tagging pulse are 

matched perfectly by the control experiment. Since MT and DOW usually have much 

larçer effects than AST on the proton density signal intensity of the brain tissue, the 

presence of even very Little unbdanced MWDORI effects will introduce a significant 

error into the perfùsion quantification. 



By assuming that the MT/DORI effects are symmetrical around the frequency of the 

brain tissue water, the control for MT/DORI effects has conventionally been done by 

applying the same spin-tagging gradient and an RF pulse whose fiequency offset relative 

to the water fiequency of the imaging slice is the same as that of the spin-tagging pulse, 

but with an opposite sign (16-1 8). However, it was found later that there is an apparent 

asymmetry in the MTD0R.I effects around the water frequency and the use of the 

conventional method for control could result in either a positive or a negative systematic 

error inf; depending on the sign of the spin-tagging gradient (60). An alternative way to 

perform the control experiment, as suggested by Parker et al (60), is to reverse the 

direction of the spin-tagging gradient while keeping the control pulse the same as the 

spin-tagging pulse. Although this gives much better performance than the conventional 

method, it alone does not eliminate the asymmetry in the MT/DORI effects completely. 

To eliminate the asymmetncal MT/DORI effects completely, a four-step offset-gradient 

cycling protocol must be used (60,61). 

Incomptete Saturation of Macromolecute Spins 

Conventional one-coil CAST experirnents assume that the macromolecule spins are 

complete l y sahirated. In general, ho wever, macromolecule spins are only partial1 y saturated 

(60), and cornparison of Eqs. [3.27l and [3.30] shows that Eq. [3.30] underestirnates f by an 

amount depending on R,,, under such circumstances. With typical values for ka, Tl,, b, 

Tlb and a R, value calculated using Eq. [3.34] with BI=lOO mG, A ~ 1 0  kHz and T2, 

=20.0 ps, the underestimation off due to incomplete saturation of macromolecule spins is 



about 5%. In studies using lower Bi ( G O  mG) (26,53,60), the underestimation off could be 

as much as 10%. 

Determination of a 

a can either be measured experimentally by imaging the carotid arteries (25) or 

calculated theoretically by numerically integrating the Bloch equations (62,63). Two 

concems have been raised for the experimental rnethod of measuring a. First, a values 

measuted at the carotid arteries can not be used directly for perfiision calculations 

because of the vascular transit time effect (see below). Second, to measure a, the proton 

density signal intensity of the arterial blood is averaged over the cross-section of the 

carotid artenes, and will over-emphasize the contribution fiom the slowly flowing spins 

since most of the blood flow in the carotid arteries is carried by blood traveling at high 

velocities if larninar blood flow is assumed. The effects of vascular transit time and 

velocity distribution on a can be taken into account when numencal simulation is used to 

evaluate a (62). However, the existing numerical methods usually oversimplify the real 

situation by neglecting factors that might contribute significantly to the precise 

determination of a, such as the MT effect of the spin-tagging pulse on the arterial blood 

(64,65). As a result, a values calculated by numerical simulation are ofken higher than 

those obtained fiom experimental measurements with similar spin-tagging and relaxation 

pararneters. In this thesis, experimentally determined a values are used for perfüsion 

calculations. 



Extraction Fraction for Water 

Equation [3.27] was derived based on the assumption that water is a k l y  ciiffusible tracer. 

In other words, it was assumed that ail the tagged water molecuies in the arterial blood can 

diffuçe out of the vasculature and exchange with the brain tissue water instantaneously after 

their arriva1 a -  the capillary bed of the imaging siice. la rat brain, such an assumption seems 

to be valid when CBF is normal or Lower than normal (cl .5 ml*g'l*min*'). However, as the 

CBF increases, this assu~llption becornes invaiid since there is now only a M o n  (E) of the 

tagged water molecules that can diffitse out of the vasculature and exchange with the brah 

tissue water (66). E is usually referred to as the "extraction fiaction" for water. The 

assumption of water as a k l y  diaisible tracer corresponds to E=l. The effect of the 

extraction hction for water on perfùsion quantification has been investigaîed theoreticaliy 

by Silva et al (66). Generaily, assuming water behaves as a fî-eely diffusible tracer when it is 

not t d y  fieely diffiisible underestimates f by a factor of 1/E. In order to measure f 

precisely at high flow rates, it is therefore necessary to evaluate the dependence of E on 

CBF using independent methods. 

Brain:Blood Partition Coefficient 3t 

For simplicity, a global h value of 0.9 d g  is usually used to calculate f for the entire 

brain. Because h is not homogeneous across the brain, the use of a global h will introduce 

regional errors in perfusion. For exarnple, in normal human brain, A values for gray 

matter and white matter are 0.98 and 0.82 (67-69). The calculation of perfùsion using a 



global h value of 0.9, therefore, underestimates f in the grey matter and overestimates f 

in the white matter. Furthemore, the average value of  0.9 d g  is measured fiom 

normal brain, and it may not be correct under al1 physiological circumstances. For 

exarnple, higher brain tissue water content in neonatal or edematous brain usually results 

in a higher k, while a decrease in hematocrit increases the blood water content, and thus 

results in a lower 1(69). Therefore, when f is measured in physiologically-perturbed 

brain tissue, caution must be exercised in choosing the correct A, value for a p e h i o n  

calculation. 

Artifacts from Flowing Spins 

A proton density image of the brain includes contributions fkom water protons in brai. tissue 

as well as water protons in blood so that 

M c o n  - M Y =  ( M ~ - M P ~ ( M U P  M inv 
b l d  - blood 1 [3.3 51 

where MCmand M'"' are the measured proton density signai intensities in the control and 

the spin-tagging experiments, and M L  and MEd are the proton density signal 

intensities of the blood in the control and the spin-tagging experiments. 

In large arteries, M L  - ML gives rise to very high intensity "foci" in the perfusion 

image, inteI.fering with the perfusion measurement in the surrounding regions (54). in 

smaller blood vessels and the capiiiary be4 M L  - ~r~ does not give rise to bright 

"foci", but contributes to the proton density signal difference observed in the spin-tagging 

and the control experiments and causes an overesthation off (52,ïO). Although the blood 



M iOv volume in normal brain is smaU (kss than 5%) (7 1 Jî), the size of M L  - ,, is usually 

comparable to that of M r  - MP so that vascular artifacts wiU affect the perfusion 

measurement significantly if not eliminated. In experiments using conventional SE 

imaging or EPI, the vascular artifàcts can be elirninated by applying bipolar crusher 

gradients around the refocusing pulse which dephase the magnetization of moving spins 

(70). With snapshot FLASH imaging, the use of cnisher gradients is not possible, and the 

vascular artifacts can be suppressed by insenhg a pst-tagging delay that is longer than 

the vascular transit time (see below) between the spin-tagging pulse and the imaging 

sequence so that al1 tagged vascular spins will flow out of the imaging plane before 

imaging (52). Figure 3.6 shows four ( Ma - M")/ Mm images obtained with different 

post-tagging delays. With no pst-tagging delay (A), artifacts with high intensities are 

apparent at the sites where major blood vessels are located (as indicated by the arrows). 

Images B, C and D were acquired with a pst-tagging delay of 280 ms, 400 ms and 600 

rns respectively. With the increase in pst-tagging delay, the vascular artifacts fiom major 

blood vessels are suppressed progressively and eliminated when the pst-tagging delay 

reaches 600 ms @). The overall intensities of the images B, C and D are lower than that 

in A, due to both the suppression of the vascular artifacts fiom small blood vessels and 

Tl relaxation of the brain tissue water during the pst-tagging delay (see below). 

Vascular Transit Time 

When measuring perfusion with CAST, the artenal spins are tagged at the carotid 

arteries. AAer tagging, the spins have to travel fiom the plane where they are tagged to 



the imaging plane before they can exchange with the brain tissue water (73). The interval 

between the tirne just afler the arterial spins are tagged and the tirne just before they start 

to exchange with the brain tissue water in the imaging plane is usually referred as the 

"vascular transit tirne". It is worthwhile to pointed out that, the vascular transit time, by 

this definition, is different from the "mean transit time" defined in the first pass bolus 

tracking experiment. The vascular transit tirne affects perfusion quantification through its 

effects on a which results fiom Tl relaxation of the tagged blood water spins. If the 

effect of the vascular transit time is not accounted for, the use of the a value at the 

tagging plane to calculate f will underestimate the perfusion rate. The vascular transit 

time in normal rat brain is about 200 ms (73). The vascular transit time in human brain is 

somewhat longer and has a range of about 600-1000 ms (52), so that the effects of 

vascular transit tirne on perfusion quantification in a CAST experiment are more 

significant in humans than in rats. 

Figure 3.6 Perfbsioa weighted images acquired without pst-tagging delay (A) and with a 
post-tagging delay of 280 rns (B), 400 ms (C) and 600 ms @). White arrows indicate the 
locations of major blood vessels. 



The value of the vascular transit tirne aiso depends on CBF (73). Compared to brain 

regions with lower CBF, brain regions with higher CBF usually have a shorter vascular 

transit time, thus a higher effective a value in the irnaging plane so that the 

underestimation of CBF in these regions is smailer if a at the tagging plane is used to 

calculate CBF. As a result, sensitivity of the vascdar transit time to Cl3F will cause 

regional errors in the perfusion determination whenever there is a significant variation in 

perfûsion rate across the brain (52). 

The vascular transit time sensitivity of a perfûsion measurement using CAST c m  be 

eliminated by inserthg a pst-tagging delay between the spin-tagging pulse and the 

imaging sequence which is longer than the longest vascular transit time observed in the 

imaging plane (52). A mathematical mode1 has been developed for perfusion 

measurements by CAST with the use of a pst-tagging delay, in which a correction factor 

that c m  be determined expenmentally is used to account for the vascular transit tirne 

effect on a as well as the Tl reIsrxation of the brain tissue water during the pst-tagging 

delay (52). 

Although Tl relaxation of the brain tissue water during the pst-tagging delay decreases 

the sensitivity of the perfusion measurement, the use of a pst-tagging delay is essential 

to remove the vascular artifacts and vascular transit time sensitivity to obtain accurate 

perfusion measurements. When a snapshot FLASH imaging sequence is used, phase- 



encoding steps are acquired sequentially so that the effective pst-tagging delay varies 

among the k, line in k-spacel. For example, if the total imagiag t h e  is 550 rns and the 

post-delay for the fïrst k, line is 400 ms, then the effective pst-tagging is 675 ms for the 

central k, line and 950 ms for the finai k, line. One solution to this problem is to calculate 

the correction factor using an apparent post-tagging delay which corresponds to the 

effective pst-tagging delay of the k,,=O line. it should be noted that this approximation 

only applies when the total imaging time is short relative to Tlb. When the total imaging 

time becomes comparable to Tlb (e.g. for a large imaging matrix), this variation in the 

post-tagging delay over k-space could significantly affect the calculated perfusion rate. In 

such cases, segmented acquisition may become necessary. 

Magnetization Recovery During Acquisition 

Unlike EPI, snapshot FLASH is a multiple-shot imaging technique with a typical imaging 

time of 200-1200 ms depending on the spatial resolution of the image and TR. Because of 

the multiple-shot nature, it is a requirement that al1 phase-encoding steps have an 

identical amount of longitudinal magnetization in order to give an artifact-free image. 

When the initial longitudinal magnetization is at its equilibrium value, this requirement 

can ofien be fulfilled by carefully adjusting the flip angle of the excitation pulse (8) and 

TR. However, due to the effect of Tl relaxation, this is ofien impossible when the initial 

longitudinal magnetization is not at its equilibrium value. The evolving longitudinal 

magnetization during acquisition will then distort the point spread h c t i o n  and result 

k-space: a reciprocal space in which a vector represents the Fourier Transfonn of a vector in spatial 
coordinates [P. Mansfield, J.  Phys. E. 21, 18, (1988)l. 



blurring or edge enhancing artifacts that can not be eliminated by using the central phase 

encoding scheme (74,75). 

In perfkion Unaging experiments using CAST, M? # M P  < M: . When a snapshot 

FLASH imaging sequence is used to acquire the proton density weighted images, the 

longitudinal magnetization prepared by CAST evolves during acquisition through two 

mechanimis with opposïte effects: Tl  relaxation and progressive saturation (74,75). 

Furthemore, the courses of this evolution are different in the tagging expriment and in the 

control expriment. As a result, the evolving longitudinal magnetization during acquisition 

will introduce edge enhancing artSacts on the proton density weighted images and these 

artifacts will be propagated into the perfusion image through calculation. To illustrate this, 

numencal simulation was performed on a fictitious phantom and the result of the simulation 

is shown in Fig. 3.7. The phantom was composed of 128 pixels among which pixels 33 to 

96 were the region of interest having an assumed uniform perfusion rate with MF =û.30 

andMb=0.35. It was also assumed that ~ ; = 1 . 0 ,  TR=4.3 ms, 0=12*, Tlb=1.70 s and a 

128-step linear phase-encoding scheme was used. Parameters were chosen to resemble the 

situation in a real perfùsion measmement. Tl recovery c w e s  of ~r and M r  are show 

in Fig. 3.7A, illushating the different levels of longitudinal magnetization for different 

phase-encoding steps in the spin-tagging and the control experirnents. Fig. 3.7B compares 

the real perfusion profile (solid line) and the "measured" perfusion profile (dashed line) of 

the phantom. The intensity of M F  - MP was used as a measure of perfusion. The 

"measured" perfusion profile was calcuiated by inverse Fourier-transforming the distorted k- 



space data, which were generated by n I t e ~ g  the actuai k-space data with hct ions  shown 

in Fig. 3.7A. From Fig. 3.7B, three types of perfusion artifacts caused by TI relaxation 

during acquisition can be identined. F a  the "rneasured" perfusion profile has a lower 

intensity than the real perfllsion profile across the entire region of interest. Second, 

underestimation of the perhision rate at the center of the region of interest is larger than that 

at the edges of the region, demonstrating the presence of the edge enhancing effeît. Thid, 

artificial perfiision is evident outside the region of interest. 

Two measures can be used, theoreticaily, to correct for these artifacts. The first solution is to 

use variable flip angle FLASH Maging instead of snapshot FLASH imaging to acquise 

the data, with the flip angle of the excitation pulse for each phase-encoding step adjusted 

to counterbalance the decreasing longitudinal magnetization (76,77). The second solution 

involves dividing the data acquired with snapshot FLASH imaging by a calibmtion 

function pnor to reconstruction, a process that numerically equalizes the amount of the 

transverse magnetization observed among different phase encoding steps (75). However, 

in practice both methods require complicated expenmentai protocols and are thus ofien 

inconvenient to use. 
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Figure 3.7 Evolution of the longitudinal magnetiuition during the acquisition period in an 
arterial spin tagging perfusion imaging using snapshot FLASH as a read-out (A); this 
evolution of longitudinal magnetization during acquisition introduces edge-enhancing 
artifacts to the pemision image (B). 



Error Propagation Anaipis for MR Petfiaion lmaging Using Continuout 
Artenal Spin Tagging 

The precision with which f can be determineci depends on the SNR of the pemision image 

( S W * ) .  Because the pemision image is calculated algebraically fiom proton density 

weighted images, assesment of S- requires an emor propagation anaiysis. 

In a CAST experiment, the expression for the perfusion is Eq. [3.27J. For simpiicity, define 

the normdized difference in proton density signal intensities (P), 

The variation in P (AP) resulting from random noise in M r  (A M;) ) and MP (A M ) is 

Assuming that Tl, and a can be determineci precisely, and that A M b  = A MF = N, Eqs. 

[3.36] and [3.37] give 

and since the SNR of the proton density images (SNR-=) is 

1 N =- 
'N'image MP ' 



Because tuf (l/Tl0+6)'l~~<l (typicdy about 0.07) even when the perhision rate is very 

high, Eq. [3.38] c m  be simplified to 

Ap = 
fi 

swmge 

Then from Eqs. [3.36] and [3.39], 

SNRFu is therefore proportional to both a and S h .  With typical values for a, I ,  Tl, 

Tl ,, kfoo km", and R,,,, Eq. [3.40] shows that S- is reduced about 20 fold compareci to 

SNRimqc, even when blood flow is high. Then proton density weighted images with 

SNRimqe as high as 100: 1 can generate a pe f i i on  image with S- only about 5: 1 , and 

the precision with which f can be detennined cm then be no better than 120%. 

A Strategy to Opfimize the Signal-to-Noise Ratio in OnaCoil MR Perfusion 
lmaging Using Continuous Arferial Spin Tagging 

Introduction 

Improved precision in determinhg f requires high S-. in a conventional one-coi1 

CAST experiment, it is usually assumed that MT effects aise from complete saturation of 

macromolecule spins in the irnaging plane, and effects due to direct irradiation of water 

spins are usually ignored. Accurate detemination of cerebral perhision then requires that Bi 

and the ofEset (Am, which is detennined by the gradient strength Gi applied during spin 

tagging) of the spin-tagging RF pulse be chosen to saturate the macromolecule spins 



completely while not directly afEécting water spins in the imaging plane. However, complete 

saturation of macromolecule spins does not occur under typical experimentai conditions. 

Even so, the renilting MT and DORI effects can reduce image inteosity by as much as 70% 

(24), and in turn decrease S- by the same amount (Eq. [3 .a]). 

Improved S q r f L  rquires increases in either a or SM-. Typically a is about 0.6-0.8, 

and non-laminar arterial flow and lonpitudinai relaxation of labeled spins in transit fiom the 

labeling plane to the imaging plane iimits the extent to which a can be increased. The most 

straighSorward way to increase SmimagC is to increase the number of averages. However, 

the resulting increase in total acquisition t h e  may make this irnpractical. Smi-  an al- 

be increased by reducing the hfWDORI effects, as long as a is not affected. This can be 

accomplished by decreasing Bi, or by increasing Au by increasing Gi. However, simply 

decreasing Bi or increasing Gi aione will decrpase the right side of the inequality required to 

satisfy the adiabatic-fast-passage condition. Then a will decrease. However, it is possible to 

increase the brain tissue water signal without compromising the adiabatic-fast-passage 

requirements if both Bi and Gi are increased. 

For exarnple, with typical values of kf0y1.35 s-l, b=33.65 se', Tlb=1.71 s, Tlp1.32 s, 

p1.98 ml-rnin-l-g-', a=0.7, and A4.9 d g ,  and with calculated R values, magnehtion 

transfer curves in the presence of perfusion can be simulated iiom Eq. [3.19] (Fig. 3.8). 

With cornmonly used experimental parameters Bi=lOO mG, Gi=l G/cm and A-10 kHz, 

M / M : is about 0.30 and the inequalities in Eq. [3.2] are satisfied (1 2.0-1 OO.O<<428.8) 

if V=10.0 cm/s and 1ma=12.0 s-' are assumed. Increasing Bi to 150 mG, Gi to 2 Gkm, 



and Am to 20 I c E k  Mp 1 M: is increased by a factor of about 1.6, to about 0.47. Both 

inequalities in Eq. [3.2] remah satisfied (12.W433.3<443.2), so that a will not decrease, 

and may even increase slightly. The net result is a theoretical 1.6-fold increase in SML, 

and therefore in -. 

Figure 3.8 Magnetization msfer curves in the presence of pemision generated using Eq. 
[3.19], showing the dependence of the steady state water signal intensity on the offset A 0  
and strength B 1 of the off-resonance irradiation. 

Materials and Methods 

The experiments used 4 male Sprague-Dawley rats, 250-300 g, anesthetized with 1.0-1.5% 

halothane in 30170 02/N20 administered via a nose cone. Volume-localized 'H spectra 

acquired using a STEAM sequence were used to demonstrate the effect of Bi and Aa on 

signal intensity M~~"" with a voxel size of 5 x 5 5  mm3. A 3 s off-resonance RF pulse was 

inserted into the TR period before the STEAM sequence, usiog either B i=lOO mG, AFLO 



kHz or Bi=150 mG, A-20 kHz. Each spectnim was obtained with 4 transients acquired 

into 2048 data points with TR=5 s, TE-20 ms and TM=IO rns. FIDs were zero-fiiied to 

4096 data points and line-broadened by 5 Hz pnor to Fourier transformation. Peak height 

was used to quantitaie signai intensity. 

Perfusion imaging was done using a snapshot EASH irnaging sequence with a 5x5 cm2 

field of view, 2 mm thick slice excited using a 1 rns Gaussian pulse, 128x128 matrYr size, 

TR=4.3 ms, TE=2.3 ms, 12' flip angle, and 28 averages. Artenal labelling was done using a 

5 s RF pulse and a gradient in the slice selection direction applied before the imaging 

sequence, using either B 1=100 mG, Gi=l Gkm, or B 1=1 50 mG, Gi=2 Gkm. The RF offset 

Ao was adjusted to keep the labeling plane in the same location. A 400 rns delay was 

inserted between the labeling pulse and the start of the imaging sequence to eliminate transit 

time sensitivity and vascular artifact. Four sets of proton density images were acquired using 

a four-step offset-gradient cycling protocol to eliminate the asymmetncal magnetktion 

transfer effect. Perfiision images were calculated using both Eq. [3.27] and Eq. [3.30] with 

h=0.9 and R, calculated using T2,=20.0 ps (47), then corrected for pst-tagging delay. The 

pertùsion images were compared to show the effects of Bi and Gi on perfusion 

quantification and S w h .  For each animal, the mean perfusion rate over the entire brain, 

fmeanl was use& together with the average signal from extracraniai muscle in the perfUsion 

images as a measure of the noise (N) propagated fiom the proton density images through the 

perfusion calculation, to calculate S&fi as f4. 



The Tl, map used to calculate the perfiision images was obtained using a slice-selective 

inversion-recovery snapshot FLASH sequence with acquisition parameters as above, except 

that only 6 averages were acquired A set of 12 images with inversion-recovery delays 

ranging h m  290 ms to 7.5 s was acquired. The effects of Bi and Gl on a were measured 

using a gradient-echo sequence with Gl=l or 2 Gkm, and 7 vaiues of Bi ranging fiom 19 to 

141 mG in each case. The offset Ao was adjusted to keep the labelling plane in the same 

position. 

Results 

The labeling pulse decreased the HB peak height in the STEAM experiments. For Bl=lOO 

mG, Ao=10 kHz, the relative steady state water signal intensity in the STEAM experiment 

was 0.324*0.016. For Bi=150 mG, A-20 kHz, the relative signal intensity increased by a 

factor of 1.6, to 0.5 1 M . 0 6 8  (p<0.002, paired t-test), in agreement with theory. 

Figure 3.9 shows how a changed with Bi  and GI. Except at the extrernes of the range 

studied, a was significantly higher (p<O.OS, paired t-test) when Gi was lower for a given 

value of B [. Increasing BI stepwise by a factor of about 1 -4 while sirnultaneously increasing 

GI fiom 1 to 2 G/cm maintained the same value of a. 



Figure 3.9 Measured values of the degree of spin labeling a in perfbsion imaging 
expenments using different RF strengths and gradient offsets. Error bars represent 
standard deviations in measurements on 4 rats. 

Table 3.1 Mean values of a, S w n u  and f,,, (ml*g-lmin-l) from measurements on 4 
rats (+SD) at two different combinations of BI and Gl 

measurement Bl=lOO mG B1=150 mG two-tailed 
Gi=l G/cm Gi=2 G/cm paired t-test 

degree of labeling a 0.7 1 *0.05 0.7-0.03 N.S. 

S%fi 2.7W0.53 4.04*0.75 @.O45 

f ,,, calculated by Eq. 13.301 2.03*0.10 1.75*0.07 p<O.OOO 1 

f ,,, calculated by Eq. 13.271 2.0%0.1 O 1.95*0.07 NS-  

Figure 3.10 shows pertùsion images calculated using Eq. [3.30] (A, B) or Eq. [3.27l (C, D) 

for experiments with Bl=lOO mG, Gi=l G/cm, AMOOO Hz (A, C) or Bl=150 mG, G1=2 

Gkm, Aw=18000 Hz (B, D). As shown in Table 3.1, a was identical under the two 

experimental conditions. increasing Bi and G1 increased the SNR in the perfusion images by 



a factor of about 1 .S, in good agreement with theory. The peifusion rate calculated using Eq. 

[3.27] (AB) was not aEected by the experimental conditions, while Eq. [3.30] 

underestimateci f when Bi and Gi were increased in order to increase S-. 

Figure 3.10 Pemision images of rat brain calculated using Eq. 13.301 (A, B) or Eq. [3.27] 
(C, D) for experiments with B ,=IO0 mG, Gl=l Gkm, Ao--9000 Hz (A, C) or B *=150 mG, 
G =2 Gkm, A0= 1 8000 Hz (B, D). 

Discussion 

It has been shown both theoretically and experimentally that S m r f u ,  and hence the 

precision with which the perfiision rate f can be determined, can be significantly 

improved by simultaneously increasing the strength and offset of the labeling RF pulse, 

and this c m  be done without affecthg the degree of arterial labeling a, but not without 

decreasing the degree of saturation of macromolecular spins in the brain. The result is 

that magnetization transfer effects to the brain water spins are decreased. Calcdation of 

perfusion rates without considering this (for example using Eq. [3.30]) leads to an 

underestimation off: 



Temporel Resoluüon of MR Perfiusion lmsging Using CAST and Snapshot 
FLASH Imeging as r Reaû-out 

When snapshot FLASH imaging is used as the read-out, the temporal resolution of the 

perfùsion measurement depends on the number of averages accumulated for each proton 

density weighted image and TR of the sequence. To obtain quantitative perfusion images, 

suficient signal averaging is often necessary to ensure suficient SNRimw and thus 

SNRFmi because of the intriosic insensitivity of the pemision measurernent and the low 

flip angle excitation pulse associated with the snapshot FLASH sequence. TR of a 

perfùsion imaguig sequence using CAST is detemiined primarily by the length of the 

spin-tagging pulse, which usually has to be kept long enough to ensure that a steady-state 

longitudinal magnetization is reached at the end of spin tagging. 

The temporai resolution of perfusion rneasurements using snapshot FLASH imaging can 

be increased by either improving SNRT of the perfusion measurement or shortening TR. 

For a given SNR, increasing SNRT will reduce the number of averages required and 

therefore improves the temporal resolution. Using the optimization strategy proposed, a 

1.5 fold SNRT increase has k e n  demonstrated, impiying a potential 1.5 fold increase in 

temporal resolution for the perfusion measurement. Another way to improve temporai 

resolution is to shorten TR through decreasing the duration of the spin tagging pulse. It 

has been shown that TR can be reduced fiom the commonly-used value of 2.5 to 3.0 s to 

values as short as 1.5 s, without decreasing SNIZ or reducing the precision of the 

perfusion measurement si gni ficantly (1 9). 



Using snapshot FLASH imaging as the readout, the temporal resolution of a dynamic 

perfusion measurement can be detennined afler acquisition through data processing . B y 

acquinng the proton density weighted images rapidly and storing them into separate 

blocks, a given temporal resolution can always be obtained by averaging a set number of 

sequentially-acquired image blocks and shifting this process in the time domain. The only 

disadvantage of this method is the requirement of large disk space for data storage. 

Recent Developments in MR Perfusion Imaging Using AST 

Recently, four novel methods of Mit pemision imaging using AST were reported, which 

share the basic principles with the described MR perfusion imaging methods using AST, 

but have technical aspects which are quite different fkom what has been described in the 

earlier part of this chapter. 

1. NormalIy, perfusion images are calculated ushg proton density weighted images. It 

was shown by Schwarzbauer et al (56) that Tl maps acquired with different inversion- 

recovery sequences c m  also be used to calculate both quantitative pedùsion images and 

perfusion-weighted images. The quantification of perfiision using the Tl method is not 

complicated by the vascular transit time effect and the MT effect, thus it is, in principle, 

better than conventional methods. However, the inversion-recovery sequences used to 

acquire the Tl maps are generally very time-consuming so that the SNRT of this 



technique is low compared to conventional methods and therefore its practical usefulness 

is often limited. 

2. Several assumptions are made when the tracer kinetics in an AST experiment are 

modeled mathematically and any violation of those assumptions will potentially cause 

significant systematic errors in pemision quantification. in order to relax those 

assumptions Buxton et al (40) developed a general kinetic mode1 for perfusion 

quantification with convolution theory which is applicable to both the CAST and the 

PAST experiments. Using this method, perfusion is evaluated with the vascular transit 

time and the tissue T l  relaxation tirne simultaneously using a tissue response cuve  to a 

series of AST schemes. Although the usefulness of this method was demonstrated in the 

original report, fùrther investigation is required to detennine the precision of the 

perfùsion measurement by this method. 

3. Spin tagging in conventional MR perfiision ïrnaging experiments is usually carried out 

in either the continuous or the puised mode, with which parameters such as a, Tl, and 

vascular transit time needed for perfusion calculation usually have to be measured in 

separate experiments. By modifiing the mathematicai mode[ used in a CAST experiment, 

it was shown in a recent study by Barbier et al (78) that perfùsion c m  be quantified by 

analyzing the tissue response to a periodic perfiision-related perturbation such as an RF- 

driven time varying a. With this method, parameters such as Tl, and the vascuiar transit 

time c m  actually be estimated simultaneously with perfiision, thus improving the 

perfusion quantification. However, the scanning time per perfusion measurement with 



this method may be significantly longer thau that with conventional methods, thus 

limiting the SNRT of the perfusion measurement if a constraint in the total scanning time 

applies. 

4. In attempting to measure blood flow in the rat ovary, Tempe1 et al (31) recently 

proposed an interesting perfusion imaging method in which a steady-state measurement 

of the tissue response to pulsed AST is used. The methoci has advantages of both the 

CAST and the PAST experiments. For example, perfusion is more quantifiable in this 

method than in the conventional PAST methods. Compared to the conventionai CAST 

experiment, this method does not require prolonged AST at major blood vessels and has 

smaller MT effects to decrease the SNR of the perfusion measurement, thus permitting 

higher temporal resolution. It is technically feasible to use this method to acquire three- 

dimensional perfusion images. Furthemore, the method also provides a precise way to 

rneasure the velocity of arterial blood flow in smail blood vessels, which is usually 

difficult to assess using other methods. 
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Chapter 4. Some Practical Applications of Magnetic Resonance 
Perfusion lmaging 

nere is an old Chinese Wingy "~ractice is the on& way to know the truth*" Isaac 

Newton, the greatest scientist who ever lived, once wrote to one of the mauy critics of his 

theory of color what is considered by some to be the very foudation of modem science: 

" ~ h e  best and safest method of philosophiring seems to be, first to enquire diligent& into the 

properties of things. and to establish those properties by experiments and then to proceed 

more slowly to hypotheses for the explanation of them." AlthoWh the exact ~ o r d s  are 

different, the basic idea those great minds in history tried to tell, 1 believe, is the same. in the 

previous chapter, what was descnbed is largely the theory or, in Newton's words, the 

properlies of magnetic resonance (MR) perfusion imaging using artenal spin tagging (AST). 

In this chapter, the optimized onesoil MR p e f i i o a  imaging technique with continuous 

AST described in the last chapter is applied in several rather simple but practical experiments 

so that its performance and technical merits can be assessed. Only by such studies can a 

technique then be esta&/ished. If looked at individually, some of the experiments to be 

described do nothing more than confirm older observations. Some of them, however, provide 

some new resdts in a self-contained way. Nevertheless, the main purpose of al1 these 

expenments is just to show that the AST perfusion imaging technique really works, and 1 

hope to be able to Say at the end of this chapter that my intended purpose has been well 

h l  filled. 



Experiment 1. The Eflsect of Anesthetics on Cerebml Wood Flow 

Introduction 

Anesthetics affect cerebral blood flow (CBF) in both laboratory animals and humans (1). For 

exarnple, volatile anesthetics, such as halothane, act as vasodilators and increase CBF (2-5), 

while intravenous anesthetics Iike pentobarbital act as vasoconstnctors and reduce CBF (5- 

9). In this experiment, AST perfiision imaging is used to measure CBF in rats under 

pentobarbital and halothane anesthesia and to examine the effects of different anesthetics on 

CBF. 

Methods and Materials 

The experiments used 4 male Sprague-Dawley rats, 250-300 g. Each rat was initiaily 

anesthetized by intraperitoneal (i. p.) injection of a hi& dose of pentobarbital (60 mgkg) and 

then a catheter was placed in the right femoral artery for monitoring blood gases and blood 

pressure. After surgery, the rat was rapidly transferred to a MR probe ready for haging. In the 

magnet bore, the rat was mechanically ventilated using pure oxygen delivered through a nose 

cone. The rate and the volume of ventilation were adjusted to maintain normal blood gases. 

Rectal temperature was controlled between 36.5 and 37.5 OC throughout the experiment. Heart 

rate, respiratory rate and blood pressure were monitored çonstantly. M e r  the setup MR 

procedures such as positionhg and shimming were carried out, baseiine CBF under 

pentobarbital anesthesia was measured, usually starting about 1.5 hours afler the initial injection. 



Without waking up, the rat was then aiiowed to reçover fiom pmtobarbital, and anesthesia was 

maintained by changing the ventiiating gas to 30170 02/N20 gas mixture containhg 1.5% 

halothane. CBF was measured repeatedly during the switching pro- until it reached a new 

steady state which normally occurred 2.5-3.0 hours a h  pentobarbitai injection. 

MR experiments were carrieci out on a Bruker Biosped3 7 TE1 cm spectrometer using a 

custom-built 3 cm-diameter saddle coi1 for both transmission and reception. Perfiision imaging 

was done using a snapshot fast low angle shot (FLASH) sequence with a 5x5 cm2 field of view, 

2 mm thick slice at caudoputamen level excited using a 1 ms Gaussian pulse, 128x 128 maîrk 

size, repetition tirne (TR) 4.3 ms, echo t h e  (TE) 2.3 ms, 12' flip angle, and 48 averages. The 

power (about 150 mG) of the 2.5 s spin tagging pulse and the strength (2 Gkm) of the spin 

tagging gradient were optimized to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurement (IO), as 

described in the previous chapter. A 400 ms pst-tagging delay was used to elimuiate transit 

time sensitivity and vascular artifacts (1 1). Four sets of proton density images were acquired 

using a four-step gradient-offset cycling protocol to eliminate the asymmetrical magnetization 

transfer effect (1 2). Perfusion images were calculated using Eq. [3.27] and then corrected for the 

post-tagging delay. Tl, maps used to calculate pertiision images were obtained using a slice- 

selective inversion-recovery snapshot FLASH sequence described in the previous chapter. The 

acquisition parameters for Tl. imaging were the same as those used for perfusion imaging. A 

total of 8 inversion recovery images were acquired with the time of recovery (m ranging h m  

256 ms to 8.75 S. Six averages were accumulateci. The degree of spin tagging (a) was measured 

using a gradient-echo sequence described in the previous chapter. Average CBF values over the 



whole brain slice were compareci. Statisticai analysis was carried out using a two-tailed paired I- 

test. 

Results 

Average CBF values, a and blood gas data under pentobarbital and halothane anesthesia are 

listed in Table 4.1. No signifiant difference was found in either blood gas data or a between 

the two groups. Switching the anesthetic fiom pentobarbital to halothane resulted in a 1.54 

fold CBF increase nom 1.40I0.24 mi-g'~min" to 2.15H. 12 ml-g-'min-'. 

Table 4.1 Average values of blood gas data, a and CBF (meanMD) 
in rats under pentobarbital or halothane anesthesia. 

pentobarbital halothane 

a 0.73M.03 0.75M.05 

CBF (mLg" -min-') 1.40f0.24 2.15fl.12* 

* significantly different fiom the pentobarbital group 

Discussion 

In rat. pentobarbital decreases the CBF in a region-dependent marner (6,8). In the striatum 

and cerebraI cortex regions, which are the brain structures investigated in this study, 

pentobarbital has been consistently reported to cause a 20.60% reduction in regional blood 



flow (6-9). The effects of halothane on CBF are strain dependent and concentration 

dependent (2,4), and are more controversial. Some studies have shown that halothane, alone 

or used in combination with nitrous oxide (N20), acts as a vasodilator and increases CBF 

( 3 3 .  However, there are also reports suggesting that halothane has little or no effect on CBF 

(4,7). Switching the anesthetic fiom pentobarbital to halothaneM20, a 54% increase in CBF 

was observed in this study, in close agreement with previous results. However, because of 

the way the experiments were conducted, it is unclear whether this increase was due to the 

vasoconstriction effect of pentobarbital, to the vasodilatation effect of halothane, or to both. 

The absolute perfusion rate values obtained in this study seemed higher than those obtained 

in other studies using non-MR methods for perfùsion measurement (8,13). Recently, the 

perfusion rate measured by AST MR pef i ion  irnaging has been correlated with the 

perfùsion rate measured by other techniques such as the radioactive microsphere technique 

(1 4,15) and ['4~]iodoantipyrine autoradiography (1 6,17). A close correlation was found in 

those studies. However, AST MR pertùsion imaging also systematicaily overestimates 

pemision rate by as much as 0.79 ml-g''min-' (14). This overestimation could be due to a 

number of factors which have already been analyzed comprehensively in the previous 

chapter. Among those, the most significant and relevant factor is probably incomplete 

elimination of vascular artifacts (1 8). 



Experiment 2. The Effèct of Prolongeâ Halothane Anesthesi. on Cebrol  
Blood Flow 

l ntroduction 

As shown in the previous experiment and many other studies, halothane may act as a 

vasodilator and increase CBF. However, it remains an unanswered question whether the 

increase, if any, in CBF by halothane is maintained for a prolonged penod of anesthesia 

Clinically, answering this question could help improve patient management in surgeries 

involving prolonged inhaiation of halothane or other volatile anesthetics. In experimental 

investigations, it is important to know whether prolonged haiothane anesthesia causes any 

baseline CBF changes, especiall y when dynamic CBF measurement is of interest. Previous 

studies have yielded inconsistent results. In animals, some studies find that the 

halothane/isoflurane-induced CBF increase decreases gradually over time during prolonged 

anesthesia (19-22), while this was not observed in other studies (23,24). In humans, most 

studies showed there is no decrease in CBF during prolonged anesthesia with halothane or 

isoflurane (25-27). In this experiment, AST perfusion imaging is used to measure CBF in rat 

during 4 hours of halothane anesthesia. 

Methods and Materials 

The experirnents used 5 male Sprague-Dawley rats, 250-30  g. Each rat was initially 

anesthetized with 5.0% halothane in 30/70 02/N20, and then intubated and mechanically 

ventilated with 1.5% halothane in 30/70 02M20. In each rat, the tail artery was cannulated 



for blood pressure monitoring and blood gas sampling. Rectal temperature was controiied 

between 36.5 and 37.5 O C  using a water thermostat thrwghout the entire experiment. Heart rate, 

respiratory rate and blood pressure were monitored continuously. Blood gases were measured 

about every 40 minutes. CBF was measured with a temporal resolution of about 10 minutes for 

four consecutive hours. P d i o n  imaging, Tl, imaging and measurements of a were carried 

out as described for Experiment 1. Statistical andysis was &ed out using a repeated measmes 

andysis of variance (ANOVA). 

Blood gas data are listed in Table 4.2. No significant difference was found in any of the 

blood gas variables at any time point. Figure 4.1 shows the average CBF values during the 

four hours of halothane anesthesia. Repeated measures ANOVA showed no time dependent 

variations in CBF. 

Table 4.2 Average (*SD) blood gases measured every 40 minutes in 5 rats during 4 hours of 
halothane anesthesia. 

- .  -- 

40 minutes 53. 1k6.0 135.5*16.9 7.263+0.04 1 

80 minutes 53.e6.4 141 Sk9.6 7.270I0.035 

120 minutes 5 1 -7k5.5 126.61:12.2 7.28e0.035 

160 minutes 53.81t7.5 13 1 .!&12.8 7.29410.035 

200 minutes 49.7*7.5 123.4*11.2 7.3 15*0.035 

240 minutes 48.3*5.8 117.5*10.1 7.3 1 W0.035 



Discussion 

The results obtained in this expriment confirm that CBF remains constant during prolonged 

anesthesia of halothane in rat, at least for four hours. Although this agrees well with what has 

been observed in human brain (25-27), it is contrary to some eariier studies, mostly on canine 

and goat brain (19-22)- As suggested by some authors (25), this discrepancy could, perhaps, 

simply be a result of the species differences, or it couid be due to the different techniques 

used for CBF measurement. 

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 

time (hours) 

Figure 4.1 Mean cerebral blood flow in rats during 4 hours halothane anesthesia. 

Experiment 3. The Effect of Acefazolamide on Cembml Blood Flow 

Introduction 



Acetazolamide is a carbonic anhydrase inhibitor. Upon administration, it increases CBF 

globally without altering the tissue metabolic rate signiticantly (28). With a variety of CBF 

measuring techniques, an acetazolamide stimulation test has been performed to measure the 

cerebrovascular reserve capacity in both laboratory animais and humans (13,29-39). More 

recently, MR irnaging techniques have been used in the acetazolamide stimulation test, 

including first pass bolus tracking perfusion imaging (3 1-33), blood oxygen level dependent 

(BOLD) based MR imaging (35-37) and T2'-weighted gradient echo imaging (38). The 

feasibility of using AST M .  pemision imaging in the acetazolamide stimulation test, 

however, has not been investigated in either experimental animals or humans. In tbis 

experiment, AST perfusion imaging is used to measure CBF in rat before and after i. p. 

injection of acetazolamide. 

Methods and Materials 

nie  experiments used 6 male Sprague-Dawley rats, 250-300 g. Each rat was anesthetized, 

intubated, and mechanically ventilated (1.0-1.5% halothane in 30/70 02/N20). In each rat, 

the tail artery was cannuiated for blood pressure monitoring and blood gas sarnpling, and a 

polyethylene tube was implanted into the abdominal cavity for acetazolamide injection. Mer 

surgery, the rat was quickly transferred into a Mit probe ready for imaging. Inside the magnet 

bore, anesthesia was mahtained using 1.0-1.5% halothane in 30170 02/N20. Rectal 

temperature was controîled between 36.5 and 37.5 OC using a water thermostat throughout the 

entire experiment. Heart rate, respiratory rate and blood pressure were monitored continuously. 

M e r  the rat was moved into the magnet, blood gases were checked and adjusteci to normal 



range @02>100 mmHg, and pC& between 35 to 50 mmHg) through altering the rate and the 

volume of the ventilation pump. When the rat was stabilïzed, baseline CBF was measured 

several times. Acetazolamide solution (2.0 ml, 25 mghl  solution titrateci with 1M NaOH to 

pH=9.2) was then injected intraperitoneally through the pre-implanteci tube. Perfusion irnaging 

began immediately upon injection and was repeated with a t h e  interval of about 6 minutes for 

about one hour. Post-injection blood gas data were obtained 10 minutes afler injection. 

Perfusion imaging, Tl, imaging and measurement of a were canied out as described for 

Experiment 1. Statistical analysis was canied out using a two-tailed paired &-test. 

Results 

Blood gas data and a values before and after acetazolarnide injection are listed in Table 4.3. 

Afier acetazolarnide injection, pOz (pe0.01) and pC02 @<0.001) of the blood increased 

significantly, while blood pH decreased significantly @<0.001 j. No significant difference 

was found between the pre-injection and pst-injection a values. 

Table 4.3 Average values of a and btood gas data pre- and p s t  
acetazolamide injection (meanSD). 

* significantly different fiom pre-injection value (pc0.01) 
* * significantly different fiom pre-injection values (p<0.00 1) 



Figure 4.2 shows a set of MR perfiision images fkom a typical rat during the course of the 

expenment. Al1 images were processed using the same intensity and contrast scale. The 

increase in the overall intensity fkom image A to F demonstrated a graduai global increase in 

CBF. Figure 4.3 shows the average t h e  course of CBF increase in the regions of parietal 

cortex and striatum afler acetazolamide injection. The time courses of pst-injection CBF 

increase were similar for those two regioas. CBF increased rapidly in the fust 15 to 20 

minutes after injection, followed by a very slow increase during the subsequent penod of 

observation. Mer acetazolamide injection, the average CBF in parietal cortex increased 1.56 

fold fiom 1.90k0.26 ml-g%nin*l to 2.9610.13 ml.g%nin'l and CBF in striatum increased 

1.65 fold fiom 1 -4Skû.26 ml.g%nin" to 2.4M.08 ml-g%nin-'. 

Figure 4.2 Perfusion images of a rat brain after i. p. injection of acetazolamide. CBF was 
measured in striatum (region 1 ) and parietal cortex (region 2). 
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Figure 4.3 Time courses of cerebrai blood flow increase in the parietal cortex and striatum 
after i. p. injection of acetazolamide. 

Discussion 

The baseline CBF values measured in parietal cortex and striatum were in close agreement 

with the results of other studies under similar conditions (40,41). In this experiment, CBF 

increased immediately d e r  i. p. injection of acetazokimide. The increase was rapid in the 

first 15 to 20 minutes, then slowed down and the elevated blood flow lasted for at l e s t  55 

minutes, in good agreement with previous studies (28,42,43). The percentage increase in 

CBF induced by acetazolamide injection in rat has k e n  previously reported to be between 

60% and 120% at the parietal cortex and stri2twn regions (13,29,43,44). The percentage CBF 

increases (56.0% for parietal cortex and 65.1% for striatum) obsewed in this study are 

similar to or somewhat smaller than previous results. This may be due to the fact that CBF 

values measured after acetazolamide injection were underestimated. M e r  acetazolamide 



injection, CBF increases and usually exceeds 2.0 mLg-'-min-'. Under such condition, water is 

no longer fieely diffbsible in rat brain and thus the effect of water extraction fraction on CBF 

quantification should be taken into account (45). Othenvise, CBF values calculated by Eq. 

[3.27] will be underestimated. Water extraction fraction was not measured in this experiment 

so that it can not be accounted for. However, with a pre-established relationship between 

water extraction fraction and absolute CBF value, it is, in principle, possible to correct for 

this eRect semi-quantitatively (45). 

In previous studies, only the averaged CBF changes over a period of time after acetazolamide 

injection were commonly measured to obtain information about the cerebrovascular reserve 

capacity. Few studies measured CBF changes dynatnically after acetazolamide injection, 

probably because of the poor temporal resolution of the CBF measuring techniques used. in 

some cases such as hypertension, it has k e n  shown that the tirne course of the CBF response 

to acetazolamide provides additional idormation about the pathophysiological state of the 

brain tissue (39). Therefore, it would be valuable to be able to rneasure not only the 

magnitude of the CBF changes but also the rate of CBF changes in an acetazolamide 

stimulation test. In this study, it has been demonstrated that MR perfusion irnaging using 

AST can be used to measure CBF changes both quantitatively and dynamically in an 

acetazolamide stimulation test. 



Experiment 4. Delayed Hypemio In a Rat Modd of Focal Ischemia 

Introduction 

Clinical and experimental transient cerebral ischemia is often followed by hyperemia, or 

"luxury perfusion" as defined by N. Lassen in his well-known 1966 report published in the 

Lancet (46). The mechanism underlying this is still unclear, as is its role in the development 

of cerebral infarction. Two types of postischemic hyperemia have been observed in a global 

ischemia mode1 in rat, an initial reactive hyperernia that occurs immediately upon reperfiision 

and a delayed hyperernia that occurs 48 hours after ischemia in brain regions sustainhg 

neuronal damage such as the striatum and hippocampus (47). The duration and the amplitude 

of the initial reactive hyperernia is related to the severity of the prior ischemia (48,49). Pre- 

treatment with fl-nitro-~-ar~inine methylester (L-NAME), a non-selective nitric oxide 

synthase (NOS) inhibitor, reduces or depresses the hyperemia, indicating at least some 

involvement of nitric oxide (NO) in the mechanism of this hyperemia (50-52). A similar 

initial reactive hyperemia also occurs in transient focai ischemia models (53-56), the 

amplitude of which is correlated with both the severity of prior ischernia (56) the volume of 

the cortical infarction which develops later (53). Compared to the initial reactive hyperemia, 

delayed hyperemia is less well understood in both global and focal ischemia. In this study, 

AST MR pemision imaging was used to evaluate and characterize delayed hyperemia 24 and 

48 hours after ischemidreperfusion in a transient focal ischemia mode1 in rat. 



Methods and Materials 

The experiments used 6 male Sprague-Dawley rats, 250-300 g. Focal ischemia was induced by 

intracerebral injection of endothelin-l (3 pl, 20 pmoYp1) just above the middle cerebrai artery 

(MCA) distal to the striatal branches (57). Twenty-four and fortyeight hours &er ischernia, 

each rat was anesthetized with 5.0% halothane in 30/70 OzlNtO, and then rnechanically 

ventilated with 1.5% halothane in 30/70 Oz/NzO. In each rat, the tail artery was cannulated 

for blood pressure monitoring and blood gas sampling. Rectal temperature was controlled 

between 36.5 and 37.5 OC using a water thermostat throughout the entire experiment. Heart rate, 

respiratory rate and blood pressure were monitored continuously. Perhision imaging, Tl. 

imaging and measufernent of a were carried out as described for Experiment 1, but with the 

following exceptions: perfusion images and Tl. image were acquired with a FOV of 4x4 cm2, 

96 averages were acquired for perfusion imaging and 8 averages were acquired for Tl, imaging. 

For each rat, T2-weighted imaging was performed 48 hours d e r  ischemia using a standard 

multiple-slice multiple-echo sequence to detine the regions of brain infarction. images fiorn 10 

contiguous 1 mm slices were acquired with 4 echoes (TE 20, 40, 60 and 80 ms, TR 1500 rns, 

rnauix size 256x256, FOV 3.53.5 cm2). Statistical analysis was carried out using a two-tailed 

paired t-test. 

Results 

Blood gas data and a values are listed in Table 4.4. No significant difference was found in 

either blood gases or a between the 24 hours and the 48 hours data. Figure 4.4 shows 



pemision images and TZweighted (TE=80 ms) images of the same slice position in three rats. 

Twenty-four hours after ischemia, al1 three rats showed miid hyperemia in the ipsilateral 

striatum. However, the CBF pattern in the ipsilateral cortex was inconsistent among the rats, 

The cortical CBF in rat 1 is similar on the ipsilateral and contralaterai sides while the ipsilaterai 

cortex of rats 2 and 3 was hypoperfused compared to the respective contralateral sides. Forty- 

eight hours after ischemia, hyperemia was pronounced in both the ipsilateral striatum and the 

ipsilateral cortex in aii three rats and the CBF pattern now became consistent among the rats, 

The regions with hyperemia 48 hours pst-ischemia correlated well with the regions of 

cerebral infârction as d e h e d  by the regions with hyperintensity in the TZweighted images. 

Quantitative CBF analysis averaged over al1 six rats is s h o w  in Fig 4.5. In the striatum, CBF 

ratios (ipsilateraVçontralatera1) were 1.27i0.22 (p<0.05) and 1.7a0.52 (p<0.01) 24 h o u  

and 48 hours afler ischemia. in the cortex, CBF ratios were 0.9e0.40 (N.S.) and 1.53I0.45 

(pCO.0 1 ) 24 hours and 48 hours after ischemia. 

T2-weighted 
48 hrs 

perfusion 
24 hrs 

perfusion 
48 hrs 

Figure 4.4 T2-weighted images and perfusion images of three rats 24 hours and 48 hours 
after transient focal ischemia. 



Table 4.4 Average values of a and b l d  gas data 24 hours 
and 48 hours after transient focal ischemia ( m e d D ) .  

striatum 

Q 24 hrs 

0 48 hrs 

cortex 

Figure 4.5 CBF ratios (ipsilateraVcontralateral) in the stria- and cortex 24 and 48 hours 
after transient focal ischemia. 

Discussion 

Detayed postischemic hyperemia is apparent in the endothelin mode1 of focal ischemia in rat. 

This hyperemia is distinct frorn the initial reactive hyperemia observed in previous studies 

(53-56) in the onset time, and probab1y also in the underlying mechanisms. The time course 



of the development of this hyperemia is different for stria- and cortex. The exact 

mechanisms underlying this delayed hyperemia is unclear and probably rnultifactorial. First, 

the production of many vasodilating substances increases during ischemialreperfusion. NO, a 

potent vasodilator, is likely the substance responsible for the reactive hyperemia observed in 

global ischemia (50-52), and it may also contribute to the delayed hyperemia observed in this 

study. In both permanent and transient focal ischernia, al1 three isoforms of NOS (endothelid 

NOS, neuronal NOS and inducible NOS) increase in ischemic brain tissue, and in tum cause 

an increase in NO production (58). In particular, the temporal profile of NOS increase in a 

transient focal ischemia mode1 with suture occlusion seems to be in accord with the time 

course of the delayed hyperemia observed here (59). Second, impaired autoregulation of CBF 

in the ischemic tissue will facilitate the development of any existing hyperemia (60). Third, it 

is also possibIe that the delayed hyperemia observed is a reflection of neovascularization in 

the ischemic tissues with increased capillary density and endothelid hypertrophy (6 1). 

Whether postischemic hyperemia plays a beneficial or a detrimental role in the development 

of a cerebral infarct is controversial and clarifjhg this may direct the development of novel 

therapies for focal ischemia. In human, subacute hyperernia (less than 48 hours) tends to 

indicate rapid recanalization of occluded arteries and has been suggested to be beneficial 

(62). However, the situation in experimental animds is somewhat different and the presence 

of hyperemia in the ischemic tissue often indicates a greater chance of brain infarction 

(53,63). The reason for this discrepancy is unclear, probably due to the fact that the time 

window for tissue survival after cerebral ischemia might be shorter in experimental animals 

than in humans. 
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Chapter 5. In vivo Proton Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy 

Although magnetic resonance imaging (MRi) provides anatomical pictures as well as 

information about other properties of biologicai tissue (i.e. water content, relaxation times, 

water diffusion coefficient and perfusion), it does not yield biochemical information which is 

usehl in assessing the metabolic profile of the tissue. In vivo magnetic resonance 

spectroscopy (MM) observes the resonances of different metabolites and can be used to 

measure the concentrations of these metabolites, thus offering a valuable complement to 

MRI. The combined use of MN and MRS in recent years has greatly improved our 

understanding of the pathogenesis of a number of diseases. 

The first magnetic resonance (MR) spectrum on intact biological tissue was recorded using 

red blood cells and phosphorus-3 1 ()'P) MRS in 1973 by Moon and Richards (1). This was 

followed by a study in 1974 by Hoult et al who also used "P MRS to investigate muscle 

bioenergetics (2). In 1978, Chance et al reported the first in vivo "P spectrum of whole 

animai head (3). In vivo MRS thnved after the invention of the surface coi1 in 1980 (4) 

because now there was a way to acquire a spectnim fiom a confined region of interest 

without sticking the whole specimen, sometimes the whole body, into a MR probe! Inspired 

by the success of 3 1 ~  MRS, the usefülness of carbon-1 3 ("c), nitrogen- 15 ('SN), sodium-23 

( 2 3 ~ a )  and fluorine-19 ("F) MRS for in vivo applications was soon examined. MRS of al1 

these nuclei has now become routine and has found many applications in the field of 

biomedicine. For exarnple, in vivo "P MRS has been used to obtain information regarding 

tissue energetics, glucose metabolism, intracellular pH and intracellular magnesium ion 



concentration (1-8); in vivo 13c and '% MRS have been applied mainly to study tricarboxylic 

acid (TCA) cycle and amrnonia metabolism (9-16); in vivo %a MRS has been utilized to 

monitor tram-membrane ion t ~ ~ ~ p o r t  (17-19); in vivo "F MRS has been employed for 

measurement of intracellular pH, quantification of intracellular metal ions and studies on 

metabolism of glucose and a variety of drugs (20-27). 

The proton ('H) has the highest sensitivity of stable MR-sensitive nuclei and is also the most 

abundant nucleus encountered in biological tissue. 'H MRS therefore provides enonnous 

potential for in vivo applications. Figure 5.1 compares in vivo 'H ( A  and B), -"P (C), and %a 

(D and E) spectra acquired fiom rat brain at 7 T. It can be seen fiom the figure that the 

number of metabolites that can be detected by in vivo 'H MRS is larger than the number of 

metabolites that can be detected by either "P or %a MRS. Historically, the first 'H MRS 

study on intact biological tissue was conducted at the very beginnuig of the 1980s when 

Brown and Campbell recorded the 'H MR spectrum of red blood cells (28). By showing that 

MR signals were observable fiom dmost a dozen metabolites, they also appreciated and 

suggested the potential of 'H MRS for in vivo applications. However, the development of 'H 

MRS was somewhat slower than the development of MRS of other nuclei. The earliest "high 

resolution" 'H MR spectra of whole brain were not recorded, as far as 1 am aware, until the 

mid 1980s (29). In addition to the common problems encountered in al1 in vivo MRS such as 

the intnnsic insensitivity of MRS, poor Bo homogeneity and short transverse relaxation times 

(T2), there are two problems that are unique for 'H MRS. First, intense water and lipid 

signals usually dominate the in vivo 'H MR spectra, if not suppressed, and interfere with the 

observation of other metabolites with low concentrations. Second, 'H resonances of many 
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Figure 5.1 In  vivo 'H, (B) ,)'P (C), and single quantum (D) and double quantum (E) %a 
spectra of normal rat brain at 7 T. 'H spectra A was acquired fiom an ischernic rat brain. 



metabolites ail appear in a narrow spectral range (Le. 0.0-6.0 ppm) and overlap with each 

other, making unequivocal observation of one particular metabolite diflïcult. Considerable 

progress has been made, and still has to be made, to overcome these problems. 

Table 5.1 Metabolites of comrnon interest in in vivo proton magnetic resonance 
spectroscopy 

Metabolite Chemical Shift " Metabolite 
Concentration 

water 4.70 -- 
myo-inositol (Ino)/inositol 3.56 

glycine 

glucose (Glc) 

taurine (Tau) 

choline (Cho)= 

creatine (crld 

glutamate (G1u)iglutamine (Gln) 2.10-2.50 + 3.76 6.08/3 .58 

y-aminobutyric acid (GABA) 1.91,2.31, 3.02 1.71 

N-acetylaspartate (NAA) 

aspartate (Asp) 

alanine (Ala) 

lactate (Lac) 1.33 3.03 + O. 19 

lipids 0.5- 1 -5 --- 
" values represent the chemical shift @pm) frwluently examined in vivo 

values are given as the mean metabolite concentration (pmol/g) in normal rat brain 
includes choline, phosphocholine and glycerophosphocholine 

d includes creatine and phosphocreatine (PCr) 
courtesy Dr. K. Malisza (3 1) 

Because of the intrinsic insensitivity of MR, only metabolites with a concentration greater 

than about 1 mmoVL can be detected by 'H MRS in vivo (30). This, as usual, implies some 

good news and some bad news. The good news is that, because the resonances fiom 



metabolites having very low concentrations show no or only little signal intensity, the 

appearance of the observed in vivo 'H MR spectrurn is therefore greatly simplified, making 

assignment of the resonances much easier. The bad news is that observation of some 

metabolites which are of physiological significance but at low concentrations, such as some 

arnino acids, is difficult by in vivo 'H MRS, therefore limiting the usefulness of the 

technique. The metabolites of common interest which are readily detected in brain tissue by 

in vivo 'H MRS are listed in Table 5.1, adapted from a recent review by Malisza et al (3 1). 

Among the metabolites listed, other than water and lipids, only N-acetylaspartate (NAA), 

creatine and choline are generally observed by conventional 'H MRS techniques. The 

reasons for that are 1) these metabolites have relatively high concentrations in brain; 2) the 

methyl resonances of these rnetabolites are uncoupled so that the intensity of these 

resonances is not attenuated by so-cailed J-modulation in the long echo-time pulse sequences 

commoniy used; 3) it is possible to observe the methyl resonances of these metabolites 

unequivocally using conventionai pulse sequences. Lactate is an important metabolic product 

of glycolysis and usually is associated with ischemia, and its role in the pathophysiology of a 

nurnber of neurological diseases has been well docurnented. In vivo observation of lactate by 

I H MRS, however, is often hindered by overlapping of the lactate rnethyl peaks with the lipid 

resonances at about 1.33 ppm (Fig. 5.1). Development of 'H MRS techniques which can be 

used for unequivocai observation of lactate by suppressing or elirninating the lipid 

resonances has been and continues to be a focus of considerable research. If selective 

observation of lactate represents a major problem for in vivo 'H MRS, selective observation 

of other rnetabolites such as y-aminobutyric acid (GABA), taurine, glutamate and glutamine 



by in vivo 'H MRS provides an even greater challenge. That is because these amino acids 

usually have low concentrations, and have complex spin systems which give rise to 

resonances which often overlap with each other and with the resonances of other metabolites 

such as NAA, creatine and choline. 

Even so, the use of in vivo 'H MRS has proven useful and the information it provides has 

gained us new undentandings of a number of neurological diseases. For example, it is 

suggested that NAA exists only in neurons in the mature brain, and thus can be used as a 

specific marker for neuronal viability (32). Decreases in NAA concentrations, as detected by 

in vivo 'H MRS, are observed in both humans and animals under pathological conditions 

such as stroke (33-37), brain tumor (38-42), multiple sclerosis (43-45) and Alzheimer's 

disease (46-48). The choline resonances observed by in vivo 'H MRS include the 

contri butions fiom fiee choline, phosphocholine and glycerophosphocholine (49). Alterations 

in choline level are observed in hepatic encephalopathy (50,51), brain turnor (38,40,42) and 

diseases involving membrane damage such as multiple sclerosis (44) and leukodystrophies 

(52). Both creatine and phosphocreatine contribute to the creatine peak observed by in vivo 

'H MRS, and the total creatine levels in brain are relatively uniform among different brain 

structures and are unchanged in many pathological processes, thus providing a good 

reference for the quantification of other metabolites (49). In vivo 'H M R S  can be used to 

detect changes in the steady state lactate concentrations in physiologically perturbed tissues 

(53,54), and to follow the kinetics of dynarnic lactate changes in cerebral ischemia models 

(55,56). Alterations in the concentrations of other metabolites such as myo-inositol 

(5 1,52,57) and GABA (58-60) have also been seen, as observed by in vivo 'H M R S ,  in a 



limited number of studies. 

Another interesting feature of in vivo 'H MRS is that mon midies have been on human brain 

at low field strength (49). The reason in vivo MRS is not as popular in experimental animals 

(Le. rodents) as it is in humans is simply because the volume of tissue available for sampling 

in experimental animais is smaller so that there is ofien not enough signal-to-noise ( S m )  for 

the measurement. AIthough acquiring spectra at higher field strength offers some well known 

advantages such as higher SNR and a more dispersed spectnun, there are also a number of 

dificulties that either are not encountered at lower field strength or are exaggerated with the 

increase in field strength (61). For exarnple, the greater chernical shifl dispersion at higher 

field strength on one hand helps in resolving the resonances of different metabolites, but on 

the other hand it increases the error associated with chernical-shift-dependent spatial 

displacement when localized spectra are acquired. This will be discussed in detail in the next 

chapter. Other difficulties in performing in vivo 'H M R S  at high field strength include the 

shorter T2 values for metabolites and higher demands on hardware, for instance, a more 

powerfül radiofiequency (RF) amplifier. 

Although the volume of research on in vivo 'H MRS has k e n  growing steadily (30), it is fair 

to say that most of the techniques developed so far do not have the reliability and the 

robustness required for routine applications even though their advantages were demonstrated 

in the original reports. It is also disappointhg to see that a large portion of the current in vivo 

1 H MRS studies on neurological diseases show nothing more than an increased lactate level 

andor a decreased NAA level in spite of the fact that these various diseases may be quite 



different from one another in ternis of their pathophysiology. increases in applications and 

particularly in more elaborate applications for in vivo 'H MRS requires improvements in the 

curent methodology. This is the main objective of the second part of this thesis which 

includes this chapter and the next four chapters. It is my hope and determination that, with 

the contributions made by al1 members of the in vivo MRS community including myself, in 

vivo 'H MRS will continue to develop as  a valuable tool with many practical applications. 
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Chapter 6. Spectral Editing and Spatial Localization in Proton 
Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy 

Spectral discrimination and spatial localization are important for ail in vivo magnetic 

resonance spectroscopy (MRS) studies. Without spectral discrimination, metabolites can not 

be observed unequivocally, complicating interpretation of the experimental results. With no 

spatial localization, spectra can not be acquired fiom a well-defined region of interest. In this 

chapter, the current spectral editing and spatiai localization techniques are briefly reviewed. 

Spectral Editing 

Two problems are ofien encountered when proton MRS is applied to biological sarnples. 

First, proton MR resonances fiom various metabolites al1 appear in a very n m w  

spectroscopic range, and often overlap with one another. Secondly, intense water and fat 

resonances and broad spectral lines due to tissue heterogeneity often compticate the 

observation of resonances of specific metabolites of interest. Therefore, to be able to monitor 

sübtle changes in metabolites of low concentrations, it is essential to not only suppress water 

and fat signais, but also eliminate the spectral overlap. Two-dimensional MRS and spectral 

editing techniques have been developed for such purposes. The two-dimensional MRS 

techniques ofien require a long acquisition time which is unacceptable in many cases, and 

thus they are generally considered inappropnate for in vivo studies. Spectral editing is a 

simplification technique which exploits some unique properties of the spin systems (other 

than chernical shifi) to allow selective observation of the resonances of interest. One 



commonly used spin property for spectral editing is scalar J coupling which arises fiom spin 

interactions through covalent bonds. In recent years, a family of spectral editing techniques 

has been developed, including J-modulated echo difference (1-9), multiple-quanhdzero- 

quantum coherence filtering (1 0- 13), polarinion transfer (1 4- 1 7) and longitudinal spin order 

(18-21). Among those techniques, the fïrst two are the most commonly used for in vivo 

applications and will be discussed in detail in this thesis. To lay the basis for M e r  

discussion, the product operator formalism and the selection of coherence transfer pathways 

by pulsed magnetic field gradients are fvst described. 

Product Operator Fonnalism 

Virtually al1 magnetic resonance (MR) experiments are now performed in the pulsed Fourier 

transform mode. To understand the MR response of a spin system to a pulse sequence, a 

description of the behavior of the spins in the pulse sequence is required. Over the years, two 

different approaches have been developed for this purpose, with one that takes advantage of a 

simple vector model and the other that utilizes quantum mechanics calculations. Although 

the simple vector model is usefül in many cases, in general, it is not adequate in descrïbing 

more sophisticated MR experiments such as multiple quantum and multiple-dimensional 

MRS. In such cases, the use of a quantum mechanics approach becomes essential. The 

density matrix formalism was among the f is t  used quantum mechanics formalisms to 

describe a multiple-pulse MR experiment (22). Although it provides a rigorous and 

comprehensive analysis for the spin behavior, the density matrix formalism soon becomes 

extremely cumbersome with increasing numbers of pulses and precession periods, and thus is 



inconvenient to use in practice. Currently, the method of choice for describing a sophisticated 

MR experiment is the product operator formalism, which is a derivative of the density matrix 

formalism and surprisingly easy to learn and use (23). 

The product operators in a product operator forrnalism are a set of orthogonal matrices. Each 

of the product operators represents an orthogonal component of the magnetization and their 

linear combination forms the complete density matrix. In the ps t ,  different product operator 

forma!isms have k e n  developed using different bais  sets of product operators, and each of 

them has advantages and disadvantages (23-29). In the work described in this thesis, the 

product operator formalisms for the weakly and strongly coupled spin I=l/2 systems in the 

spherical bais  will be used (28,29). For example, 16 sphencal basis product operators, 1, 4, 

I+, L, Sa, S+, S-, I+So, LSo, los+, IoS, loso, I+S+, I+S, LS+ and LS., are required to describe a 

weakly-coupled two-spin-112 system (IS), and Table 6.1 shows the evolution of these 

product operators under the effects of radiofrequency (RF) pulses, fiee precession and J 

coupling (28). 

Coherence Transfer Pathways 

The concept of "coherence" is a generalization of the notion of transverse magnetization (30). 

In a MR experiment, coherence can be associated with a transition between two eigenstates 

with arbitrary difference @) in magnetic quantum nurnbers, and p itself is also a quantum 

number which is usually called the "order" of the coherence. The conventional concept of 

transverse magnetization corresponds to a particular type of coherence with -1, often 



termed single quantum coherence (SQC). Double quantum coherence (DQC) corresponds to 

-, and triple quantum coherence (TQC) corresponds to p=i3, and so on. Only SQC (Le. 

p=-1) is directly observable in a MR experiment. Coherences with other quantum nurnbers 

can be generated in a multiple-pulse sequence, but are not physically observable. 

Longitudinal magnetization is not a coherence, but has properties that resemble those of zero 

quantum coherences (ZQC). 

Table 6.1 Evolution of sphencal product operators for an weakly 
coupled IS spin system under the effects of RF pulses, fiee 
precession and J coupling. 

1. Pulse with a flip angle of 8 and a phase angle of 4 

i I 
Io + Io cose-- JT 1 + cos 8 exp( -i+) - - 

fi 
1 - cos 8 exp(i+) 

2. Precession about the z axis with a fiequency of w 

3. J coupling with a coupling constant of J 

Io -+ 1, 
I+ + I+ cos 2xJt - II+S, sin 2nJt 
[- -, 1- cos 2xJt -t 11-S, sin 2xJt 

Coherence c m  be viewed as a non-equilibnum state of a coherent superposition of two 

eigenstates (30). RF pulses can induce a transition between two coherences, and may change 



the order of the coherences. Free precession of a coherence, however, conserves the 

coherence order. Ln a multiple-puise sequence, each RF pulse perturbs the spin system in a 

coherent state and results in coherence transfer steps whiçh mix coherences of different 

order. A particular sequence of coherences successively generated in the pulse sequence then 

forms a coherence transfer pathway which can be represented by a vector P, 

P=@i, m, - a -  pj, --a pn) 

where pj is the order of the coherence generated in the j th coherence transfer step. 

Selection of Co herence Transfer Pathways by Pulsed Magnetic Field Gradients 

Numerous coherence transfer pathways can occur simultaneously in a multiple-pulse 

sequence. It is therefore necessary in many cases to observe selectively a particular 

coherence transfer pathway or a family of coherence transfer pathways which corresponds to 

the spin interactions that are of interest, while eliminating the rest. The selection of coherence 

transfer pathway(s) c m  be performed using either phase cycling (3 1) or filters comprised of 

pulsed magnetic field gradients (32). For in vivo MRS, using pulsed gradients is usually 

pre ferabie to using phase c ycling in selecting coherence transfer pathway(s) because the 

latter method requires addition/subtraction of sequentially acquired spectra, making it more 

susceptible to motion artifacts. 

Under the influence of a magnetic field gradient, a homonuclear coherence precesses about 

the z-axis and acquises a position-dependent phase factor ( 4  P ) that is proportional to the 

coherence order p, 



4; = Y P G ~ ~  f6-21 

where y is the gyromagnetic ratio, G is the gradient strength, r is the spatial coordinate, t is 

the duration of the gradient and a rectangular wavefom for the gradient is assumed. Because 

only MR signals with coherent phase are observable, the different sensitivities of coherences 

with different orders to the presence of the gradients can then be exploited to select 

coherence transfer pathway(s) through dephasinghephasing. 

Suppose there is a pulse sequence which involves n coherence transfer steps with a gradient 

pulse applied during each of those steps. The overall gradient train can be represented as a 

vector (G), 

G = ( G ~ ~ , ,  Gztz, ... Gjtj, ... ~"t" ) .  16-31 

and the overall effect of G on an arbitrary coherence transfer pathway P is, 

where a ( r ) i  and a(r)! are the density operator components of P d e r  and before the gradient 

pulse train at location r. Integrating over the entire sample, the contribution of P to the total 

signal intensity observed, S(P), is 

For a particular coherence transfer pathway or pathways that satisQ 

the phase term on the right side of Eq. [6.5] vanishes for al1 positions over the entire sample 

and consequently a coherence transfer echo is formed (33). However, for coherence transfer 



pathways that do not satisw Eq. [6.63, the gradient train will introduce a position-dependent 

phase accumulation and cause a phase dispersion over the entire sample. Coherences with 

different phases ofien interfere with each other destructively and the contribution fiom those 

coherence transfer pathways to the final signal intensity is therefore eliminated. A full 

analysis of the p ~ c i p l e s  of using gradient trains to select coherence transfer pathway(s) is 

beyond the scope of this thesis and can be found elsewhere (32). 

Figure 6.1 A three-pulse double quantum @Q) coherence transfer experiment. Pl ,  P 2, P3 
and P4 are the four possible coherence transfer pathways involving DQ coherences. With the 
gradient pulses (Gw) shown in the figure, only P l  and P3 are selected. 

One disadvantage of using gradient pulses to select coherence transfer pathway(s) is the 

potentiaI reduction in detection sensitivity in the case when more than one coherence transfer 

pathway is relevant (34-36). For exarnple, in a three-pulse double quantum spectroscopy 

experiment (Fig. 6.1), four coherence transfer pathways, Pi=(O, 1, 2, -1), Pz=(O, 1, -2, -1), 

P3=(0, - 1, 2, - 1) and P4=(0, -1, -2, - l), involve double quantum coherence, and have to be 

selected simultaneously in order to recover the full sensitivity. However, the gradient train 



shown in the figure selects only Pi and P3, but not Pz and Pd, thus reducing the detection 

sensitivity by 50%. It has been demomtmted that, compared to phase cycling, at best only 

half of the relevant coherence transfer pathways can be selected at a time when gradients are 

used for signal selection (35,36). 

Spectral Editing Using J-Modulated Echo Differenœ 

In a Hahn-echo experiment (Fig. 6.2A), the evolution of product operatoa for a single spin- 

1/2 (1) is as follows. For simplicity, only tems leading to observable signals are considered 

and T2 relaxation is neglected. 

i O' p-- 
i 

2 J S  
(cos 0, - 1)I- exp[- i (o ,  + AB, )r] - -(cos 0, + 1)I- exp[i(o ,  + ABo)+] r6.91 

2 J 2  

i 
)-- 

i 

2JT 
(cos 8, - 1)I- - -(cos 0, + 1)I- exp[2i(o,  + hB,)r] 

2 J T  

When €II= 1 80°, Eq. L6.101 reduces to, 

where subscript 1 represents the spin 1, o is the chernical shifl, 0 is the flip angle of the 

refocusing pulse and ABo is the Bo inhomogeneity. Eq. [6.11] shows that signal intensity of 

the Hahn echo is independent of r, and both the chernical shift and the Bo inhomogeneity are 

refocused provided the flip angle of the refocusing pulse is exactly 180'. 
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For a weakly-coupled two-spin-112 system IS, its response to the Hahn-echo sequence is 

different fiom that of the uncoupled spin. Considering only the t e m  that are originated fiom 

the spin 1 and lead to observable signals, and neglecting the effect of T2 relaxation, 

t z - -1, cos nJrexp[-i(o, + AB,)] - &l+~, sin Jsexp[-i(o, + AB,)] 
& 

t 
>-I_cos2nls 
J5 

[6.15] 

where 1 goy+, represents a 180' refocusing pulse which refocuses the resonances of both the 1 

and S spins. Eq. [6.15] shows that, unlike chemicai shift and ABo, J-coupling is not refocused 

in the Hahn echo experiment and the signal intensity of the Hahn echo for the weakly 

coupled spin 1 is modulated by a factor of c o s 2 d ~ .  When ~=1/2J, Eq. [6.15] becomes 

so that the Hahn echo is 180° out of phase relative to that of an uncoupled spin. 

Instead of using a refocusing pulse that refocuses the resonances of both the 1 and S spins, 

the use of a refocusing pulse that acts on the resonance of the 1 spin only ( 180;) will inhibit 

the J-coupling effect and result in a Hahn echo whose intensity is not modulated by t, 

'*OP ,LI- cos n~sex~[- i (o ,  + AB,)] + &I-s, sin rtJ~exp[-i(o, + ABo)] 
Li 

[6.173 



Under such conditions, the weakly coupled 1 spin behaves the same as if it is uncoupled. 

The use of the J-modulated echo difference sequence to edit proton MR spectra was proposed 

originally by Campbell et al (1). Rothman et al (2) first applied this principle to edit a number 

of metabolites in vivo. Rothman's editing sequence is shown in Fig. 6.2A. Two Hahn echoes 

are acquired with r-1/2J (for doublets or quartets) or s=1/4J ( for triplets), one in the absence 

and the other in the presence of a single frequency decoupling. In the presence of decoupling, 

the coupled spin behaves exactly the same as an uncoupled spin and produces a Hahn echo 

that is 180' out of phase relative to the echo produced in the absence of decoupling. For 

uncoupled spins, the phases of the two Hahn echoes remain the same regardless of the 

presence or the absence of decoupling. Subtraction of the two spectra wili therefore retain the 

signais fiom the coupled spins only, while eliminating the signals fiom the uncoupled spins. 

In view of the technical inconvenience of using single fiequency decoupling, a nurnber of 

alternative editing sequences using J-modulated echo daerence were developed soon d e r  

Rothman's work (3-5). In those sequences, two Hahn echoes were acquired, one with a "non- 

selective" refocusing pulse that acts on the resonances of al1 the spins in the coupled spin 

system and the other with a selective refocusing pulse that acts on the resonance of  the target 

spin only, and subtraction of these two echoes will result in a spectnim of the edited spin 

only. Two typical sequences of this kind are shown in Fig. 6.2B and 6.2C. In both sequences 

6.2B and 6.2C, a binomial refocusing pulse serves as the semi-selective refocusing pulse with 

which the J-coupling effect is inhibited. To produce "non-selective" refocusing, either a hard 



180" pulse (Fig. 6.2B) or a combination of a binomial refocusing pulse and a e l ays  

altemating with nutations for -@lored excitation (DANTE) pulse train (Fig. 6.2C) is used. - - - 
Compared to the sequence 6.2A, sequences 6.2B and 6.2C provide better water suppression 

and are less susceptible to fkequency and pulse power missetting. 

Imperfection of the refocusing pulses affects the outcome of an editing expriment using J- 

modulated echo ciifference. If instead of behg exactly 180°, the flip angles of the refocusing 

pulse(s) for 1 and S spins are 0, and Os, then when s= 1 /2J, Eqs. [6.16] and [6.18] become 

1 = )-- 
1 

(cosû, - l)cosB,I- +-(cosû, + l)cosB,I- exp[2i(oI +AB&] i6.191 
2 J 2  245 

and 

i = )-- 
i 

2 J 5  
(cosû, - 1)I- + -(cosû, + 1)I- exp[2i(o, + AB, )r] 

2 f i  

so that the detection sensitivity decreases by a factor of $cos0, - I)(cosû, - 1) relative to 

the ideal case. Also the chemicd shifi and Bo inhomogeneity are not refocused perfectly so 

that the phase of the observed signals will be slightly distorted (9). Moreover, because of the 

phase mismatch caused by the imperfection of the refocusing pulses, simple sequences such 

as those shown in Figs. 6.2B and 6.2C often are not adequate to provide perfect cancellation 

of unwanted signals, thus compromising the editing efficiency of those sequences. Phase 

cycling or order cycling of the refocusing pulse(s) circumvents this problem (37), and using 

adiabatic refocusing pulses also helps (9,38). 

Besides Hahn echo spectroscopy, spectral editing using J-modulated echo difference 

spectroscopy c m  also be done with double spin echo (6,7) and stimulated echo spectroscopy 



(8). In these methods, the phase dependence of the echo on the echo time (TE) or the mixing 

time (TM) is exploited for spectral editing. Arnong existing spectral editing techniques, 

spectral editing using 1-modulated echo difference provides the highest possible detection 

sensitivity. For example, in the case of editing for lactate (9) and y-aminobutyric acid 

(GABA) (39-42) which are two metabolites most cornrnonly observed by this technique in 

vivo, the theoretical detection sensitivities are 100% and 50% respectively, higher than those 

of other editing techniques. One major disadvantage of this technique is that it requires 

addition/subtraction of sequentially acquired spectra, and thus is susceptible to motion 

artifacts when used in vivo. 

Spectral Editing Using Multiple Quantum Fiitering 

Generation of multiple quantum coherences (MQC) fiom an uncoupled spin system is 

generally forbidden except in special situations such as in the case of high field multiple 

quantum (MQ) echoes (43,44). On the contrary, for a coupled spin system, MQC can always 

be generated in a multiple-puise experiment and the creation and the evolution of such MQC 

during the pulse sequence depends on the coupling properties of the spin system. Therefore, 

by selectively observing coherence transfer pathway(s) that involve MQC, it is possible to 

differentiate between uncoupled spin systems and coupled spin systems, and between 

coupled spin systems with different coupling properties, thus achieving the purpose of 

spectral editing. Although MQC are not directly observable, it is always possible to convert 

MQC into SQC and observe them indirectly. 



MQ filtering (MQF) has long been used in high resolution MRS for spectral editing. 

Adaptation of such a concept to in vivo MRS started in the late 1980s when much effort was 

made in searc hing for a MRS technique for the selective obsewation of lactate (1 0,11,45), an 

important glycolysis metabolite, in vivo. A number of MQF sequences have been developed 

and compared in the past (10,12), and it has been concluded that a double quantum filtering 

(DQF) sequence with a symmetric excitation/detection RF scheme provides the best 

compromise among detection sensitivity, watedfat suppression and motion sensitivity, and 

thus is most suitable for in vivo applications. A schematic representation of such a DQF 

sequence is shown in Fig. 6.3. 

Figure 6.3 A conventional double quantum coherence transfer sequence for spectral editing. 

Using a product operator formalism in spherical bais (28), the response of a weaklycoupled 

spin system IS to the pulse sequence shown in Fig. 6.3 is analyzed as follows. Only the terms 

which originate fiom the 1 spin and lead to observable signals are considered and, for 



simplicity, T2 relaxation is ignored. With the first 90° and 180' puises, the longitudinal 

magnetization is prepared into a so-cailed antiphase state which is represented by the 

operators 1230 and I+So. 

i 
-(I- cos 2 d t  + 2iI-S,  sin 2nJr)exp[-i(4, - 24,)] 
fi 

Note that chernical shift and Bo inhomogeneity are refoçused at the end of the second r 

penod. The second 90' pulse is the DQ creation pulse which converts the amiphase 

magnetization into DQC (I+S+ and LS) and ZQC @+S- and LS+). 

The terms for ZQC will be ignored fiom now on since they will be dephased by the 

coherence transfer pathway selection gradients. During the ti evolution period, the amplitude 

of the DQC is modulated by a factor of cosZdtl and the phase of the DQC is affected by Bo 

inhomogeneity (1 2). 



i 
--CO$ d t ,  sinZdtI+S+ expEi(+, - 3, + %, + m o t ,  )] 

2 

+icos2  d t , s i n Z d ~ I _ S -  expF(4, -3, +34, +2ABot,)] 
2 

+&O? z i t , s i n ~ i d r ~ - ~ -  expki(0, -2+, -4, - 2 ~ ~ , t , ) l  
2 

The third 90' pulse is the DQ read pulse which converts DQC back to the observable SQC. If 

a non-selective DQ read pulse is used, which acts on the resonances of both the 1 and S spins 

i -- 
4 5  

cod d t ,  sin2drI+So expEi(4, - 3, + 34, -4r + 2AB,t,)] 

i -- 
45 

cod d t ,  sin2xlrI+S0 exp[i(4, -3, +34, -30, +2AE3,t1)] 

nie final 1 80' pulse serves as a refocusing pulse. 

T l  . 180; . r f, 

l -- 
a& 

cod d t ,  sin2nlrsinw(~, +r2 )JI- expb(+, -24, +3$, -4, -3, -AI3, (r2 -r, -2t, ))] 

z -- 
&/2 

cod d t I s i n 2 d r s i n ~ ( r ,  +r2 ))[- exp[i(+, -3, +3+, -34, +2+, +AE3,(s2 -r, +2t,))] 

Each of the four terms above represents a theoretically observable signal generated fiom a 

particular coherence transfer pathway with the first one from P1=(0, -1, +l ,  +2, +1, -1), the 

second one fiom P2=(0, +1, -1, +2, +1, -1), the third one fiom P3=(0, -1, +1, -2, +1, -1) and 



the fourth one fiom P4=(0, +1, -1, -2, +1, -1). With the coherence transfer selection gradients 

shown in Fig. 6.3, however, only the signais generated from P l  and P t  are selected. A 

symrnetric excitation/detection RF scheme means sih2=2r, and if si and z2 are set to be r-ti 

and r+ti, thus ~ ~ - ~ ~ - 2 t ~ = 0 ,  to refocus the Bo inhomogeneity, the expression for the final 

signal, F(L), is 

F(IJ = 

The phases of the RF pulses cm be chosen so that the phase factors in both terms are zero 

and if ZT is 1/25 and tl modulation is ignored, 

Recall that the signal intensity for 1 spin immediately afler a 90' pulse is 

Cornparison of Eqs. [6.21] and [6.22] shows that, at best, only 25% of the total signal 

intensity available can pass through the DQ filter shown in Fig. 6.3 

If  a fiequency selective DQ read pulse which acts on the S spin only is used, 

Then, after the 180' refocusing pulse, 



i -- 
4 5  

cos' d t ,  sin2r3rsinw(z, +r2 )p- exp[i(+, -24, -0, +0, +@, +dB&, -7, -2, 

1 -- cod d t ,  sin2r3rsinEtJ(s1 +r, )P- expE-K+, - 3 2  +3$3 -9, -3, - m ~  ( 7 2  -TI -24 ))l 
4\12 

In this case, a new expression for Fm) can be denved in analogy to Eq. [6.21] 

Equation [6.23] shows that the detection sensitivity is improved from 25% to 50% if a 

fiequency selective DQ read puise is used. The 50% intriasic signai loss is due to the 

dephasing of ZQC by the coherence transfer pathway selection gradient pulses. in theory, full 

detection sensitivity can be obtained by means of selective-pulse filtering of both DQC and 

ZQC (46,47). However, in practice, those puise sequences require either phase cycling to 

eliminate the fat signals (46) or additionlsubtraction of sequentially acquired spectra in order 

to recover the full detection sensitivity (47), making their usefuiness limited for in vivo 

applications. 

The pulse sequence shown in Fig. 6.3 in principle can be used to edit for any metabolites 

when it is adjusted to optimize the detection sensitivity of the target metabolite while 

eliminating spectral overlap efficiently. Previously, DQF rnethods have been applied to the 

selective observation of lactate (1 0,l l), GABA (48,49), citrate (50), glucose (5 1 ), N- 

acetyiaspartate (NAA) (52), taurine (53) and glutamate (54) in vivo. 



Spatial Localization 

Because of the heterogeneity of biological tissues, the need for spatial localization in in vivo 

MRS is apparent. When in vivo MRS is used for diagnostic purposes, spatial localization is 

particularly essential to locate the origin of pathogenesis and to differentiate the healthy 

tissue from the tissue undergoing physiological perturbation. The development of spatial 

localization techniques comrnenced at the beginning of the 1980s, soon after the 

demonstration of the usefùlness of MRS in vivo. A great number of spatial localization 

techniques have been developed and refined over the years, and many of them have become 

available for routine uses. 

Locaiized spectroscopy can be performed with either single voxel localization or multiple 

voxel localization. Single voxei techniques allow spectra to be acquired fiom a single volume 

of interest (VOI) while multiple voxel techniques, which are usually referred as 

spectroscopic imaging (SI), acquire spectra fiom a number of VOIS, usually a matrix of 

volume elements, sirnultaneously. Although single voxel locaiization is sufficient in some 

cases, SI is generally preferred because, in practice, there is often no a priori knowledge 

available about the exact localization of the VOI. 

Spatial Localization Based on BI Gradient 

The spatial Iocalization techniques for in vivo MRS can be divided into two categories: 

techniques based on Bi gradient and techniques based on Bo gradient. The idea of using Bi 



gradients for spatial encoding was originally proposed by Hoult in 1979 ( 59 ,  and was swn 

adapted by Cox and Styles for spatially localized spectroscopy (56). This technique was later 

referred to as rotating fiame spectroscopy (RFS) which gained its name fkom the title of 

Hoult's original papa "rotating frame zeugmatography" (57). Usually, RFS is used to 

acquire one-dimensional (ID) spectroscopie images although in principle single voxel 

localization is also achievable with Fourier series analysis (58-60). Besides RFS, spatial 

localization with BI gradients can also be obtained by using a surface coil, first introduced to 

in vivo MRS by Ackeman et al (61). A surface coil generates an inhomogeneous BI field 

and receives MR signals originating fiom a sensitive volume only. The shape and the size of 

the sensitive volume are usually not well-defined, and are detennined by the geornetry of the 

surface coil itself and, to some extent, by experimental settings. Becaw spatial localization 

achieved by surface coil itself is not exact, it is therefore not sufficient in many cases. 

Surface coil localization can be refined M e r  by using depth pulses which incorporate 

composite pulses and phase cycling schemes (62) and by using Bo gradients such as in the 

case of &pth - resolved - surface coi1 spctroscopy (DRESS) (63). 

An apparent advantage of localization techniques based on Bi gradient is that no Bo 

switching is needed, which becomes significant for systems suffering eddy curent problems 

and for experiments in which extremely short TE is required. Another feature of the 

techniques based on Bi gradient is that the spatial localization achieved is always relative to 

the coil itself so that it is not susceptible to motion artifacts. Furthemore, spatial localization 

by B 1 gradient is not subject to errors such as those caused by chemical shift dispersion and 

other off-resonance effects that can occw in the techniques based on Bo gradient. In spite of 



the advantages, spatial localization techniques using BI gradients are losiog their popularity 

due to some significant disadvantages. Fust, locahtion by Bi gradients is often not exact. 

Second, spatial localization achieved to date by this technique has generally been limited to 

one dimension only, although in priaciple three-dimensional localization is possible. Third, 

localization by RFS requires a specialized RF coi1 which, technically, is difficult to make. 

Finally, the correlation between localized spectra and a MR image is not straightforward, 

making visuaiization of the VOI difficult. 

Spatial Localization Based on Bo Gradient 

The two basic principles for spatial locaiization with Bo gradients, slice selective excitation 

(64) and phase encoding (65), were both proposed in the mid 1970s. However, localization 

techniques based on those pnnciples only started to emerge about ten years later. The 

localization techniques based on Bo gradient c m  be divided into three groups. 

1. Topical Magnetic Resonance 

Topical magnetic resonance (TMR) was fist used by Gordon et al in 1980 (66). In this 

technique, the main field is profiled using nonlinear static field gradients so that high field 

homogeneity rem- only in a small volume which is the VOI. Protons that reside outside 

the VOI experience a highly inhomogeneous Bo field and therefore have very broad 

resonances and do not contribute to the final signals observed. The spectra acquired with 

TMR often sufTer from poor spectral resolution, and the technique does not allow fkee control 



of the voIume and the position of the VOI. Thus the method is now seldom used. However, 

the idea of using nonlinear field gradients to s p i 1  MR signals outside the VOI has survived 

and has been used in some applications with d a c e  coi1 localization (67). 

2. Localization with Phase Encoduig 

The phase acquired by a precessing magnetkîtion depends on the strength of the magnetic 

field it experiences. With a Bo gradient applied during a fiee precession penod, the 

magnetizations at different spatial coordinates experience different field strengths and thus 

acquire different phases during the precession. By perfornhg experiments with a number of 

gradient strengths or durations, spatially resolved information can be extracted, by Fourier 

transformation in most cases, fiom the data acquired. This is the basic idea of phase-encoding 

proposed by Kumar et al in 1 975 (65), and is a fundamental principle for both MR haging 

and chemical shifi spectroscopic irnaging (CSI). In vivo CS1 was first demonstrated in the 

early 1980s (68,69) and has found many applications since. CS1 is capable of generating 

images reflecting the spatial distribution of metabolites, which in conjunction with the 

anatomical images are very usefiil in studying regional tissue metabolism and have the 

potential to be used as a tool for clinical diagnosis. 

CS1 by itself can be used for full three-dimensional localization when phase encoding is 

performed in al1 three directions. However, two-dimensional CS1 techniques are the most 

commonly used in view of reducing the total acquisition tirne, with localization in the third 

dimension usuall y achieved by slice selective excitation or re focusing. CS1 is often combined 



with other localization techniques such as outer volume suppression to achieve more precise 

locaiization (70-72). Decoding of the phase-encoded data for CS1 is usually performed by 

Fourier transformation. Recently, another decoding method, spectral localization by imaging 

(SLIM) (73), was proposed by Lauterber's group, although the usefiilness of the method 

requires further investigation. 

CS1 offen flexible spatial localization (the voxel matrix can be shified pst-acquisition) that 

is independent of chernical shift, and theoretically provides the same signal-to-noise per unit 

time (SNRT) as  the single voxel techniques. The major concern with CS1 for in vivo 

applications is the long acquisition time it is often associated with. For example, for a two- 

dimensional CS1 experiment with a l6x 16 ma& size, a repetition tirne of 2.5 s and four 

averages, the total acquisition time is about 42 minutes. With CSI, a large matrix size is 

usuaily necessary in order to avoid inter-voxel signal leakage via socalled Gibbs artifacts. A 

larger matrix size corresponds to a greater number of phase encoding steps, and therefore a 

longer acquisition tirne. Since the acquisition time is long, any motion and system instability 

during acquisition will degrade the outcome of the experiment. 

3. Localization with Slice Selection 

Localization with slice selection is the most popdar technique for spatial localization in in 

vivo MRS. The main reason for its popularity is that it allows, with the direct guidance of a 

MR image, fiee control of the size and the position of the VOI. These are generally single 

voxel techniques, with the exception of Hadamard encoding which will be discussed 



separately in chapter 9. Based on the technicd fean~es, these methods can be fiuther divided 

into three categories. 

The fmt category of methods achieves spatial localization by destroying the magnetization 

outside the VOI through excitatioddephasing while retaining the magnetization within the 

VOI for observation, and these are normally single-shot methods. The earliest method of this 

category is - volume - selective - excitation (VSE) proposed by Aue et al in 1984 (74). in Aue's 

method, localization in each of the three dimensions is attained by using a three-pulse train 

containing a hard 90' pulse and two 45' slice selective pulses dong with a slice-selective 

gradient to destroy the magnetization outside the slice of interest (74-76). Other methods of 

this category using different pulse trains or pulse sandwiches to prepare the magnetization 

include sptially - resolved spectroscopy (SPARS) (77), - localization of - unafTected p in s  

(LOCUS) (78)- spatial and - chernical-shi fi-encoded - excitation (SPACE) (79) and - discrete 

isolation from gradient-govemed - elimination of - resonances (DIGGER) (80). Despite the 

earlier success, spatial localization by destroying the magnetization outside the VOI has 

already lost its popularity for the following reasons. First, such methods usually require a 

considerable nurnber of RF pulses with precise flip angles, and any imperfection or mis- 

caliberation of these pulses will result in significant localization error. Second, Tl relaxation 

during the magnetization preparation period leads to contamination fiom regions outside the 

VOI. Third, phase cycling is necessary in some of the methods so that they become sensitive 

to sample motion. 



The second category of localization includes methods in which sequentially acquired spectra 

are addedsubtracted to obtain a spatially Localized spectnim fiom the VOI. One of the most 

successfùl methods of this category is -@aging - selected in vivo s~~ctroscopy (ISIS) which 

was first proposed by Ordidge et al in 1986 (81). The basic ISIS pulse sequence is shown in 

Fig. 6.4 (82). The sequence begins with a magnetization preparation p e n d  during which the 

longitudinal magnetization is encoded spatially by slice-selective inversion. The preparation 

period is followed by a stabilization p e n d  for eddy currents to decay, then by a readiiut 

penod for signal observation. in order to achieve threedirnensional localization for a cubic 

volume, a total of eight ISIS scans are required in which the three slice selective inversion 

pulses are switched between "On" and "Off' in alternating scans and the FIDs are combined 

in such a way that only the signals from the VOI are added coherently while the signals fiom 

elsewhere cancel. By ushg slice selective refocusing, the number of scans required to 

achieve three-dimensional locaiization with ISIS can be reduced fiom 8 to 4, as is the case 

with - fiequency-intervai-selective - volume localization (FRWOL) (83). 

The ISIS method imposes no T2 weighting on the signals observed, and thus is especially 

suitable for the experiments involving metabolites with short T2, such as in vivo 3 1 ~  

spectroscopy. Precise localization with ISIS requires perfect cancellation of the signals fiom 

regions outside the VOI. This may be difficdt to achieve in practice for the following three 

reasons (84-87). First, spatial localization is not achieved in a single-shot and consequentl y 

any motion that occurs between the scans will degrade the precision of localization. Second, 

when a short repetition time (less than 5 times Tl)  is used, as is usually the case due to the 

restraint in the total acquisition time, a significant arnount of contamination arising fiom 



regions outside the VOI c m  occur. Optimizing the order of the ISIS scans (88) or 

incorporating outer-volume suppression into the basic ISIS sequence (89) can help aileviate 

this problern, but by no means provide a perfect solution. Finally, imperfections in the 

inversion and observation pulses also result in loçalization imprecision. Moreover, shimming 

on the VOI and optimization of the receiver gain are difficult with ISIS because of its 

multiple-shot nature. 

Figure 6.4 A pulse sequence for image selected in vivo spectroscopy (ISIS). 

The last category of Iocalization methods using slice selection is those which use direct 

excitation or refocusing of the spins inside the VOL These methods acquire a locaiized 

spectrurn in a single shot, and thus are less susceptible to motion artifacts than ISIS. Eariy 

methods in this category include - volume - selective - refocusing (VSR) (90), - volume - selective 

spectral edita(V0SING) (91) and - volume - of - interest by - selective - inversion, - excitation and 

refocusing (VOISINER) (92-94). Currently, the most commonly used methods in this 



category are p i n t  - resolved spectroscopy (PRESS) (95 $6) and - stimulated - echo - acquisition 

mode (STEAM) (97,98) which is also known as volume excitation using @mulated echo - - - 
(VEST) (99), qolurne-mlective ~ c t r o s c o p ~  (VOSY) (IOO), and - acquiring - combined - echoes 

(ACE) (1 01). Both STEAM and PRESS employ three slice-selective excitation or refocusing 

pulses to obtain an echo fkom the VOI and the protons outside the VOI are either never 

excited or dephased immediately &er excitation by gradients. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the 

pulse sequences for PRESS and STEAM. 

With the product operator formalism for a single spin-l/2, the intensity of the stimulated 

echo observed in a STEAM experiment is, 

and the intensity of the Carr-Purcell echo observed in a PRESS experiment is, 

where el, and Cl3 are the flip angles of the first, the second and the third RF pulses 

respectively. When the flip angles of the pulses are adjusted to give the maximum signal 

intensity in each of experirnents (i.e. 01=û2=û3=900 for STEAM; 01=900 and O2=€I3=l8O0 for 

PRESS), PRESS provides twice the signal as STEAM, although it has been shown recently 

that it is possible to reverse the half signal loss in STEAM by refocusing the stimulated echo 

and the stimulated anti-echo simultaneously (102). Both STEAM and PRESS acquire spectra 

with T2-weighting, and thus are not the methods of choice when metabolites with extremely 

short T2 are observed. The minimum echo time that can be obtained in STEAM is always 

shorter than that in PRESS because additional crusher gradients are needed in PRESS to 



eliminate unwanted echoes generated fiom outside the VOI, reducing the signal loss through 

T2 relaxation in STEAM. Comprehensive cornparison of these two methods is not the 

purpose of this thesis and in any case can be found in the literature (103). 

Figure 6.5 A pulse sequence for point resolved spectroscopy (PRESS). 

There are two problems associated with spatial localization using slice selection with Bo 

gradients. First, spatial localization achieved by slice selection depends on the chemical shift 

so that there is a spatial displacement for those resonances that are off-resonance relative to 

the carrier fiequency. The amount (Ax) of this spatial displacement is given by 

where Ao is the angular fkequency offset and Gx is the gradient strength applied for slice 

selection. One way to reduce this chernical-shifi-dependent spatial displacement is to 

increase the strength of the slice selection gradients. However, in order to accommodate the 

increase in gradient strength, the bandwidth as well as the RF power of the slice selection 



pulse have to be increased accordingly for the selection of a volume with the same size, a 

process usually limited by system hardware specifications. Another practical solution to this 

problem is to use frequency offset-corrected pulses dong with shaped gradients for slice 

selection, and the usefulness of this method in ISIS locdization has been demonstrated (1 04). 

Other problems associated with spatial localization using slice selection, especially with the 

methods using direct excitation or refocusing, are the J coupling effects. J coupling not only 

causes a spatial displacement, as is produced by chernical shift dispersion, but also results in 

modulation of the observed signal intensity, depending on the timing of the pulse sequence 

used for localization. A vector description of the J coupling effects in volume-localized 

spectroscopy has been given by Yablonskiy et al (105) who dso described several strategies 

to avoid such problems. Other solutions to the problems caused by J coupting in volume- 

localized spectroscopy include multi-echo volume selective spectroscopy (106) and J- 

refocused spectroscopy (1 07). 

Figure 6.6 A pulse sequence for stimulated echo acquisition mode (STEAM). 



A general disadvantage associated with ail localhtion techniques using Bo gradients is the 

production of eddy currents resultuig from the rapidly switched Bo gradients. The eddy 

currents adversely affect the quality of the spectra acquired, if not avoided. However, this 

problem is becomiog less significant with the development of advanced technology such as 

actively shielded gradient sets. 
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Chapter 7. A Localized Double Quantum Filter for In Vivo Detection 
of Taurine 

Introduction 

Spectral editing with double quantum @Q) coherence transfer has been successfully applied 

to the selective observation of a number of metabolites in vivo, including lactate (1-3), y- 

amino butyric acid (GAB A) (4,5), citrate (6), glucose (7), N-acety laspartate (NAA) (8), and 

glutamate (9). Taurine is an important metabolic product of sulfbr amino acid catabolism 

(1 0- 1 2), whose roles in the central nervous system may include neurotransmission (1 3), 

osmoregulotion (1 4), buffering of acidosis ( 1 5-1 6), and neuroprotection during cerebral 

ischemia (1 7). Previously, noninvasive observation of taurine in vivo has been conducted 

using conventional one-dimensional (1 D) magnetic resonance (MR) spectroscopy (1 8-20), 

two-dimensional (2D) J-correlated spectroscopy (COSY) (2 1-23) and a spectral editing 

method with J-modulated echo difference spectroscopy (24). Severe overlap of the taurine 

resonances and the resonances of other metabolites such as choline, myo-inositol and glucose 

hinders direct observation of taurine using conventional ID MR spectroscopy (25,26). 

Assignment of taurine peaks solely on the bais  of chernical shifi is difficult and 

measurements made in this manner are susceptible to significant errors. 2D COSY 

spectroscopy can resolve overlapping resonances fiom different metabolites, and its use in 

selective detection of taurine has k e n  demonstrated (21-23). One shortcoming of 2D COSY 

spectroscopy is that the acquisition time required can be very long, making it unacceptable 

for many in vivo applications. The J-modulated echo difference spectral editing method can 



also be used to observe taurine selectively (24). However, such a method requires subtraction 

of sequentially acquired spectra and thus is susceptible to motion artifacts. 

In view of all these difficulties, a non-locaiized double quantum filtering (DQF) sequence for 

taurine editing has been described recently and its performance bas been demonstrated in rat 

brain extracts and homogenates (27), but not in vivo. In this chapter, an alternative DQF 

sequence incorporating spatial localization for taurine editing is described, and its 

performance is demonstrated in phantoms and in rat brain in vivo. The results show that the 

sequence proposed not only provides excellent three dimensional spatial localization but also 

has a 42% higher detection sensitivity than the previous DQF sequence for taurine editing 

while still eliminating most of the overlapping resonances substantially. 

Ta urine 

Taurine contains two methylene groups which give rise to two multiplets in the proton MR 

spectnim at 3.27 (N-CH2) ppm and 3.43 ppm (S-CH2) (25). The scalar coupling constant (J) 

between the two methylene groups is 6.7 Hz (25). Unless the magnetic field strength exceeds 

9.4 T, the chernical shift difference Au (in Hz) between the two taurine methylene groups 

(Le. 64 Hz at 9.4 T) is of the sarne order of magnitude (i.e. O . l W A u 4 . O  ) as the scalar 

coupling constant. Therefore, taurine should normally be treated as a strongly coupled spin 

system (i.e. A2Bi), not a weakly coupled spin system (i.e. A2X2). 



Figure 7.1 Double quantum filtering pulse sequence for taurine editing, incorporating three 
dimensional spatial localization. The first two hyperbolic secant pulses are for spatial 
localization and the remaining five puises form the double quantum filter. For taurine editing, 
27-37.5 ms, ti=7.5 ms, q= 11.25 ms, 72= 26.25 ms. 

Pulse Sequence 

The localized DQF sequence for taurine editing is shown in Fig. 7.1. The last five pulses 

comprise the conventional DQ filter (28). In this sequence, spatial localization in the slice 

direction is achieved by making the second 180' refocusing pulse of the DQ filter slice- 

selective. The two slice-seiective hyperbolic secant pulses (29) at the beginnuig of the 

sequence provide 2D in-plane spatial localization in a manner that resembles the image- 

selected in vivo spectroscopy (ISIS) localization strategy (30). The frequency selectivity and 

the flip ang!e of the DQ read pulse as well as the duration of the DQ coherence creation 



period ( 2 9  are chosen to optimize the sensitivity for taurine detection and the efficiency for 

eliminating overlapping resonances. The detection periods ri and t r  are set to r-ti and .r+ti 

respectively in order to simultaneously refocus the taurine coherence transfer echo and the Bo 

inhomogeneity experienced by the taurine DQ coherence during the ti period (28). Al1 

crusher gradients and coherence transfer pathway selection gradients are adjusted to a near 

magic-angle setting to rnaximize the efficiency of water suppression (31), and to avoid the 

formation of gradient echoes. The flip angles of d l  the pulses are calibrated using a method 

proposed by Perman et al (32). 

Optimizafion of Double Quantum Filter for Taurine Detection 

To optimize the DQ filter for taurine detection, the fmt step is to choose an optimd 2 t  value 

because it affects both the detection sensitivity (i-e. via inherent yield and signal loss through 

transverse relaxation) and the lineshape of the DQ fiitered signals (9). For weakly coupled 

spin systems and simple strongly coupled spin systems such as AB and ABX, the optimal 2t 

value can be calculated theoretically with product operator formaiisms (6,8,33,34). In the 

case of taurine, however, theoretical caicuiation of the exact 2r dependence to a DQF 

sequence is diffïcult because the product operator fonnalism for an A2Bz spin system is yet to 

be deveioped. Treating taurine as a weakly coupled (A2X2) spin system tends to oversimpli@ 

the real picture and results in a large deviation between the theoretical response and the 

experimental response to the DQF sequence (27). 



Although exact calculation is difficult, the 2t dependence of taurine, as a strongly coupled 

A2Bz spin system, to the DQF sequence cm be calculated approximately as foliows. For a 

DQF sequence with T+Q =2t, the 2~ dependence of the fiactional signal intensity passing 

through the DQ filter for an AB spin system is (6,35) 

where A"=(CO~-CCQ~)/~ is the one-half the chernicd shifi ciifference (in rads-') between A and 

B and A = [~o~+(n .J )~ ] '~  is the strong coupling fkquency. For a weakiy coupled A2X2 spin 

system, f ( 2 ~ )  is identical to that for an AX system except that the period of the sinkos 

modulation for the A2X2 system is twice that for an AX spin system (36). Assuming this also 

applies to strongly coupled spins systems, f(2r) for the A2B2 spin system (Le. taurine) can 

then be written 

where T2 is the transverse relaxation time for taurine. It is worthwhile to point out that Eq. 

[7.2] is only an approximation because Eq. [7.1] is not a regular periodic function as is that 

for weakly coupled spin system. A numerical simulation of Eq. [7.2] for taurine at 7 T is 

shown in Fig. 7.2A with an assumed T2 value of 178 ms. 

The duration of the evolution period (tl) also influences the detection sensitivity (via so- 

called J-modulation) and the signal lineshape (9,28). In order to minimize the effects of J- 

modulation, t,, in theory, should be kept as short as possible, but has a minimum value in 



practice, depending on the length of the DQ excitation and read pulses and the duration of 

the DQ coherence selection gradient puise (Fig. 7.1). 

The flip angle of the DQ coherence observation pulse also affects the detection sensitivity 

(6,9,37). When a non-ikquency-selective read pulse and a DQ coherence selection gradient 

pair of the sarne polarity are used, the fiactional signai intensity passing through the DQ filter 

as a function of 0 for an AX (37) or an AB (6) systern is 

As the two methylene groups of taurine have sunilar chernical shift, in practice it is difficuit 

to use a fiequency selective DQ read pulse to excite only one methylene group. A read pulse 

that converts the DQ coherence originating fiom both methylene groups into single quantum 

coherence can therefore be considered to be a "non-eequency-selective" read pulse. With the 

pulse sequence shown in Fig. 7.1, it is therefore expected that f(0) for taurine also follows 

Eq. [7.3] and has a maximal value when 0=60°. 

The dependence of the detection sensitivity for taurine on 27 and on 8 was determined 

experimentally. A 2.5 cm diameter Mal phantom containing 20 mM taurine in saline was 

used for this purpose. Measurements were done using the sequence in Fig. 7.1, but without 

spatial localization. 1024 data points were acquired with a spectral bandwidth of 4000 Hz, 

repetition time (TR) 2.0 sec, and 32 averages. Hard 1 80° pulses were used as the refocusing 

pulses and a 12 ms single lobe sinc pulse with a bandwidth of 90 Hz was used as the DQ 

coherence read pulse. A practical minimum of 7.5 ms was used for ti. With 0=90°, the 



intensity of the DQ filtered taurine signals was measured as 2~ was varied in fi* steps fiom 

30 to 210 ms. With the optimum value of 2r (37.5 ms) determined fiom these experirnents, 

the DQ filtered taurine peak intensity was measured as 8 was taken through 22 steps fiom 5 

to 150 degrees. Al1 subsequent taurine-edited spectra were acquired using the resulting 

optimized values of 27 and 8 (604. 

O 40 80 120 160 200 
2.r (ms) 

Figure 7.2 The dependence of the intensity of the taurine signal passing through the DQ filter 
on the DQ creation time 2r (A) and on the flip angle (8) of the DQ read pulse @). Signal 
intensity was normalized to the maximum in each curve. In both A and B, the filled circles 
represent experimental data, while the solid lines were simulated using Eq. [7.2] with T2=178 
msec (A) and Eq. [7.3] (B). 

Figure 7.2 shows the normalized intensity of the taurine signal passing through the DQ filter 

as a function of 2t (Fig. 7.2A) and 0 (Fig. 7.2B). In both A and B, the filled circles represent 

experimental data, while the solid lines were simulated using Eq. [7.2] (A) and Eq. [7.3] (B). 

Over the observable range, the experimental intensity of the taurine signal is maximum at 

2 ~ 3 7 . 5  ms (Fig. 7.2A), with two additionai local maxima at Sr =112.5 and 185.0 ms and 

two local minima at 21. =75.0 and 150.0 ms. The product operator simulation reproduces the 

experimental featwres for 27480  ms; in particular, the position of the calculated intensity 



maximum, lower local maxima, and local minima agree with expriment (i.e. at 2r= 

(2k+1)/4J and 2r=xffA, where k=O, 1, 2, 3 -). The experimentai intensity of the taurine 

signai is maximum when 0=60° (Fig. 7.2B), higher by a factor of 1.30 than the intensity for 0 

=90°; this is reproduced by the simulation. When a hard pulse is used as the read pulse, the 

maximum taurine signai intensity has been reported to occur when the flip angle is 90' (27). 

The cause for this difference is unclear. 

Spatial Localization and Elimination of Ovedapping Resonances 

Although it is important to optirnize the detection sensitivity of the DQF sequence for 

taurine, it is ais0 essential for the optimized DQF sequence to be efficient in filtering out 

major overlapping resonances fiom other metabolites, particularly those fkom choline, 

GAB A, myo-inositol and glucose. Phantom experiments were designed to test whether 

effective filtenng can be accomplished by the sequence proposed and to ver ie  the precision 

of spatial localization with this sequence. 

Three two-comparûnent phantoms were used for these experiments. Each consisted of a 2.5 

cm diameter vial filled with 20 mM taurine in saline and a 1.2 cm diameter vial inserted 

concentrically into the larger vial. The imer via1 of phantoms I and II contained choline, 

GABA and myo-inositol, 20 m M  each, and 2 mM lactate, in saline. The inner vial of 

phantom II also contained 20 mM taurine. The inner via1 of phantom III contained 20 rnM 

glucose in saline. 



For experiments involving spatial localization, scout images were obtained using a snapshot 

fast low angle shot (FLASH) imaging sequence. Volume-localized non-edited 'H MR spectra 

were acquired using a stimulated echo acquisition mode (STEAM) sequence (38) with a 

voxel size of 5 x 5 ~ 5  mm3. Each STEAM spectnim was obtained with 128 transients acquired 

into 2048 data points with a spectral bandwidth of 2500 Hz, TR=2.0 s, TE=20 ms and mixing 

time (TM) 30 ms. Volume-locaiized taurine-edited proton MR spectra were acquired using 

the pulse sequence shown in Fig- 7.1 with a spectral bandwidth of 4000 Hz and TI2 2.0 S. 

ïhirty-two averages were accumulated into 1024 data points for each of the four ISIS-like 

steps, resulting in a total of 128 acquisitions. Hyperbolic secant pulses (5 ms) with a 

bandwidth of 2200 Hz were used as the inversion pulses for spatial localization, and 1 ms 

sinc-gaussian pulses (half-width at half-maximum) were used as the refocusing pulses. The 

read pulse, gradients, tl, tl, and rz were adjusted as described above. For both the STEAM 

and the taurine edited spectra, pst-acquisition processing included zero-filling the fiee 

induction decays (FIDs) to 4096 data points and applying 5 Hz exponential line-broadening 

pnor to Fourier transformation. 

Figure 7.3 shows localized non-edited (A and C) and taurine-edited (B and D) spectra 

acquired from identical voxels in the inner vials of phantoms 1 (A and B) and II (C and D). 

No taurine resonances at 3.43 and 3.27 pprn are apparent in A or B, indicating that effective 

localization is achieved. With taurine editing, the intense choline methyl singlet (3.20 ppm) is 

effectively suppressed in B and D, as are the myo-inositol peaks between 3.20 and 3.50 pprn 

(B). However, the GABA triplet at 3.00 ppm, the myo-inositol multiplets between 3.50 and 

3 J O  ppm, and the myo-inositol w] and choline methylene peaks at 4.06 pprn remain in the 



spectnim, al1 with modulated phase. Spectnim D shows taurine signais at 3.43 and 3.27 ppm 

in addition to the background signals observed in C. 

Figure 7.3 STEAM spectra without editing (A and C) and taurine-edited spectra (E3 and D) 
acquired fiom the same voxels located in the inner via1 of the phantom 1 (A and B) and ïI (C 
and D). 

Non-edited and taurine-edited spectra acquired fiom the same voxel located in the inner via1 

of phantom III are shown in Fig. 7.4A and 7.4B, respectively. Fig. 7.4C shows a taurine- 

edited s p e c t m  acquired fiom a voxel with the same size located in the outer via1 of the 

same phantom. Comparing the integrated intensity between 3.10 ppm and 3.50 ppm in B and 

C, the relative detection sensitivity of the DQF sequence for glucose and taurine is about 1 :8. 



Figure 7.4 A STEAM spectrum acquired without taurine editing fiom a voxel located in the 
inner via1 of phantom III (A) and a taurine edited spectnun acquired fiom the same voxel 
(B), showing residual glucose signals passing through the taurine editing DQ filter. A taurine 
edited spectnim fiom a voxel of the same size located in the outer via1 of the phantom is 
shown for cornparison (C). 

Several mechanisms contribute to the efficient f i l t e ~ g .  First, because of the nature of DQ 

filtering, al1 singlets in the spectnim including those fiom choline at about 3.20 pprn will be 

suppressed completely. Second, the DQ coherence read pulse is made fiequency-selective 

and excites only a narrow fiequency window (90 Hz) around the taurine resonances so that 

the signals fkom coupled systems whose resonances do not al1 fdl  into that window will be 

completely suppressed (such as lactate, and the choline methylene resonances at 3.54 ppm) 

or attenuated (myo-inositol, GABA and glucose). Third, by using 27 optimized for taurine, 

signals fiom metabolites falling into this window but having coupling constants different 

fiom that in taurine will be attenuated. Thus the signal fiom [HS] of myo-inositol at 3.28 

ppm, which is coupled by 9.0 Hz to [H4,6] at 3.62 ppm (25,39), is suppressed almost 



completely. Substantial attenuation of glucose signals is also achieved through this 

mechanism since most of its J-coupling constants differ fiom those of taurine (7). Although 

most of the resonances that overlap with the taurine signals are suppressed through these 

three mechanisms, some remain in the edited spectra, albeit with substantially reduced 

intensity. These include myo-inositol resonances at 3.59 ppm and 4.06 ppm, choline 

methylene resonances at 4.06 ppm, GABA resonances at 3.00 pprn and glucose resonances 

between 3.20 and 3.80 ppm- Except for the glucose resonances, these all m e r  in chernical 

shifi fiom the taurine resonances. Unless the shimming is very poor, they will not interfere 

with the observation of taurine and can be eliminated thnough a bad ine  simplification 

procedure using tirne domain fitting (4). Some of the glucose resonances which pass through 

the DQ filter have the same chernical shift as the taurine resonances and can obscure taurine 

observation. However, the relative detection sensitivity of the DQF sequence for glucose is 

only one-eighth of that for taurine. Furthermore, in tissues such as brain, the taurine 

concentration is higher than that of glucose under normal physiologicai conditions (e.g. 5.5 

pmoVg (14.40-42) vs. about 2.4 p o V g  (43) for rat brain). Under these conditions the 

contribution of glucose to the in vivo MR spectnim of rat brain is probably only about 5%. 

The first 90" puise and the two 180° refocusing pulses in a DQF sequence can be made slice- 

selective to achieve single-shot three dimensional (3D) localization in a marner that is 

similar to point resolved spectroscopy (PRESS) (1,4,9). However, the problem of phase 

accumulation induced by slice-selective excitation/refocusing ofien creates difficulties in 

implementation (1). A phase correction procedure (4) and the use of self-refocusing pulses 

(9) have been proposed to solve this problem, but the robustness of these methods has not 



been demonstrated. The DQF sequence has also been combined with ISIS to achieve single 

voxel spatial localization (44). In the DQF sequence described here, slice-selective 

refocusing combined with the ISIS strategy is used to achieve effective 3D localization. 

Making the second 180' refocusing pulse of the DQ filter slice selective does not introduce a 

frequency offset-dependent (i.e. position dependent) modulation of the edited signal 

intensity, so that no phase adjustment for the RF pulses is needed (1). By using two slice 

selective inversion pulses, in-plane localization is achieved in a manner that resembles ISIS. 

This localization strategy has advantages over conventional 3D ISIS. First, the use of two 

slice selective inversion pulses instead of three reduces Tl relaxation effects, thus improving 

sensitivity. Second, only four ISIS steps are required instead of eight to achieve 3D 

localization, thus reducing sensitivity to motion. Moreover, by switching the single band 

inversion pulses to multiple band inversion pulses and using Hadamard encoding (49, 

taurine editing with multiple-voxel in-plane localization can be obtained. 

Cornparison with a Pmvious DQF Sequence for Taurine Editing 

Figure 7.5 compares taurine edited spectra acquired using the sequence in Fig. 7.1 (A) with 

taurine edited spectra obtained using a previous DQF sequence (27) incorporating Gaussian 

pulses for excitation and DQ coherence creation and a hard 90' pulse for the DQ read pulse 

(B). The two spectra were acquired fiom the same voxel located in the inner via1 of phantom 

II. Cornmon acquisition parameters were kept the same, and other parameters for each pulse 

sequence were carefully adjusted to give the maximum taurine signal intensities. The 



spectnun in B shows less contamination with resonances of GABA, choline, and m y ~ -  

inositol, but at the cost of a reduction in signal intensity of about 42%. 

Figure 7.5 Taurine edited spectra acquired fiom a voxel located in the inner vial of the 
phantom II. Spectrum A was acquired using the DQF sequence depicted in Fig. 7.1, while 
spectnim B was acquired using a DQF sequence which uses Gaussian pulses for excitation 
and DQ coherence creation and a hard DQ coherence read pulse (27)). The intensities o f  the 
taurine peaks in A are 1.42-fold higher than those in B. 

The sequence shown in Fig. 7.1 provides improved sensitivity over a previous DQF sequence 

for taurine editing (27). This can be important for in vivo applications. Long shaped pulses 

interact with J-coupled spin systems in a way that is quite different from short hard pulses 

(46). Non-negligible unwanted coherences can be generated if soft pulses are used in a DQF 

sequence, reducing the efficiency of coherence transfer and resulting in significant signal 

loss, depending on the pulse time, coupling constants and chernical shi% (46,47). Thus the 

use of more hard pulses as in the DQF sequence described here may produce more efficient 

coherence transfer and improved sensitivity. Furthemore, because a shorter shaped pulse is 



used, ti can be reduced, providing additional sensitivity through mhhhing J-modulation 

effects during the t period (28). 

Localized Double Quantum Taurine Editing In Vlvo 

Localized taurine editing in vivo was perfonned in normal rat brain. Three male Sprague- 

Dawley rats weighting 275-3250 were used. Each rat was anesthetized with 1.0-1.5% 

halothane in 30170 02M20 administered via a nose cone. Rectal temperature was controlled 

between 36.5 and 37.5 OC using a thennostated water blanket. For each rat, a volume- 

localized STEAM specmun was obtained fiom an 8 4 x 5  mm3 voxel centered in the brain, 

with 128 transients acquired into 2048 data points, a spectral bandwidth of 2500 Hz, TR=2.0 

s, TE=20 ms and TM=30 ms. Localized taurine-edited spectra were acquired nom the same 

voxel using the parameters described above for the phantom experiments. FIDs were zero- 

filled to 4096 data points and line-broadened by 15 Hz pnor to Fourier transformation. 

Non-edited (A) and taurine-edited (B) spectra acquired fiom the same voxel of a rat brain in 

vivo are shown in Fig. 7.6, together with a taurine-edited spectnim acquired fiom another rat 

(C). The localized taurine-edited spectra are reproducible, and display featwes similar to 

those in spectra fiom phantoms. 

The DQ tilter described in this chapter is optirnized for the selective observation of taurine at 

high field strength (7 T). Whether this sequence is applicable to hurnan studies at lower field 

strength requires m e r  investigation. The response of taurine to the DQ filter is field 



strength-dependent, as are the respooses of myo-inositol and glucose. Therefore, at lower 

field strength, the experimental parameters for optimized taurine editing could be different 

fiom those described here. Longer R for the metabolites at lower field strength and the 

larger voxel size that can be used on human subjects will effectively increase the detection 

sensitivity . 

Figure 7.6 A STEAM spectrum obtained without spectral editing (A) fiom a rat brain in vivo 
and a taunne edited spectrum (B) acquired fiom the same voxel. Spectrum C shows a 
taurine-edited spectrum acquired fiom an identical voxel in the brain of another rat. The 
intensity scale in B and C is 4 times that in A. 

Conclusion 

In sumrnary, a localized spectral editing sequence based on double quantum filtering has 

been developed for in vivo detection of taurine. The sequence recovers taurine signals with 

optimized sensitivity while eliminating overlapping resonances substantially, and provides 



excellent three dimensional spatial locdization. The performance of the sequence was 

demonstrated both in phantoms and in rat brain in vivo. 
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Chapter 8. Spectral Editing with the Recovery of More Than One 
Meta bolite 

Introduction 

A general problem with magnetic resonance (MR) spectral editing techniques is that they 

recover spectra of only one metabolite at a t h e ,  and thus are inefficient in acquiring data if 

more than a single metabolite is of interest. Furthemore, the final spectnun does not contain 

peaks fiom other metabolites such as N-acetylaspartate (NAA) or creatine (Cr) that can serve 

as intemal concentration standards. It wodd therefore be usefùi in many cases to be able to 

observe the signals from edited metabolite and such other metabolites simultaneously. A 

lactate editing technique using a J-moddated echo difference sequence has been described 

which allows simultaneous acquisition of the lactate methyl signals and singlets fiom 

choline, creatine, NAA, and lipids (1). Simultaneous spectral editing for lactate and y- 

aminobutyric acid (GABA) using J-modulated echo difference method has also been reported 

(2). Two other techniques based on gradient-seiected double quantum (DQ) coherence 

transfer have been described for detection of edited lactate and other metabolites in a single 

scan (3,4). In those techniques, a DQ filtered coherence transfer echo of lactate and a spin 

echo of the other metabolites are formed and detected either in one prolonged acquisition 

window (3) or in two sequential acquisition windows (4). 

In this chapter, two spectral editing pulse sequences which are capable of recovering signais 

from more than one metabolite are descrikd. The first one is a stirnulated-echo enhanced 

selective DQ editing sequence which allows simultaneous observation of lactate and other 



metabolites in a single scan while leaving fat and water signals suppressed. The second 

sequence is a double-editing sequence which in principle cm be used to observe edited 

signals fiom any two metabolites simultaneously. A pulse sequence for simultaneous editing 

for GABA and taurine is used as an example here to demonstrate the performance and to 

illustrate the potential and the pitfâlls of such a double-editing sequence. 

Sîmultaneous Loctafe Ediüng and Ohewation of m e r  Mefabolites Using a 
Stimulated-Echo Enhanced Selective DQ Filter 

Theory 

A conventional DQ coherence transfer sequence for lactate editing is shown in Fig. 8.1A. 

Switching the t i r s  two hard 90' pulses in sequence A to frequency selective pulses (Fig. 

8.1 B) results in a selective DQ coherence transfer editing sequence (5).  Because of fiequency 

selective excitation, sequence B usually has better water suppression than sequence A. For 

lactate editing, the frequency selective excitation pulses (i.e. the first two 90' pulses) are set 

to excite narrow fiequency windows around 1.33 and 4.1 1 ppm, and the fiequency selective 

DQ read pulse (i.e. the third 90' pulse) is centered at 4.1 1 ppm. The rnagnetization outside 

these regions remains onented dong the z axis during the sequence. It is convenient to 

choose t 1 =t-t 1 and rz=s+t in order to refocus simultaneously the coherence transfer echo and 

Bo inhomogeneity experienced by the DQ coherence during the tl p e n d  (6). In practice, tl 

should be kept as short as possible to minimize effects of J-modulation (61, but has a 

minimum of about 10 ms, depending on the length of the frequency-selective excitation pulse 

and DQ read pulse and the duration of Gi. When 2r has a conventional value of 68 ms (7-9), 



~2 is at least 44 ms, and this time is available to obtain MR signais fiom the non-edited 

metabolites simultaneously with the edited lactate s i g d s .  

One sequence that can be used to do so is shown in Fig 8.1C. The insertion of three identical 

fiequency selective 90° pulses into the r2 period fonns a stimulated-ecbo window and 

generates a stimulated echo fiom the magnetization of un-edited metabolites whose 

resonances fa11 within that window (10). The stimuiated-echo window can be shifted dong 

the chernical shift axis by adjusting the carrier fiequency and the bandwidth of these three 

90" pulse as long as the lactate methyl resonance and lipid resonance at about 1.33 ppm, the 

lactate methine resonance at about 4.1 I ppm, and the water resonance at about 4.7 ppm are 

not affected. A pair of echo-tirne (TE) crusher gradient pulses and a mixing-tirne (TM) 

crusher gradient pulse (IO), adjusted so that the single quantum lactate coherence is not 

affected, are used to select the stimdated echo. Timing of the stimulated echo window can be 

adjusted so that the stimulated echo is generated at the end of Q, together with the coherence 

transfer echo of lactate. 

Materials and Methods 

Al1 phantom experiments were performed on a Bruker Biospec spectrometer using a 9.4 T/21 

cm Magnex magnet equipped with a custom-made actively-shietded field gradient coil. An 

inductively coupled Alderman-Grant RF probe with a 35 mm inner diarneter was used for 

both transmission and reception. The performance of the sequence shown in Fig. 8.1C was 

tested on two phantoms. Each phantom consisted of a 1.2 cm diarneter vial, phantom 1 

containing lactate and GABA in saline and phantom II containing lactate and NAA in saline. 



Acquisition 

Figure 8.1 Conventional (A), selective (B) and stimulated-echo-enhanced selective (C) 
double quantum coherence transfer sequences for lactate editing. 



For lactate editing, a 20 ms sine-moddated single lobe sinc pulse with double excitation 

bands having haif-height bandwidths of 120 Hz was used as the fiequency-selective 

excitation pulse (1 1). The sine modulation and carrier kquency were adjusted so that the 

two excitaticn bands were centered at the -CH3 and -CH- resonances of lactate. An 8 ms 

single lobe sinc pulse with a half-height bandwidth of about 250 Hz was used as the 

fkequency selective observation pulse. Either a 9 ms single-lobe (half-height bandwidth of 

about 180 Hz) or a 9 ms three-lobe (haif-height bandwidth of about 700 Hz) sinc pulse was 

used as the stimulated echo excitation pulse. The flip angles of al1 pulses were carefully 

cali brated (1 Z), and al1 crusher gradients and coherence transfer pathway selection gradients 

were adjusted experimentally to a near magic-angle setting to maximize the efficiency of 

watedfat suppression (13). Each spectrum was acquùed with 16 transients into 1024 data 

points with a repetition time of 2.0 s. Spectral processing included zero-filling fiee induction 

decays (FIDs) to 4096 data points and a 5 Hz exponential line-broadening. 

In virro experirnents on rat brain were carrieci out on a Bruker Biosped3 7 Tl21 cm 

spectrometer equipped with actively-shielded gradients. A homebuilt 3 cm-diameter saddle coi1 

was used for both transmission and reception. Rat brain tissue was homogenized and placed in a 

1.2 cm diarneter vial for MR spectroscopy. AU experimentai settings for lactate editïng in the in 

vitro experirnents were the same as those used in the phantom experiments. For observation of 

creatine and choline resonances, an 11 ms single-lobe sinc pulse was used as the stimulated- 

echo excitation pulse with the carrier fkequency set to 520 Hz downfield of the lactate methyl 

resonances. 



Results 

A lactate edited spectnim fiom phantom 1 acquired using pulse sequence 8.1B is shown in 

Fig. 8.2A. The water signal and GABA signals are completely suppressed due to selective 

coherence transfer. Figure 8.2B to 8.2D show spectra acquired using sequence 8.1 C with the 

simulated echo windows centered on the y-, a-, and P- GABA resonances respectively, while 

in spectrum 8.2E, the 1.8 pprn wide stimulated-echo window covers ali  three GABA 

resonances. The amplitudes of the y- and P- GABA peaks in E are less than those in spectra 

B and C because of imperfections in the excitation profile of the sinc pulse. The variation in 

the amplitude of lactate peaks among spectra A to E is less than 2%. 

Figure 8.3 show the results fiom phantom II. For s p e c t m  8.3A, the stimulated-echo 

window was centered on the 2.02 pprn NAA resonance. As expected, both the lactate methyl 

signal at 1.33 pprn and the NAA singlet at 2.02 pprn were recovered. For spectnim 8.38, the 

power of the two lactate excitation pulses was reduced to a minimum, so that NAA was 

observed via the stimulated-echo window without lactate editing. As shown, the NAA methyl 

peak was recovered while no peak at 1.33 pprn was observed, demonstrating that the 

stimulated-echo window for NAA at 2.02 pprn did not excite the lactate methyl resonance. 

For spectrum 8.3C, the carrier frequency was switched to "edit" the NAA singlet at 2.02 pprn 

while putting the stimulated-echo window on the lactate methyl peak. The lactate methyl 

peak was recovered and no intensity for NAA at 2.02 pprn was found, verifjhg that the 

editing eficiency was not degraded by the stimulated-echo window. 



Figure 8.2 Spectra obtained fiom phantom 1 (solution of lactate and GABA in saline) using 
pulse sequence 8.1B (A) and 8.1C (BE). Spectra B, C and D were acquired with the 
simulated-echo windows (9 ms single lobe sinc pulses) centered on the y-, a-, and B- GABA 
resonances respectively. For spectrum E, the stimulated-echo window was formed by using 
three 9 ms three-lobe sinc pulses with the carrier fiequency at 470 Hz downfield of the 
lactate methyl resonance (i.e. about 2.5 ppm). 



Figure 8.3 Spectra obtained from phantom II using pulse sequence 8.1C with the stimulated- 
echo window formed by three 9 ms single-lobe sinc pulses with the carrier fiequency 
centered on the NAA methyl peak at 2.02 ppm (A, B), or on the lactate methyl peaks at 1.33 
ppm (C). Spectra were acquired with (A) or without (B) lactate editing or with "NAA 
editing" (C) .  

Figure 8.4 Speztra obtained fiom rat brain in vitro using pulse sequences 8.1 B (A) and 8.1 C 
(B), with the stimulated-echo window formed by three 11 ms single-lobe sinc pulses with 
the carrier fiequency centered at 3.12 ppm. 



Spectra fiom rat brain tissue are shown in Fig 8.4. Spectrum 8.4A was acquired using 

sequence 8.18, and only lactate signals are present in the spectrum. Spectm 8.48 was 

acquired using sequence 8.1C with the kquency of the stimulated echo excitation pulses 

centered between the creatine and choline resonances. As expected, both creatine and choline 

singlets were recovered together with the edited lactate signals. 

Discussion 

Lactate editing in combination with recovery of resonances of other metabolites has been 

reported previously using spin-echo enhanced selective DQ coherence transfer (SEE- 

SelDQC) (3,4). An alternative sequence using stimulated-echo enhanced selective DQ 

coherence transfer (STE-SelDQC) has been presented above. Compared with SEE-SeiDQC, 

STE-SelDQC has several advantages. First, in the previously descnbed SEE-SelDQC 

sequences, it takes extra time to generate the spin echo, while it is possible to incorporate the 

entire stimulated echo part of the sequence into the Q duration of the editing sequence in 

STE-SelDQC. Therefore no extra time is needed. Second, in SEE-SelDQC, the minimum TE 

for the non-edited metabolites is long (Le. about 160-1 70 ms) so that only resonances fiom 

metabolites with long T2 can be recovered. On the other hand, using STE-SelDQC, shorter 

TE (1 8-22 ms) is possible, depending on the duration of the kequency-selective pulses used 

to excite the stimulated echo. Third, using SEE-SeIDQC, the lactate coherence transfer echo 

and the spin echo of other metabolites cannot be refocused simultaneously. Consequently, the 

acquisition windows m u t  be prolonged (3) or two acquisition windows (4) must be used to 

accommodate the two echoes. In STE-SelDQC, the timing of the stimulated echo window 

can be adjusted so that the lactate coherence transfer echo and the stimulated echo are 



refocused simultaneously. Finally, the STE-SelDQC sequence is more flexibie than the SEE- 

SelDQC sequence in terms of recovering non-edited metabolites. For example, the excitation 

frequency and the bandwidth of the stimuiated-echo excitation pulse can be adjusted to create 

a stimulated-echo window which captures any desired metabolite resonances as long as the 

lactate, lipid and water resonances do not faIl into the simulated-echo window. 

However, there are also some limitations to the STE-SelDQC sequence. First, because the 

stimulated echo frequency selective pulses are long (typicdly 8-10 ms), tl must be increased 

in order that the 7 2  penod be long enough to incorporate the entire stimulated echo part of the 

sequence and refocus the lactate coherence transfer echo and the stimulated echo 

simultaneously ( ~ ~ = s + t ~ ) .  Without the stimulated echo part, ti can be as short as 10 ms, while 

adding the stimulated echo sequence requires that tl be increased to at least 18 ms. Because 

the edited lactate signal is modulated by a factor of cos2(dti) (6). this increase in t i  results in 

a lactate signal loss of about 13%. Second, because the lactate single quantum coherence 

must experience the TM and TE crusher gradients during 72, the lactate signal intensity will 

be decreased by spin diffùsion effects (14). However, because the amplitudes of the TM and 

TE crusher gradients were small (about 15 mT/m) and the duration was short (1 ms) in this 

study, spin-diffusion effects were minor, as can be see by comparing the lactate peaks in 

spectra 8.2A and 8.2B. Third, because resonances of non-edited metabolites are excited and 

observed during rz, it is essential to ensure that the magnetization of those metabolites 

rernains intact at the beginning of tz in order to obtain maximum sensitivity. Theoretically, 

transverse magnetization of non-edited metabolites is not excited during the first part of the 

sequence. However, because of RF pulse imperfections and Tl relaxation between the fmt  



and the second 180' refocusing pulses, a 1û% signal loss was found in the present study for 

the non-edited metabolites when the editing part of the sequence was added ahead of the 

stimulated echo window. To some extent, this problem can be avoided by carefblly tuning 

the power and bandwidth of the RF pulses used for lactate editing, particularly for the two 

hard refocusing pulses. Fourtb, ushg the stimulated-echo sequence and balanced TM and TE 

crusher gradients, two signals are refocused at the end of the stimulated-echo window, 

narnely the stimulated echo and FIDl (the FID generated by the fïrst 90' puise of the tbree 

90" pulses). However, the Bo inhornogeneity experienced by FIDl is not refocused during the 

subsequent part of the sequence, and ~ 2 '  is n o d l y  short enough for FIDl to decay 

completely before acquisition. This can be seen fiom Figs. 8.28 to 8.2D. The absence of any 

phase distortion in the GABA peaks demonstrates that only the stimulated echo was 

observed. 

Both the DQ coherence transfer and the stimulated echo sequences recover 50% of the signal 

intensity. However, the edited lactate resonance c m  expenence M e r  reductions in intensity 

due to spin diffusion effects and to J-modulation during tl, as described above. Furthemore, 

the resonance of lactate and those of metabolites excited by the stimuiated-echo sequence 

experience significantly different echo times, so that differences in the extent of T2 

relaxation can also affect the relative signal intensities. Direct comparison of signal 

intensities to assess relative concentrations must take these features into account. 

Spatial localization of the STE-SelDQC sequence can be achieved by chemical shift irnaging 

(CSI) (3,7,15). Two or three phase-encoding gradients can be placed between the last 



stimulated-echo excitation pulse and the data acquisition window. If two-dimensional CS1 is 

used, the spatial localization in the third dimension c m  be achieved by longitudinal 

Hadamard encoding, in which a Hadamard encoding RF pulse is applied at the begllining of 

the sequence to encode the longitudinal magnetintion of both lactate and other metabolites 

(16)- 

Sirnultaneous Spectral Editing tbr GABA and Taurine Using Double Quantum 
Coherence Transfer 

Theory 

A DQ coherence transfer sequence for metabolite editing is shown in Fig. 8.1A. To edit a 

particular metabolite, the fiequency selectivity and the flip angle (0) of the DQ read pulse as 

well as the duration of the DQ coherence creation period (2r) are adjusted to optimize the 

sensitivity of detection of the target metabolite while eliminating spectral overlap. Usuaily ti 

is kept as short as possible to rninimize signal loss through J-modulation, and rl and 72 are 

usually set to r-t, and t+ti respectively in order to refocus simultaneously the coherence 

transfer echo and Bo inhomogeneity experienced by the DQ coherence during the ti period 

(6) .  

For in vivo DQ GABA editing, the y-GABA resonance at 3.01 ppm is usually the target 

resonance (17-20). The y protons are weakly coupled to the B protons at 1.91 ppm by 7.3 Hz 

(21). Using a product operator formalism, an optimized DQ filtering sequence for in vivo 



GABA editing has been designeci, with 2r=1/43=34 ms and a 90' fiequency selective pulse 

which excites only the P-GABA resouance for the DQ coherence read pulse (18). 

As described in the last chapter, taurine is a strongly coupled AzB2 spin system with chemical 

shifts of 3.27 (N-CH2) ppm and 3.43 ppm (S-CHi) and J=6.7 Hz (21). The signal intensity 

passing through a DQ filter for taurine is maximum at 2-37.5 ms, sùnilar to the optimum 

value for GABA editing. As the two taurine methylene groups have similar chemical shifts, 

in practice it is difficult to use a frequency-selective DQ read pulse to excite only one 

rnethylene group. A read pulse that converts the DQ coherence originating fiom both 

methylene groups into single quantum coherence cm therefore be considered to be a "non- 

fiequency-selective" read pulse. For taurine, the maximum edited signal intensity passing 

through the DQ filter occlm when 0=60° when a DQ coherence selection gradient pair of the 

same polarity is used. 

Since the optimum values of 25 are similar for GABA and burine, a dual-band DQ read 

pulse can be used to convert the DQ coherence fiom both GABA and taurine into single 

quantum coherence. One wave form for such a dual-band pulse is 

RF( = A([) x W G m  - i ( a G , ,  01 + W, exp[ -i(w,t + A@)]) 18. I I  

where A(t) is the amplitude envelop fünction, WGABA and W, are the amplitude weighting 

coefficients for GABA and taurine excitation bands, ~ A B A  and %, are the fiequency offsets 

of the P-GABA and taurine resonances relative to the carrier fiequency, and A+ is the relative 

phase between the GABA and taurine excitation bands. For the 12 ms DQ read pulse w d  for 

the experiments, A(t) is a single-lobe sinc function; WûmA=l .O and W,,,=0.667 so that the 



flip angle of the taurine excitation band is 60' when that of the GABA excitation band is 90°; 

the c h e r  fiequency is on resonance for the y peaks of GABA, so that aGABA=332 Hz and 

0,,,=75 Hz at 7 T; and A+ can be determined experimentally to give in-phase GABA and 

taurine signals. The real and imaginary wave forms of this pulse are shown in Fig. 8.5. 

real 

O 2 4 6 8 10 12 O - 7 

Time (ms) 
4 6 8 10 12 
Time (ms) 

Frequency 

Figure 8.5 Real (A) and imaginary (B) waveforms, and the excitation profile (C) of the duai- 
band double quantum coherence read pulse for simultaneous GABA and taurine editing. 



Materials and Methods 

Al1 experiments were carried out on a Bruker Biosped3 7 T/21 cm spectrometer equipped with 

actively shielded gradients. A homebuilt 3 cm-diameter saddle coi1 was used for both 

transmission and reception. The flip angles of al1 pulses were caretùlly calibrated (12), and al1 

crusher gradients and coherence transfer pathway selection gradients were adjusted 

experimentally to a near magic-angle setting to maximize the efficiency of water suppression 

(13). 

Experiments were performed using a 2.5 cm diameter vial phantom containing 15 m M  

creatine and 20 mM each of choline, GABA and taurine in saline solution, and a 1.2 cm 

diameter via1 containing homogenized rat brain tissue. Spectra were aquired without editing, 

and with editing for GABA, for taurine, and for GABA and taurine simultaneously. Non-edited 

spectra were acquired using a STEAM sequence, with a spectral bandwidth of 2500 Hz, 2048 

data points, 16 averages, TR=2.0 s, TE=20 ms and TM=30 ms. Edited spectra were acquired 

with the DQ filtering sequence shown in Fig. 8.1 A, with TR=2.0 s, ti=7.5 ms, a spectral 

bandwidth of 4000 Hz and 1024 data points. For GABA editing, 2 ~ 3 4  ms and the read pulse 

was a 1 2 ms single lobe sinc pulse with the fiequency on the 0-GABA resonance and a 90' 

flip angle. For taurine editing, 2 ~ 3 7 . 5  ms and the read pulse was a 12 ms single lobe sinc 

pulse with the frequency on the taurine resonance at 3.27 ppm and a 60' flip angle. For 

simultaneous GABA and taurine editing, 2 ~ 3 4  rns and the read pulse was a dual-band pulse 

with one frequency on the P-GABA resonance giving a flip angle of 90' (GABA band), and 

the other fiequency on the taurine resonance at 3.27 ppm giving a fiip angle of 60' (taurine 



band). Edited spectra were acquired using 16 and 256 averages for the pbantom and brain rat 

tissue respectively. Post-acquisition spectral processing included zero-filling FIDs to 4096 

data points and applying a 5 Hz exponential line-broadening prior to Fourier transfomation. 

Results 

Figure 8.6 shows non-edited (A), GABA-edited (B), taurine-edited (C) and GABA- plus 

taurine-edited spectra (D) acquired fiom the solution phantom. In the non-edited spectrum 

(A), the y-GABA resonance at 3.01 pprn is hidden beneath the creatine methyl singlet, the 

taurine resonance at 3.27 ppm is hidden beneath the choline methyl singlet, and the taurine 

resonance at 3.43 ppm overlaps that of the choline a-methylene protons. With GABA editing 

(B), the y-GABA resonance is observed, dong with the a- and distorted P-GABA 

resonances. The signals fiom creatine, choline and taurine are suppressed completely. With 

taurine editing (C), the creatine and choline singlets are suppressed completely, and the y- 

GABA resonance and the choline a-methylene resonance at 3.54 ppm are attenuated 

significantly, both with distorted phase. The choline P-methylene resonance at 4.06 ppm 

passes through the filter. With sirnultaneous GABA and taurine editing (D), both the y- 

GABA resonances and the taurine resonances are recovered, with signal intensities 

indistinguishable fiom those in B and C. 

Figure 8.7 shows the non-edited (A), GABA-edited (B), taurine-edited (C) and GABA- plus 

taurine-edited spectra (D) acquired fiom rat brain tissue. Without spectral editing (A), the y- 

GABA resonance and the taurine resonances are not resolved fiom the creatine and choline 



resonances. With spectral editing, the interferhg creatine and choline resonances are 

suppressed dong with the resonances of other metabolites, and the y-GABA resonance (B) 

and the taurine resonances (C) are observed unequivocally. With simultaneous GABA and 

taurine editing @), both the y-GABA resonances and the taurine resonances are recovered, 

with signal intensities indistinguishable fÎom thom in B and C. Distorted signals at about 2.3 

ppm in B and D are probably GABA, NAA, and glutamate signals that pass through the DQ 

filter. Signals with distorted phase between 3.5 and 4.0 pprn in C and D are residual sigaals 

from myo-inositol, creatine and glucose that pass through the DQ filter. 

Discussion 

The ability to obtain edited spectra nom more than one metabolite in an in vivo 'H MRS 

experiment may be usefùi in many situations, for example when metabolically coupled 

cornpounds are of interest, or when changes in more than a single observable metabolite are 

potential markers for disease staging or diagnosis. In addition, it is often convenient to obtain 

information about a metabolite whose concentration is unchanged and so can serve as an 

intemal reference compound. In the present study the possibility of simultaneous DQ editing 

for more than one metabolite is demonstrated, using a DQ filtering sequence with a 

composite dual-band DQ coherence read pulse to edit for GABA and taurine together. 

GABA is an important inhibitory neurotransmitter in brain, and dysregulation of GABA 

metabolism has been implicated in the pathophysiology of disorders such as stroke, epilepsy 

and schizophrenia (22-28). Taurine is a metabolic product of s u l k  arnino acid catabolism, 

whose role rnay include neurotransmission, osmoregulation, buffering of acidosis, and 



Figure 8.6 Spectra acquired fiom the soIution phantom without spectral editing (A), and with 
editing for GABA (B), taurine (C), or GABA and taurine together. The scaling factors for B, 
C, and D are twice that for A. Peak assignments; 1)  choline @-CH2); 2) creatine, (CH& 3) 
choline, (a-CH2); 4) taurine, (S-CH2); 5) taurine (N-CHÎ); 6) choline (CH3); 7) creatine 
(CW3)+GABA (y-CH2); 8) GABA (a-CH2) and 9) GABA @-CH*). 



Figure 8.7. Spectra acquired fiom rat brain tissue in viîro without spectral editing (A), and 
with editing for GABA (B), taurine (C), or GABA and taurine simultaneously. The scaling 
factor for A is twice those for B, C, and D. 



neuroprotection during cerebral ischemia (references see last chapter). In vivo observation of 

both GABA and taurine by conventional proton MR spectroscopy is hindered by severe 

spectral overlap of their resonances with those of a number of other metabolites sucb as 

creatine, choline, myo-inositol and glucose (21). The sequence described here permits 

observation of GABA and taurine in a single expriment without interference fiom the 

resonances of other metabolites. 

When a DQ filtering sequence is used to observe a single metabolite, ail experhental 

parameters can be adjusted to optimize the detection sensitivity and editing efficiency for that 

particular metabolite. However, compromise is necessary when two metabolites are edited 

simultaneously so that, theoretically, the detection sensitivity for both metabolites may be 

lower than when they are edited individually. With the study described, the detection 

sensitivity for GABA may be reduced due to the use of the dual-band DQ read pulse required 

for the double editing. Leakage of the taurine excitation band of the dual-band DQ read pulse 

into the y-GABA resonance will decrease the detection sensitivity for GABA since the 

maximum detection sensitivity is obtained when the DQ read pulse excites only the B-GABA 

resonance (18). Some residual y-GABA signal intensity is observed in the taurine edited 

spectnim (Fig. 8.6C), confirming the presence of such leakage. However, the effect on the 

GABA detection sensitivity is small (about 3%), as can be seen by comparhg the GABA 

signal intensities in Figs. 8.6B and 8.6D, or 8.78 and 8.7D. 

With the study described, the experkental settings for doubie editing were adjusted to 

optimize the sensitivity for GABA detection, at the cost of potentially compromised 



detection sensitivity for taurine. Since the carrier fiequency was set on the yGABA 

resonance, the taurine resonances are affécted in two ways by off-resonance effects. First, 

O ff-resonance excitation and re focusing compromise the efficiency of the coherence tram fer, 

reducing the detection sensitivity for taurine (6). Because the fiequency difference between 

the y-GABA resonance and the taurine resonance is small (about 75 Hz) at the field strength 

used here (7 T), no reduction in the intensity of the taurine resonances was observed. 

However, when two metabdites with a larger chemical shift difference are edited 

simultaneously, this effect may become important. Second, the DQ coherences of taurine and 

GABA precess with different DQ fiequencies dwing tl, resulting in a phase difference that 

will be carried through to the final spectrum and will affect the detection of both metabolites 

if not corrected. However, the relative phase between the GABA and the taurine excitation 

bands of the dual-band DQ read pulse can always be adjusted experimentally until the finai 

spectnun gives in-phase signals for both GABA and taurine. The taurine detection sensitivity 

may also be reduced by the use of 2r=34 ms, which is optixnized for GABA editing, rather 

than 37.5 ms which is optimum for taurine editing. Again, any such reduction in taurine 

detection sensitivity appears to be unimportant in the experiments reported here (less than 

SN), as can be seen by comparing the taurine signal intensities in Figs. 8.6C and 8.6D, or 

8.7C and 8.7D. 

The double editing strategy described can in principle be used to edit for any two metabolites 

for which the optimum values of 27 are similar. The optimum 2~ value for a coupled spin 

system is determined rnainiy by the J coupling constant(s) and the transverse relaxation tirne, 

and also on the chemical shift diEerence(s) and the field strength in the case of strong 



coupling. For many metabolites of common interest in in vivo proton MR spectroscopy, J is 

about 7 Hz and the optimum 2~ values that have been reported lie around 40 ms. For 

example, the optimum 2s values are 34-44 ms for lactate and alanine (8,29,30), 34 ms for 

GABA (1 8), 36 ms for glutamate at 3 T (3 l), 34 ms for glucose at 4.7 T (32)- and 37.5 rns for 

taurine at 7.1 T. One problem that rnight prevent the generalization of this sequence for 

editing for any pair of metabolites is the off-resonance effects discussed above; these effects 

must be considered in designing and optimizing a DQ filter for the detection of more thm a 

single metabolite. Technically, the off-resonance effects can potentially be circumvented by 

using selective on-resonance double pulses (33) or resonance-offset compensated adiabatic 

pulses as the excitation/refocusing pulses (34). However, to M y  understand how ihe off- 

resonance excitation~refocusing affects the outcome of a DQ editing experiment requires a 

ngorous theoretical treatment which has yet to be developed. 

Since the proposed double editing sequence differs fiom conventional DQ sequences only in 

the DQ read pulse, it can be combined with spatial localization strategies previously 

developed fur conventional DQ filtering, including point resolved spectroscopy (PRESS) 

(19,31,32,35), image-selected in vivo spectroscopy (ISIS) (36), and conventional or 

Hadamard- encoded chernical shift imaging (CSI) (3,7,l S,l6,3O). However, when used with 

PRESS, caution must be exercised in setting the phase of the DQ read pulse relative to other 

pulses as well as the relative phase between the two excitation bands of the DQ pulse because 

of the loss of phase coherence through slice selective excitation/refocusing (35). 
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Chapter 9. Spatially Localized Spectral Editing with Two- 
Dimensional Longitudinal Hadamard Encoding 

Introduction 

Lactate, a metabolite of glycolysis, may play important roles in the pathophysiology of many 

neurological diseases. In general, observation of lactate in vivo by proton magnetic resonance 

spectroscopy (MRS) is hindered by interference fiom lipids which usuaily give rise to intense 

resonances that happen to have vimially the same chemical shift as that of the lactate methyl 

group in proton MR spectra Over the past two decades, many lactate editing techniques have 

been developed to differentiate lactate signals fiom those of lipids so that lactate can be 

determined unequivocall y (1 - 1 7). Among these, gradient selected doublequantum @Q) 

lactate editing techniques provide a good compromise between lipid/water suppression, 

detection sensitivity and motion sensitivity, and thus are considered the most usefiil for 

practical applications (7,14- 16). However, combining DQ lactate editing techniques with 

spatial Iocalization, another key element for in vivo MRS, is not straightforward. Single- 

voxel methods using stimulated echo acquisition mode (STEAM) (1,2) and volume selective 

spectral editing (VOSMG) (5) localization generally cannot recover the maximum signal 

generated by the editing sequence, thus reducing the detection sensitivity for lactate. Point 

resolved spectroscopy (PRESS) based sequences (7,18,I9) can recover the maximum signai, 

but voxel localization is restricted because of phase problems caused by the slice selective 

excitationkefocusing (7). DQ lactate editing has also been combined with image selected in 

vivo spectroscopy (ISIS) (6)- spatial and chemical shifi encoded excitation (SPACE) (3) and 

volume setective refocusing (VSR) (4) to achieve single voxel spatial localization. Chernical 



Chernical shifi imaging (CSI) and other imaging sequences with lactate editing capabiiity 

have been reported (14-1 7), but they generally s e e r  from low signal-to-noise ratio per unit 

tirne (SNRT), so that acquisition times become unacceptably long for in vivo applications. 

Hadamard encoding has been proposed as an alternative to conventionally used localization 

strategies (20-25). Compared to single-voxel techniques, Hadamard encoding has the 

advantage of multiple-voxel localization. Compared with CS1 and other imaging techniques, 

it provides spectra with higher SNRT in practice and the capability to acquire spectra from a 

smaller matrix (e-g. 3x3) without sufTering Gibbs artifact (21-25). Hadamard encoding c m  

be divided into transverse Hadamard encoding and longitudinal Hadamard encoding. With 

longitudinal Hadamard encoding, al1 spatial information is ancoded in the longitudinal 

direction. It can then be combined with spectral editing sequences requiring fiequency- 

selective excitation pulses while avoiding the phase problems encountered with slice- 

selective excitation (7). In this chapter, multiple-voxel localized DQ lactate edithg using 

two-dimensional longitudinal Hadamard encoding localization is described. 

Hadamard Encoding 

The use of longitudinal Hadamard encoding for multiple-volume localization in MR 

spectroscopy and imaging was first introduced by Bolinger and Leigh (20). Hadamard 

encoding is based on Hadamard matrices, and it in principle recovers n volume elements in n 

scans. The basic ideas underlying Hadamard encoding and decoding are illustrated in Fig. 

9.1. Suppose spatial localization is required for 4 volume elements (i.e. slices 1, 2, 3 and 4) 



which together form a matrix S. Hadamard encoding is rnathematicaily equivaient to 

multiplying S with a respective Hadamard matrix H, a 4x4 matrix in this case. The four 

columns in H correspond to the four volume elements while the four rows represent four 

encoding steps. The notations "1" and "-1" in H indicate whether the longitudinai 

magnetization of one particular volume element should be inverted ("-1 ") or not (" 1 ") in one 

particular encoding step. For example, H[2,4] is "-l", and this means that the longitudinal 

rnagnetization of slice 4 should be inverted in the second encoding step. In each encoding 

step, a specially designed multiple-band inversion pulse dong with a slice-selective gradient 

are used to encode the longitudinai magnetization of the sarnple according to the 

corresponding row in H. Then the encoded longitudinal magnetization is observed in the 

form of a free induction decay (FID) or an echo with a designated read-out procedure. The 

four FIDs or echoes acquired in the four encoding steps together form another matrix F. An 

inverse Hadamard transformation on F (i.e. diagonalking H) then gives the localized 

response fiom each of the volume elements. Two-dimensional (2D) Hadamard encoding is 

just a straightforward extension of one-dimensional Hadamard encoding by performing 

Hadamard encoding steps independently in two orthogonal directions. For example, for a 

two- dimensional 4th order Hadamard encoding experiment, a total of 4x4=16 encoding 

steps have to be perfonned to form a 4x4 F matrix. Two-dimensional inverse Hadamard 

transformation of such an F matrix gives the Iocaiized response fiom a total of 4x4=16 

volume elements- 
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Figure 9.1 A schematic representation of one-dimensional4th order Hadamard encoding and 
decoding. 

Verifcation of the Pmision of Spatial Localization Using Longitudinal 
Hadamard Encoding 

The first set of experiments was done to ver@ the precision of spatial localization using 

longitudinal Hadamard encoding. Multiple-band inversion puises used for longitudinal 

Hadamard encoding were numerically synthesized fiom single band inversion pulses (24), 

where RF(t) is the complex wave fonn for the multiple-band Hadamard inversion pulse, A(t) 

and 4(t) are the amplitude envelop function and phase function for the composite single band 

inversion pulses, and aj is the fiequency at the center of the jth desired inversion band. In 

this study, adiabatic hyperbolic secant pulses (26) 

A(t) = A, sech(Pt) 40)  = CL lnbech(P t)] 



were used to synthesize the 10 ms 4th order Hadamard pulses with p=5, P=412 É', a 

bandwidth of 2200 Hz for each inversion band, and A1 adjusted to op- the pulse profite. 

The inversion profiles of the synthesized Hadamard pulses were measured on a 2.5 cm 

diameter via1 filled with saline using a one-dimensional spin-echo imaging sequence. Figure 

9.2A shows the axial profile of the longinidinai magnetization of the phantom with no 

inversion pulse applied. Figures 9.2B to 9.2D show the inversion profiles of the Hadamard 

inversion pulses correspondhg to the second, the third and the fourth rows of the Hadamard 

rnatrix H respectively. Slice profiles (E-H) were generated by perfonning inverse Hadamard 

transformation on the profiles A-D. There is rninor (4%) inter-slice leakap and overlap of 

the slice profiles in F-H. The slice profile in E shows contamination fiom the area outside the 

region of interest and the gaps between the slices. 

I I I  

Figure 9.2 Inversion profiles (one-dimensional spin-echo images) of the 4th order Hadamard 
inversion pulses (A-D) and the slice profiles generated by their inverse Hadamard 
transformation (E-H). 



Figure 9.3 Snapshot FLASH images showing spatial locaihtion with two-dimensional 4th 
order longitudinal Hadamard encoding. 

The precision of spatial locaiization with two-dimensional 4th order longitudinal Hadamard 

encoding was verified on the sarne phantom and the results are shown in Fig. 9.3. To obtain 

those images, 16 proton density weighted images were acquired with a modified snapshot 

fast low angle shot (FLASH) imaging sequence. The images were acquired with a 5x5 cm2 

field of view (FOV), 128x 128 matrix size, 2 mm slice thickness, repetition t h e  (TR) 4.3 ms, 

echo time (TE) 2.3 ms, rwo averages and a gaussian excitation pulse with a 12' flip angle. 

Two 10 ms dual-band Hadamard inversion pulses were inserted before the irnaging sequence, 

encoding the longitudinal magnetization according to the Hadamard matrix as described 

previously. An inverse Hadamard transformation on the 16 images obtained gave the images 

shown in Fig. 9.3, with each individual image showing localized signal intensity fiom one 

volume element only. Spatial localization in the Iower-right 3 x 3  matrix of voxels is 



excellent, showing no sign of contamination. However, it can been seen nom the figure that 

localization of the volume elements in the fht row and the fïrst column is not satisfactory 

because of the contamination resuiting fiom regions outside the volume of interest and the 

gaps between the volume elements. 

Pulse Sequence for #ultip/e-Voxd Localizeû DQ L8cbb Editing 

A conventional DQ coherence tramfer sequence for lactate editing is s h o w  in Fig. 9.4A. 

The firçt 90' pulse and the two 180' refocusing pulses of the sequence can be made slice 

selective (Fig. 9.4B) to achieve three-dimensional localization in a rnanner that is similar to 

PRESS (7,18,19). However, the lactate signal intensity recovered fiom such a sequence was 

found to be dependent on the positioning of the voxel, or in other words, on the fiequency 

offset of the slice-selective 90' pulse and the first slice-selective 180' refocusing puise (7). 

As a result, an extra phase correction procedure has to be performed experimentally to 

correct for this effect, making this localization strategy inconvenient to use in practice (18). 

A puise sequence to acquire multiple-voxel localized lactate-edited spectra without 

encountering this phase problem is shown in Fig. 9.4C. Two localization strategies are used 

in this sequence. First, localization in the slice direction is achieved by making the second 

180" refocusing pulse of the DQ filter slice selective; making this pulse slice-selective does 

not introduce a fiequency offset-dependent (Le. position dependent) modulation of the lactate 

signal intensity (7), so that no phase adjustment is needed (18). Second, multiple-voxel in- 

plane localization is achieved by two-dimensional longitudinal Hadamard encoding with two 

Hadamard inversion puises inserted before the DQ filter along with slice-selective gradients. 
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Figure 9.4 A conventional DQ lactate editing sequence (A), a DQ lactate editing sequence 
combined with PRESS spatial localization (B), and a pulse sequence for DQ lactate editing 
with two dimensional longitudinal Hadamard encoding and slice selective refocusing to 
achieve multiple voxel localization. Gsid and Gap are the gradient pulses used to achieve 
spatial localization and to select DQ coherence transfer pathways respectively. 



Although changing the last refocusing pulse of the DQ fiiter from a hard puise to a slice 

selective pulse does not cause fkquency offsetdependent modulation of the lactate signal 

intensity, caution still must be exercised in choosing the duration and the shape of the pulse, 

especially for in vivo applications (19,27). In the studies described in this chapter, 1 ms sinc- 

gaussian pulses (half-width at half-maximum) were used as the refocusing pulses, giving 

good sensitivity and a good slice profile. Fig. 9.5C shows the refmusing profile of the sinc- 

gaussian pulse used. The refocusing profdes of a 1 ms the-lobe sinc pulse (B) and a 1 ms 

gaussian pulse (A) are also s h o w  in Fig. 9.5 for cornparison. 

Figure 9.5 Refocusing profiles of a 1 ms gaussian pulse (A), a 1 ms 3-lobe sinc pulse (B) and 
a 1 ms sinc-gaussian pulse with half-width at half-maximum (C). 



Materials and Metho& 

P hantom Experiments 

Experiments on phantorns were perforxned on a Bruker Biospec spectrometer using a 9.4 

T/2 1 cm Magnex magnet equipped with custom-made actively-shielded field gradient coils. 

An inductively coupled Alderman-Grant probe with a 35 mm inner diameter was used for 

both transmission and reception. A two-compartment phantom consisting of a 1.2 cm 

diameter via1 containing pure olive oil in a 2.5 cm diameter via1 containing 15 m M  lactate 

and 15 mM N-acetylaspartate (NAA) in saline was used. For the DQ editing part of the 

sequence, 2 ~ 6 8  ms, ti=12 ms, ti=8 ms, and 72 was adjusted experimentaIly so that oniy the 

second half of the coherence transfer echo was acquired. DQ coherence transfer pathways 

were selected using 5 ms gradient pulses with amplitudes of 2.5 G/cm and 5 .O G/cm. Cnisher 

gradients and coherence transfer pathway selection gradients were experimentally adjusted to 

a near magic-angle setting to maximize the efficiency of water/fat suppression (28). 1 ms 

sinc-gaussian pulses (half-width at half-maximum) served as the refocusing pulses. The flip 

angles of the RF pulses were carefiilly calibrated (29). Eight scans were accumulated for 

each of the 16 Hadamard encoding steps. To remove the DC offset and spuriously refocused 

signals. a two-step (O0-180°) phase cycling of the last 180' pulse in synchrony with the 

receiver was employed. Data were acquired into 1024 points using a spectrai bandwidth of 

5000 Hz. The FIDs resulting fiom inverse Hadamard transformation of the acquired FID 

matrix were zero-filled to 4096 data points, multiplied by a 10 Hz exponential line- 

broadening function, and Fourier transformed. M e r  excluding the contaminated first row 

and column, nine 6 x 6 ~ 5  mm3 voxels were recovered. 



ln Vivo Experiments 

The performance of the sequence s h o w  in Fig. 9.4C was tested on a globally ixhemic rat 

brain and a focally ischemic rat brain. Male Sprague-Dawley rats weighting 250-300 g were 

used. Global ischemia was produced by cardiac arrest with the injection of 3  rni 20% KC1 

solution into the tail artery. To induce focal cerebral ischemia in rats the middle cerebral 

artery was occluded using an intraiurninal suture (30). MR measurements on rat brain were 

carried out on a Bniker Biospecl3 spectrometer using a 7 T/21 cm magnet equipped with 

actively-shielded gradient coils. A home-built 3 cm diameter RF saddle coi1 was used for 

both transmission and reception. For DQ lactate editing, 2r-40 ms, ti=6.5 ms, ~ 1 = 1 3 . 5  ms, 

and rz =26.5 ms; in order to refocus the Bo inhomogeneity experienced by the DQ lactate 

coherence during the ti period, rl and 7 2  were taken as r-tl and t+tl respectively (3 1). The use 

of a shorter 27 value than the conventionally-used 68 ms k e n  reported before (2) and has 

been deait with theoretically by Shen et al (32). DQ coherence transfer pathways were 

selected using 1 ms gradient pulses with amplitudes of 3.5 Glcm and 7.0 Glcm. TR was 2.0 s. 

For experiments on globally ischemic and focally ischemic rat brain, 64 scans and 80 scans 

for each of the 16 Hadamard encoding steps were accumulated, giving an experiment time of 

36 minutes and 45 minutes respectively. Other acquisition parameters and procedures were 

the same as those used for phantom experiments. Post-transformation processing included 

zero filling to 4096 data points and a 20 Hz line broadening. The voxels were 4 . 5 ~ 4 . 5 ~ 5  mm3 

in size. 



A snapshot FLASH scout image of the lactate/oil phantom in which the watedoil chemical 

shift artifact has been corrected manuaily is s h o w  in Fig. 9.6A. The grid overlying the 

image shows the in-plane localization. The 0.0-3.0 ppm portion of the spectra obtained fiom 

the nine voxels in A is shown in B. The NAA singlet at 2.02 ppm is absent nom al1 spectra, 

demonstrating successfbl suppression of uncoupled spins. The lactate methyl resonance is 

observed with high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the spectra fkom voxels 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9, 

containing the lactate/NAA solution, and with low intensity in the spectra fkom voxels 1,2,4 

and 5 containing mainly olive oil. There is a significant correlation ( d . 9 3 )  between the 

number of lactate-containhg pixels of each voxel and the integrated lactate peak intensity 

fiom that voxel. The oil methylene resonances around 1.3 ppm are suppressed. 

Figure 9.6 Snapshot FLASH image of a phantom of a via1 of pure olive oil in a larger via1 
containing an aqueous solution of lactate and NAA (A). The o iha te r  chemical shift artifact 
in A was corrected manually. The grid overlaying the image shows the positions of the nine 
voxels, whose DQ edited spectra are shown in B. 



Figures 9.7A and 9.7B are snapshot FLASH images fiom a globally ischernic rat brain. The 

dark bands on the images showing the locations of the slice (A) and the in-plane voxels (B) 

were produced by preceding the snapshot FLASH imaging sequence with a slice selective 

refocusing pulse (A) or Hadamard inversion pulses corresponding to the second row of the 

Hadamard matrix (B). The noise bands appearing on these images are artifacts resulting fiorn 

the central phase-encoding scheme used for imaging. Figure 9.7C shows a lactate edited 

spectnim acquired fiom the whole slice shown in A. Singlet peaks fiom NA& creatine, and 

choline are absent, demomîrating successfbl suppression of uncoupled spins. The lactate 

methyl peak at 1.33 ppm is sharp and without phase modulation, showing no contribution 

fiom lipid signals. Water suppression by the DQ filter is good. Figure 9.7D shows localized 

spectra fiom the nine voxels shown in B. The variation in the integrated signal intensity 

arnong the lactate peaks in the nine voxels was about 10%. The lactate peaks from voxels 3, 

6 and 9 are broader than those fiom the other voxels, probably a result of poorer shimnzing at 

these voxels. 

Figure 9.8A is a snapshot FLASH scout image of a focally ischemic rat brain. The lactate- 

edited spectra obtained fiom the voxels shown on the scout image are shown in Fig. 9.8B. 

Singlet peaks fiom NAA, creatine, and choline are absent, demonstrating successfiil 

suppression of uncoupled spins. Water suppression by the DQ filter is good. The lactate 

methyl peak is prominent only in spectra fiom voxels fiom the region of the brain (i.e. 

striatum in the nght hemisphere) subjected to ischemia. 



Figure 9.7 Snapshot FLASH images from a globally ischemic rat brain (A-B). The lactate 
edited spectrum in C was acquired fiom the whole slice in A. Localized DQ lactate edited 
spectra from the nine voxels shown in B are given in D. 



Figure 9.8 Snapshot FLASH scout image (A) and localized DQ lactate edited spectra (B) 
from a rat brain with focal ischemia in the right hemisphere. The grid overlying the image 
shows the in-plane voxels fiom which the spectra were obtained. 

Discussion 

Combining DQ lactate editing with spatial localization is challenging. Long slice-selective 

pulses interact with J-coupled spin systems in a way that is quite different fiom short hard 

pulses (33). Then in a DQ lactate editing experiment, unwanted coherences can be generated 

if the hard pulses used for excitation/refocusing are switched to soft slice selective pulses, 

affecting coherence transfer and the outcome of the experiment. Localization procedures 

rnust therefore be introduced into the editing sequence without affecthg coherence tramfer. 

This has been done using SPACE (3), VSR (4) or ISIS (6). Longitudinal Hadamard encoding 

is another localization technique that can be incorporated into a DQ editing sequence without 

affecting coherence transfer since al1 spatial information is encoded in the longitudinal 



direction in a way that resembles ISIS. 

The full discussion of the advantages of using Hadamard encodiag as a localization strategy 

can be found in the literature (22,23,34,35) and are only bnefly summarized here: (i) multiple 

voxel localization is possible; (ii) a small matrix size c m  be used without significant inter- 

voxel leakage; (iii) the quality of the spatial locaiization with longitudinal Hadamard 

encoding is insensitive to Bi imperfections and the repetition the; (iv) the method gives 

spectra with high SNRT; (v) data can be recovered if acquisition is interrupted. 

There are also limitations to the use of longitudinal Hadamard encoding. First, multiple-band 

Hadamard inversion pulses require high RF peak power, requiring a high performance RF 

amplifier. Carefùl optimization of the pulse design can help rninimize the required peak 

power (36). Second, because of contamination fiom outside the region of interest and gaps 

between the slices, the fust  volume element in each encoded direction rnust be discarded, 

compromising the efficiency of the technique. For example, in a two dimensional 4th order 

longitudinal Hadamard encoding experiment, after excluding the fmt row and colurnn, only 

h 3 = 9  voxels out of a total of 16 can be recovered. This problem can potentially be solved by 

using outer volume suppression (37) dong with a no-gap Hadamard pulse design (38) to 

eliminate the sources of contamination. Third, because localization is not achieved in a single 

scan, the accuracy of localization may be more susceptible to motion artifacts than single- 

shot techniques such as PRESS. However, the editing efficiency of the DQ sequence will not 

be degraded by motion since the lactate-edited signais are acquired in a single shot. Finally, 

because acquisition does not begin imrnediately after the Hadamard pulses, some 



longitudinal relaxation occurs between the last Hadamard pulse and the start of acquisition 

(about 100 ms for an in vivo lactate editing expriment). This does not degrade the precision 

of spatial localization (22,23), but it does reduce the o v e d l  detection seasitivity by about 

IO%, taking Tl of lactate in vivo to be 1.75 s at 7 T (39). 

With spectral editing, metabolite(s) of interest can be observed uaequivocally, but usually at 

the cost of reduced sensitivity. Although the DQF sequence shown in Fig. 9.4A has a high 

detection sensitivity relative to similar lactate editing sequences, it recovers at best 50% of 

the lactate signal intensity (16). Lactate signals passing through the DQ filter are fiuther 

attenuated by mechanisms such as spin-diaision, J-modulation, transverse relaxation, and 

RF pulse imperfections (15). In this study the DQF sequence probably recovers only 30-35% 

of the lactate signal intensity. Even so, Hadamard encoded lactate editing may be useful for 

clinical studies. At lower fields (e.g. 1.5 T), T2 of lactate is likely significantiy longer than 

that at the high fields used in this study, so that signal loss through transverse relaxation 

during the DQ creation and detection periods will be reduced. Signal losses due to J- 

modulation could be reduced by using a binomial pulse (40) rather than a longer shaped 

pulse as the DQ read pulse to shorten ti. Finally, clinicai studies will use a larger voxel size, 

effectively increasing the sensitivity. 
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improvement has been made lately ( 5 4 ,  it is my perception that not ail the factors 1 

mentioned in chapter 3 have been receiving adequate attention in a way they should have. 

More studies are required to evaluate and improve the precision of the CBF measurements 

with this technique, and eventually to validate this technique. 

The second problem associated with MR perfbsion imaging using CAST, especially when 

used with a one-coi1 configuration, is the poor signai-to-noise ratio (SNR) and consequently 

the low accuracy with which CBF can be measured. Improving SNR of the CBF 

rneasurement ( S W r i U )  in one-coi1 CAST pedùsion imaging is the centrai theme of part one 

of this thesis. Using a straigh$orward error propagation anaiysis, it was first shown th& 

S W *  is directly proportionai to SNR of the proton density weighted images (SNRimw) 

used to calculate the perfusion images and to the degree of spin labeling (a). It was then 

realized that S w h  can be improved by increasing SN'IQwc while not comprornising a. In 

principle, this can be achieved by reducing the magnetization tramfer (MT) and direct off- 

resonance irradiation (DON) effects of the spin tagging pulse and simultaneously keeping 

the requirements for adiabatic-fast-passage inversion satisfied. In practice, it was shown that 

this could be done by carefully adjusting the strength of both the radiofrequency (RF) pulse 

(BI) and the magnetic field gradient (Gi) for spin tagging. In the next step, the proposed 

strategy to optimize SNR,rfii was experimentaily implemented and verified with CBF 

measurement on normal rat brain. It was also realized dong the way that the previous 

equation for CBF cdculation in one-coi1 AST perfusion imaging (Le. Eq. 13.301) 

underestimates CBF when the commonly used values of Bi and Gl for spin tagging are 

altered to improve S m f i .  ïherefore, a generai equation (Le. Eq. 13.271) for CBF calculation 



in one-coi1 CAST MR perfusion imaging was derived. increaseâ SNRpahi not oniy meaas 

greater accuracy for CBF measurements but aiso makes it possible to measure CBF with higher 

temporal resolution. This was demonstrateci on normal rat brain with an açetazolamide 

stimulation test in which quantitative perfusion images with an in-plane spatial  solution of 

0.4x0.4 mm2 and a slice thickness of 2 mm were acquired with a temporal molution of 6 

minutes. The performance of the SNR-optimized perfusion imaging technique was aiso 

evaluated in some other experiments. For example, the effects of anesthetics on CBF in normal 

rats were uivestigated and the results either confïrmed or added new insights into previous 

observations. In another expriment, a delayed postischemia hyperemia was found in a rat 

mode1 of focal ischemia, an observation that few have reporteci before. 

Most existing MR perfusion irnaging techniques using CAST are single-slice techniques, and 

thus are not tirne efficient in acquiring the data if CBF measurement in more than just one 

slice is of interest. The last unsolved problem then is how to achieve multiple-slice or three- 

dimensional acquisition. Some options for multiple-slice and three-dimensional acquisition 

have been suggested (8,9), but none of which, in my opinion, has showed itself to be a fùlly 

satisfactory solution. Further studies are also needed in this direction. 

The ultimate goal of research in MR perfusion imaging would be developing and 

experimentally implementing a technique that can be used to acquire three-dimensional CBF 

maps with full quantification, hi& spatial resolution and optimal SNR in an acceptable 

duration of tirne. This may seem far away fiom reality at this stage. However, it is my belief 

that this goal will be reached someday in a fùture that may actually not be as far away as it 



In recent years, there has k e n  Little doubt that basic research and clinical applications in MR 

diffusion, perfusion and fbnctional imaging have been thriving. Meanwhile, the progress in 

in vivo MRS has been rather slow in spite of the fact that its vaiue and potentiai in studying 

tissue metabolic activities have long been and still are appreciated by many M R  researchers. 

The slow progress in in vivo MRS can be attributed to a variety of reasons among which the 

most significant one, I believe, is that there are still many technical problems remaining to be 

solved. In vivo MRS will have more applications and, particularly, more elaborate 

applications only after these problems are solved. Trying to recognize and solve ail the 

technicd problems for in vivo MRS in one Ph.D thesis is unquestionably too ambitious. 

Therefore, no attempt was made in this thesis to try to cover every detail of every problem 

one may encounter. Mead ,  research work was more focused on one particular subject: DQ 

spectral editing in in vivo proton MRS.  

Spectral editing is a cornmonly used technique in in vivo proton MRS to suppress waternipid 

signals and to eliminatc spectral overlap. Among existing spectral editing techniques, DQ 

coherence transfer, which sometimes is also referred as DQ filtering (DQF), offers a good 

compromise arnong detection sensitivity, susceptibility to motion artifacts and efficiency of 

watedfat suppression, and thus has been considered the most suitable for in vivo applications 

(10). The main theme of part two of the thesis is to develop new DQF techniques and to 

enhance the performance of existing DQF techniques with the objective of making these 

techniques more useful for practical applications. 



Spectral editing pulse sequences are generally metabolite-specific (1 1). In other words, 

spectral editing for different metabolites requires difTerent pulse sequences. Previously, DQF 

sequences have been developed for selective observation of a number of metabolites 

including lactate (12,13), y-aminobutyric acid (GABA) (14,15), citrate (16), glucose (17), N- 

acetylaspartate (NAA) (18), and glutamate (19). In this thesis, a localized DQF sequence for 

in vivo observation of taurine, an important metaboiic product of sulfùr amino acid 

catabolism, was developed and optimized, which rnay be usehl as a tool in investigating the 

pathophysiology of taurine-related diseases. Since the conventional DQF sequences normally 

recover spectra of only one metabolite at a tirne, they are thus inefficient in acquiring the data 

if more than a single metabolite is of interest. In attempting to enhance the performance of 

the conventionai DQF sequences by recovering signals fiom more than just one metabolite in 

a single experiment, two new pulse sequences were devebped. The first sequence is a 

stirnulated-echo enhanced selective DQ coherence transfer (STE-SelDQC) sequence which 

c m  be used to observe edited lactate signais simultaneously with the signals fiom other 

metabolites such as NAA, creatine and choline. The second sequence is a double-editing 

sequence which in p ~ c i p l e  can be used to edit for any two metabolites at the same tirne. 

Spatial localization has always been a concern for in vivo MR spectroscopists. Aithough 

there are many spatial localization techniques currently available, combining these 

techniques with DQF has been less satisfactory. In this thesis, two-dimensional longitudinal 

Hadamard encoding was combined with a conventional DQ lactatr editing sequence to 

acquire multiple-voxel Iocalized and lactate edited spectra in vivo. The excellent performance 



of the combined sequence in both multiple-voxel spatial localization and lactate editing, as 

demonstrated in rat brain, may indicate its potential for clinical applications. 

Unequivocal observation of a metabolite by DQ spectral editing is often at the cost of 

reduced sensitivity. Generally, only a hction of the signais fiom the target metabolite can 

pass through a DQ editing sequence (10). and the signais passing through the sequence are 

attenuated further by mechanisms such as transverse relaxation, spin-diffusion, J-modulation, 

and radiofiequency (RF) pulse imperfections (13). Therefore when DQ spectral editing is 

used to observe a metabolite with low concentration in vivo, it is not only essential for the 

sequence to be efficient in filtering out major ovedapping resonances, but also important for 

the sequence to have optimal detection sensitivity for the metabolite of interest. The flip 

angles of the RF pulses in a DQ editing sequence affect the detection sensitivity of the 

sequence, and it is required that the flip angles of al1 the RF pulses in a DQ editing pulse are 

calibrated exactly and do not Vary across the sample in order to obtain the optimal detection 

sensitivity (10). As a result, DQ spectral editing is usually done with volume RF coils 

because of the highly homogeneous Bi field generated by these coils, as is ais0 the case in 

the studies described in this thesis. For in vivo MRS, the detection sensitivity of a volume 

coil is usually lower than that of a surface coil because of the smaller loading factor of the 

former, and thus it is desirable to be able to use surface coils in DQ spectral editing. 

However. a surface coil cannot be used directly in a DQ editing experiment because of the 

highly inhomogeneous Bi field, and thus the varying flip angle across the sample, that it 

generates (20). One solution would be to use a volume coil for excitation and a swfaçe coil 

for reception. However, with the dual-coil configuration, the gain in sensitivity fiom using a 



surface coi1 would be partiaiiy lost because of the dil3erent Bi flux patteras of the two coils 

(21). Another solution to using surface coils in DQ spectral editing is to use adiabatic RF 

pulses which generate uniform flip angles despite the inhomogeneous Bi field, as long as the 

RF power of the pulses exceeds certain minimum thresholds so as to meet adiabatic 

conditions (22). With a family of relatively new adiabatic R F  pulses such as the BI- 

insensitive rotation (BIR-4) puises and the solvent suppression adiabatic pulses (SSAP) 

developed by Garwood et al (22), it is possible to constnict an adiabatic version of any DQ 

editing sequence that can be used with surface coils. An adiabatic version of a DQ lactate 

editing sequence has already been developed (21,23). Using the sarne strategies, the 

development of the adiabatic version of al1 the DQ editing seqwnces described in this theis 

would greatly improve the detection sensitivity, and thus the usefùlness, of these sequences. 

As pointed out in the prologue, because the hdarnental principles of MR have already been 

expfoited most thoroughly, coming up with really new ideas and developing really new pulse 

sequences is becoming increasingly difficult. In a sense, the acclaimed "new" pulse 

sequences for in vivo MRS developed in this thesis are not reaily new. It may be more 

appropriate to consider them as inregmed sequences composed of sequence segments that 

have been available previously. Although developing integrated pulse sequences may seem 

to be not as exciting or challenging as developing pulse sequences which are originally new, 

it may well be the future of the technical development in in vivo MRS. Unlike high resolution 

MRS performed by chemists, in vivo MRS is ofien troubled by practical problerns that are 

inherently associated with biological samples. Poor spectral resolution, waterlfat suppression, 

spatial localization and outer volume suppression are just some typical examples. Although 



some solutions for each individual problem have been found and proven successfid over the 

past years, as is d l  not adequate since, in practice, al1 the problems will most likely arise 

simultaneously imtead of appearing individually. A "panacea" therefore is needed. Integrated 

pulse sequences are formed by incorporating different sequence segments which are designed 

specifically to address different problems, and thus seem to be a good candidate for the 

panacea we are ai1 looking for. It may sound simple. The practical implementation of 

integrated pulse sequences, however, rnay not be as straightfonvard as one may th& and as 

can be seen fiom the previous chapters of the thesis. Nevertheless, the work described in this 

thesis dong with the efforts made by many others is just a beginning, and more development 

on this direction is obviously needed. 

In a sense, this thesis has turned out in a way that was hardly expected even by myself when 1 

first started my Ph.D program. Initially, 1 was thinking of doing research projects in which 

MR imaging and spectroscopy are sirnply used as tools to investigate the pathophysiology of 

certain neurologicai diseases. If 1 had followed that track, my thesis would certainly have a 

different look from what it has now and most of what has been described in the previous 

chapters would also be impossible. It al1 started when 1 tried to implement and improve the 

technique of MR perfusion imaging using CAST. The m e r  1 went, the more fkequently 1 

found myself amazed by the complexity and at the same time the beauty of magnetic 

resonance itself. 1 then followed my own interest and curiosity until 1 finally realized that 1 

had gotten on a road that was totally different fiom the one 1 was supposed to be on. 1 am not 

sure, even now, whether 1 chose a harder road to walk on or 1 was just lucky to find an easier 

way out of this. It is already too late for me to look back and have that choice al1 over again. 



However, one thing for sure is that I have really enjoyed what 1 did. 

Nonetheless, this thesis is not only just a summary of the relentless work which 1 did in the 

past several years, it also represents my very first personai accomplishment in science, if it 

cm be called an accompiishment. There is no need to Say that 1 am proud of it, indeed, just 

like anyone would do in the same situation. However, no matter how proud 1 am emotionally, 

a question remains: 1s it a good thesis or not? 1 am certainiy in no position to make that 

judgement myself. Ultimately, what makes a good thesis a good thesis or a so-so thesis, 1 

believe, is its scientific merits which can onIy be judged by the objectiveness of science. Sir 

Isaac Newton once had this famous remark when he tried modestly to summarize his life 

achievement in science: "I don't know what I may seern to the worZd but, as to myself; Iseem 

to have been only like a boy playing on the sea shore, and diverting myseif in now and then 

finding a srnoother pebble or a prettier shell than ordinary whilst the great ocean of truth lay 

al2 undiscovered before me." Even someone as great as Newton felt overwhelmed when he 

faced the great ocean of tmth. For someone as humble as me, it is absoluteiy no modesty at 

al1 to Say that 1 would be most gratified if what has been described in this thesis could be 

considered as a tiny grain of sand on the shore of the great ocean of truth which Newton 

mentioned. 

Afier this paragraph, this thesis will h a l l y  come to its end, a point which 1 devoted twenty 

consecutive years of my life trying to reach. Ever since 1 was a Little boy who could barely 

read and write, 1 have been dreaming that someday 1 will be in a position where 1 am right 

now. Now 1 am here and what will be the next? 1 often hear someone use the phrase "a 



starting point of pursuing a lifetime scientific career" to describe the completion of ones post- 

graduate studies, which 1 can hardly agree to. It always seemed to me that there is a distinct 

difference between "pursuing a scientific career" and "devoting ones life to science", 

although 1 was never able to spell out the difference in words until 1 red a quote by Michael 

Faraday not too long ago, and it says: "1 have always felt that there is something degrading in 

offering rewards for intellectual exertion, and t h  societies or acudemies, or even kings and 

emperors, should mingle in the M e r  does not remove the degradation." 1 am not sure 

whether or not everyone in the scientific community agrees with Faraday in his words, but 1 

certainly do. It has always k e n  my belief that the only rewards in pursuing scientific 

research are the chances for one to see the grand beauty of the truth and the joy and the 

excitement one may feel dong the way in searching for the truth. In this sense, 1 have never 

regretted my choice in going down the road of science and never will. 
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